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forew ofD
Dean R. Snow
t the end of the twentieth century, we American archaeologists
find ourselves with the happy problem of managing our success.
When I first started reading about archaeology a half century ago,
it was an esoteric pursuit followed by a few struggling professionals and a
supporting cast of avocationals. Since then the numbers of professional
archaeologists in colleges, universities, and museums have mushroomed.
But importantly the number of nonacademic professional archaeologists
has grown even more, to the point that more than half of us now work in
nonacademic positions. Before complaining to others about having to
adjust to these new circumstances we should consider how much
sympathy the wealthy receive for the tribulations of managing their
money. Such is the price of success.
A small but representative number of archaeologists met in Wakulla
Springs, Florida, early in 1998 to explore strategies for success manage
ment. At least some of us came prepared for vigorous and protracted
dispute. This, I suspect, was conditioned by years of experience as
minority members of anthropology departments. Many of us were aston
ished to discover instead that there was broad consensus even before
serious debate got started. The conference moved quickly to the business
of making recommendations after finding little to argue about in the
earlier stages.
It boils down to this. Academic archaeologists have long designed
their programs to produce more academic archaeologists, a default
strategy still followed by many other disciplines as well. Many of us in
academic departments with doctoral programs still aspire to raise the next
generation of professors and place them in the best academic positions.
Meanwhile, the market for professional archaeologists is increasingly a
nonacademic one, and the key credential for entry into the majority of
open positions is the M.A. or M.S., not necessarily the Ph.D. A glance at
the salary range for MBAs should provide sufficient evidence for the effi
cacy of professional programs at the master’s level.
Not every student wants or needs a doctorate to become a profes
sional archaeologist. Many currently leave doctoral programs early, using
their master’s degrees to enter the profession. At Wakulla Springs we tried
to craft recommendations that would restore value and utility to B.A.,
M.A., and M.S. degrees, and that would make them more than just step
ping stones to the Ph.D. Many of us may still aspire to educate the next
generation of the professoriate, but we recognize that some of them will
follow other paths. But even if those of our students who do replace us in
TeacHinf ArcHaeoLO<jy in tHe Twenty-first century
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academic posts do not require new program structures, surely their
students will.
Archaeology is a much grander profession than it was a half
century ago. It has many more parts than it once had, and it is time for us
to begin managing our wealth before we are embarrassed by it. The
Wakulla Springs Conference has given us a start. I am convinced that if
we follow the conference recommendations we will promote a profession
built on an array of quality programs at the bachelor’s, master’s, and
doctoral levels. I can think of no finer legacy to pass on to twenty-first
century archaeology.

vi
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HISTOriCQL BClCK^TOUnD:
T H inK m ^ a b o u t h o w we T e a cH
A r c H a e o L o ^ Y

Susan J. Bender
his section explores the structure and content of graduate and
undergraduate archaeolgoy curricula in the late twentieth century.
A theme uniting the following papers is that traditions of academic
training have not kept pace with changing contexts for the practice of
archaeology. Indeed, several authors imply that traditional conceptualiza
tions of archaeology as an academic or liberal arts discipline has acted as
a countervailing force against acknowledging and incorporating the wider
contexts of archaeological practice into courses focused on conveying the
method, theory and subject matter of the discipline. McGimsey and Davis
argue, for example, that all archaeological practice is public, yet our
curricula traditionally pay scant attention either to training future profes
sionals to work in the public arena or to developing an awareness of how
this arena shapes the production of archaeological knowledge.
Krass points out, furthermore, that such lapses can be traced to the
fact that our curricula have not changed significantly in structure since the
mid-twentieth century when the discipline quite explicitly characterized
itself as a scientific research profession. The pedagogies associated with
teaching a discipline so conceptualized traditionally emphasize coverage
of up-to-date content, building from lecture- to seminar-style learning.
Within this framework, students are expected to “know their stuff’ and
learn to conduct research by modeling their professors’ accomplishments.
Issues of how students might apply their research knowledge outside of
an academic context and the broader ethical considerations surrounding
the conduct of research are usually considered peripheral to the central
curricular principle: teaching the content and method of the research
discipline. For the undergraduate context in particular, the traditions of
liberal arts education— emphasizing the rigors of intellectual training with
little explicit reference to broader applications of knowledge and skills
developed within the disciplines— have been a mainstay of such a curric
ular structure.
However, as William Lipe points out, archaeology can no longer be
taught as if it were solely a research discipline. While the research func
tion of the discipline—generating new knowledge about the past—
remains its central feature, the contexts for doing so are increasingly
funded and scrutinized by the public. We must train future professionals
to operate successfully in this context, even as we work toward educating
TeacHin<j ArcHaeoLO«jy m THe TwenTy-firsT cenTury
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a public that is both supportive and appropriately critical of such
research. It is time to critically assess the history of teaching archaeology
and ask ourselves the contemporary question of what knowledge, skills,
and abilities our students should possess once they leave the academy
and go on to function as professionals and educated citizens within our
communities. This is surely the path that leads toward ensuring the well
being of our discipline into the twenty-first century.
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THe old orDer CHan<jeTH
or,
Now that Archaeology is in the Deep End of the Pool,
Let’s Not Just Tread Water
Charles R. McGimsey I I I and Hester A. Davis
ince the publication of Public Archaeology (McGimsey 1972) more
than 25 years ago, tally massive changes in the face and practice of
archaeology have taken place.
In the first 25 years after World War II, the number of individuals
employed in archaeology grew markedly while the number of
nonteaching positions probably hovered around 100. Today, Zeder
reports that the number of archaeologists in nonteaching positions
accounts for over one-half of the profession, a percentage that suggests
numbers well into the thousands (1997:46).
This dramatic alteration in the relative importance of employment
sectors within the profession has not resulted in the development of some
“new” element or aspect of archaeology, something that we might call
Public Archaeology. Rather, over these last 25 years, archaeologists have
come increasingly to recognize, utilize, and serve their various publics
more effectively— publics which were there all along (cf McManamon
1991). As McGimsey has said, “There is no such thing as ‘private archae
ology’” (1972:5).
Public archaeology, as we see it, entails the effective coordination,
encouragement, and integration of all who wish to participate in,
contribute to, and benefit from all aspects of archaeological work. Only
insofar as archaeology becomes effective public archaeology can the
creation and maintenance of appropriate public attitudes occur, which in
turn permits decisionmakers (or cultural resource managers, among
others) to develop and apply the legal and administrative mechanisms
and the funding necessary for participants in archaeology of all persua
sions to work effectively together to achieve archaeology’s three basic
goals: 1) maximum conservation of the archaeological resource base,
2) derivation of the maximum amount of information from that base, and
3) communication of the results of that conservation and research to the
largest possible public audience.

S

In sh o rt, it is o u r co n te n tio n th at public arch aeo lo g y is n ot
som e kind o f “add o n .” It IS arch aeology. W ithout this a p p ro a ch to
p racticin g arch aeology, th e re ca n be n o future fo r archaeology.

On the other hand, cultural resource management is an aspect of
archaeology that has developed for the first time in the last 25 years
TeacHin«j ArcHaeoLO<jY in THe TwenTy-nrsT cenTury
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(except for those few archaeologists who worked in the Park Service
prior to 1972). It is not that “management” has not always been a proper
part of archaeology; it is simply that before the development of an
adequate database and historical preservation law, archaeological
management in any meaningful sense, was impossible.
It should be obvious to all of us that doing archaeology today and
in the foreseeable future is vastly different from doing archaeology prior
to 1974. And we assume that it is equally evident that what students are
being taught today has not kept pace with the changes. Spurred by the
changes enacted with the 1974 Archaeological and Historical Preservation
Act, two books were published in 1977. Both King et al., and Schiffer and
Gummerman, commented briefly about “training,” essentially recom
mending that graduate students needed to have “additional” courses in
law, planning, devising a research design for a client, and preparing
budgets. At the 1974 CRM conference in Denver, Jesse Jennings said
maybe a “crash course” of 6 to 8 weeks should be developed to provide
archaeologists with information not covered in their graduate program.
Indeed, a few universities instituted what were essentially CRM tracks for
their M.A. program, and several of them remain to date. Many graduate
programs started teaching at least on e course called “public archaeology”
or “cultural resource management,” and as evidenced by the survey
results reported by Smith and Krass in this volume, a few still maintain
these courses in their curricula.
In 1986, Davis (reported in 1989) performed a superficial survey of
anthropology departments and found that several of those who had insti
tuted CRM tracks in the mid-1970s had abandoned them 10 years later. No
one was taking the courses (compare with Blanton, this volume); during
that period, the job market blossomed and freshly minted M.A. archaeolo
gists were able to get a job without the “extra” courses! Business prac
tices, competition, “downsizing” in federal projects, and other factors have
resulted in leveling off the huge increase in jobs of the 1974-1984 decade.
At the same time, of course, Lipe’s (1974) “conservation ethic” and the
more public orientation in the practice of archaeology became the
accepted way to “do” archaeology. But “doing” archaeology today is not
just science, or just management, or just technique. It is all these things at
once and the curriculum provided for prospective students (both under
graduate and graduate programs) must take these points into account.
The survey reported in this volume (Smith and Krass) tells us that
although faculty who construct academic programs are aware of these
demands, they have by and large not reworked their curricula accord
ingly. Academic programs, particularly at the doctoral level, are still
oriented to providing students with the same kind of content and research
skills provided to professors who trained 25 years ago— theory, method,
and area courses; a course or two in sociocultural anthropology; and
6
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perhaps even linguistics or bioanthropology. McGimsey (1994) has sug
gested that one way to adjust to the needs of the new challenges to
archaeology might be to develop courses such as “cultural anthropology
for archaeologists.” Perhaps some “core courses” serve this purpose, but
not those we know about. It is time for some truly innovative thinking
about how to provide the essential information that will properly equip
potential archaeologists in the twenty-first century— not the mid-twentieth
century.
We repeat that academic programs should not be modified simply
by grafting a handful of new requirements onto the present curriculum.
Rather, we recommend a complete reworking of all anthropology
programs from the starting point of defining the basic information needed
by undergraduate majors and the emergent professionals in our graduate
programs. In this exercise, we need to focus on creating integrated
curricula that provide in each individual course (be it “method and theory
in archaeology,” or “Indians of North America”) information on under
standing archaeological ethics and law, delivering information for and to
various publics, interacting with Native Americans, and applying anthro
pological principles and theory to real-world situations. Only in this
approach to their curricula will anthropology departments produce
professionals better prepared to find an appropriate and satisfying career
in whatever arena that can use their talents.
Moreover, it is essential to note that the approach to rethinking
curricula that we advocate here is rooted in our long-held conviction that
public archaeology is the archaeology of the twenty-first century and that
public archaeology is not CRM. Rather, cultural resource management is
one niche in which archaeologists, historians, historic preservationists, and
anthropologists can apply the information they acquire from the reno
vated curriculum we envision.
In reviewing the changes in professional practice over 25 years and
the initiatives that spurred them, we have been struck by the fact that
those which were successful were not those ending in a report read by a
few (e.g., regional research centers, Marquardt 1977; standards for CRM,
Bense et al. 1986), but rather those that led to widely read publications
whose recommendations were enacted (e.g., The Airlie House Report,
McGimsey and Davis 1977; Stewards o f the Past, McGimsey et al. 1969;
Archaeology a n d A rchaeological Resources, McGimsey 1973). The purpose
of this volume is to bring the initiative to change the teaching of archae
ology to the broadest audience possible and to encourage dialogue about
such change and a desire to act. The purpose of this paper has been to
set forth some central themes to guide such change.
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whcit

is THe ArcHaeoLo^Y

curncuLum?
Dorothy Schlotthauer Krass

W

hen we talk about an archaeology curriculum that needs to be
renewed, we are invoking the traditionally shared North Amer
ican approach that views archaeology as the study of the
human past through the material record; that developed as a discipline in
museums, research universities, and liberal arts colleges through the twen
tieth century; and whose students were assumed to be either incipient
archaeologists who also would work in museums or academia, or individ
uals whose lives in other professions or careers would be enriched by a
systematic examination of past human experience and accomplishments.
What does that traditional curriculum look like, and why does it take the
form it does?
Two collections of writings particularly illustrate the thoughtful
construction of this curriculum, its goals, and its varied format. It is, of
course, not a uniform or proscribed set of courses or readings. Archaeolo
gists are proud of their independence— in fact, one of the goals of the
discipline has been to foster independent thinking and the breaking of
new ground (in more than one sense of the metaphor). But this variability
in academic approaches can be— and has been— described in larger
terms, and it is useful to look again at how the curriculum has been imag
ined by the outstanding archaeologists who contributed to a mid-century
discussion of The Teaching o f Anthropology (Mandelbaum et al. 1963a),
and to a recent volume, Tloe Teaching o f Anthropology: Problems, Issues,
a n d Decisions (Kottak et al. 1997), devoted to “examining, updating, re
evaluating, and enlarging the issues discussed in” the 1963 collection
(Kottak 1997:1).
The C urriculum in 1963

The six archaeologists who wrote chapters in the section on “The
Teaching of Anthropological Archaeology” in the 1963 volume— David
Baerreis, Robert Braidwood, Jesse Jennings, Alfred Kidder, Gutorm
Gjessing, and Richard Woodbury—share the assumption that the archae
ology curriculum was a liberal arts curriculum. Woodbury talks about the
contributions that archaeologists have made “to the general body of
knowledge that should be part of every person’s intellectual acquisitions
at the college level, if not earlier” (Woodbury 1963:229). Jennings
describes the “special function of teaching archaeology” as “giving the
student, through archaeological materials, an intimacy with the past and
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with the whole world of man and culture” (Jennings 1963:251).
The authors also share a common picture of the structure of the
curriculum— a picture most of us would recognize as the archetype
against which we measure what we are doing. Gjessing (in a chapter that
focuses on the dangers of nationalism and chauvinism) provides a short
description of the ideal structure:
...teaching can best be organized in three stages: 1) intro
ductory courses of general anthropology, including ecology
and some elementary principles of scientific method, with a
certain emphasis on the archaeological and, hence, on the
culture historical aspect; 2) general principles and methods
of archaeology, focusing on one or two larger areas; 3)
specialization in a more or less restricted field, according to
the student’s particular interests [Gjessing 1963:266].
Kidder, in his chapter on “Course Design” and Braidwood in his on
“Themes and Course Progression” write in greater detail, describing the
content and the goals of courses at each level. An introductory-level
course serves as a enriching experience helping students (regardless of
major) to understand the breadth, depth, diversity and complexity of
human history. It also may serve as an appetizer, encouraging some
students to sample more archaeology courses and recruiting some into the
major and the profession. Jennings, in his chapter on “Educational Func
tions,” describes this course as the opportunity to take the student’s
“curiosity about antiquity for its own sake” and “transmute it into system
atic inquiry...to impart some depth and breadth and systematic under
standing of man’s behavior” (Jennings 1963:247).
Kidder’s curriculum would follow the introductory course with a
method-heavy course focused broadly on one or another large part of the
world (e.g., Introduction to Old World Archaeology) and made
compelling by the teacher-researcher’s expertise and passion for his
subject. Braidwood’s second step is an “introductory-advanced course”
addressing “great problems” (from the emergence of tool-making, culture
bearing beings, to the appearance of urbanized, politically formalized
societies, with attention to the mechanics of cultural transmission and
change, and the changing relations of man, society, environment, and
culture).
Both Kidder and Braidwood then assume that the greater part of
an archaeologist’s education will take place in “area courses” of increas
ingly narrow focus and increasingly sophisticated analysis. They see area
courses as including both archaeology and ethnography, not as special
ized archaeology courses. They do not see a role for upper-division
courses on archaeological method and theory. Theory is anthropological
theory, and methods are best taught in the field. As Baerreis puts it in his
article on teaching techniques, “The professional archaeologist learns his
10
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discipline through field and laboratory experience, since there is no
substitute for what amounts to apprenticeship under a skilled practitioner”
(Baerreis 1963:253).
In this context, Baerreis also cautions that working as a laborer on
a river basin survey is no substitute for a structured field school (Baerreis
1963:258). This is one of the rare references in the 1963 articles to the
work that archaeologists do after, or outside of, the classroom. The other
reference to the conduct of archaeology outside of the academy is Braidwood’s statement that working at a private university meant he was under
no pressure to engage in “salvage archaeology” (Braidwood 1963:244).
Elsewhere, the emphasis is on archaeologists as researchers “...because
this is the basis of their reputations and professional advancement”
(Woodbury 1963:233) and as professionals who represent archaeology to
their students and the wider public.
The C o n text fo r th e C urriculum

Some perspective is required here about the size and shape of the
archaeological community in which the 1963 authors were working. The
Society for American Archaeology (SAA) was then a constituent organiza
tion of the American Anthropological Association, the publishers of the
1963 volume. SAA had approximately 2,000 members in 1963, 360 of
whom attended the Annual Meeting at Boulder, Colorado. Members voted
to raise the annual dues from $8 to $10 for 1964, and set the registration
fee for the 1964 meeting at $2 (Society for American Archaeology 1963:
270-278).
The program for the 1963 meeting included 21 symposia, with 135
individuals presenting papers or acting as chairs. University and college
affiliations predominated: 87 (64 percent) of the participants representing
44 institutions. Next came museums and research centers with 32 individ
uals (24 percent) representing 19 institutions. Third came governmental
agencies (state and federal— excluding museums) with 12 individuals (9
percent) representing 5 institutions. Finally: 4 independent individuals (3
percent) presented papers as well.
When the second curriculum volume was published the late 1990s,
SAA had approximately 6,000 members, and annual meetings regularly
attracted about half that number— quite a contrast to the 18 percent who
attended in 1963- The institutional affiliations of members had also
changed considerably. A survey of SAA members in 1987 and a larger
census of archaeologists in 1994 show a larger proportion of archaeolo
gists in the government and private sectors and a decrease in the propor
tion in museums and academia (Zeder 1997:45-47). In 1994, 42 percent of
the respondents to the SAA census indicated their primary workplace was
academic, for 10 percent it was a museum, for 27 percent it was a
government agency, and for 21 percent it was in the private sector.
TeacHin^ ArcHaeoLO<jy in THe TwenTy-rirsT cenTury
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Given this change in the shape of the archaeological workplace,
how has it affected the archaeology curriculum?
The archaeologists writing in the 1997 volume on teaching anthro
pology (James Deetz, George Michaels and Brian Fagan, Stephen Plog
and Fred Plog, and Patricia Rice) share the 1963 assumption that the
teaching of archaeology is to enrich the undergraduate liberal arts
curriculum and perhaps to recruit majors. Several authors note that the
students come from a more educationally and socially diverse back
ground, and that they have had a wider array of educational experiences
in their K-12 schooling. But not one of the archaeologists addresses the
changes in career trajectories for archaeologists that will send more of
these majors into contract and management archaeology than into
research and teaching, (not even Fagan, who has been eloquent on the
topic elsewhere— e.g., his 1999 article in Discovering A rchaeology).
This change is not unnoticed elsewhere in the same volume. In his
introduction, Conrad Kottak explicitly points out the “People, especially
men, who e a r n e d Ph.D.s in anthropology in 1963 expected to have g rad 
uate students a n d research support. ” And “Many, p erhaps most, Ph.D.
anthropologists will never train a gradu ate student” (Kottak 1997:3,
emphasis in the original). Kottak goes on to describe the changes in
teaching conditions— from research institutions to institutions “where
teaching schedules are heavy...and where research is not only unsup
ported but discouraged” (Kottak 1997:3). Neither he nor the anthropolo
gists who write in the “Applied” section nor the archaeologists mention
the large numbers of archaeologists who will not be in teaching positions
of any kind.
In fairness, articles in the 1997 volume each focus on one exem
plary course, and none sets out to describe the archaeology curriculum in
the way Braidwood and Kidder did in 1963- The Plogs’ discussion of the
“Central Themes in Archaeology” focuses on the large picture of what
archaeology can contribute to the understanding of human history and
social behavior. Their “central topics” are in the tradition of Braidwood’s
“great problems” in 1963, and they conclude by setting the teaching of
archaeology firmly in the liberal arts tradition:
If there is a single theme to be addressed in prehistory, it is
why in a very few times and places large and highly norma
tive populations developed and why some persisted for
only a few hundred years while others lasted for thousands.
Only by addressing this basic theme will we confront the
fragility of the societies and institutions that we see around
us and take to be enduring [Plog and Plog 1963:221].
The chapters by Deetz, Michaels and Fagan, and Price each
describe an introductory course. Deetz emphasizes the need for each
12
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instructor to organize this course around his or her own experience,
expertise and enthusiasm. Except perhaps for his explicit (and appro
priate) inclusion of historical archaeology, the course he describes could
fit easily into the sequences described in 1963. Price’s “Participant Archae
ology” describes involving the students in activities that force them to
reach conclusions themselves. She emphasizes the pedagogical rewards of
starting from the specific (activities) and moving toward the general, and
makes a compelling case that innovative teaching does not have to
depend on big budgets or big staffs.
Michaels and Fagan, on the other hand, describe using the latest in
modern high-tech tools to re-create the introductory course at a large
university, with teaching assistants, multimedia consultants, and a comput
erized campus. Their student-centered course de-emphasizes lectures but
increases the contact between instructors and students, and encourages
the students to take more responsibility for their own learning. In this
narrative, the authors never discuss the content of the course, so it is diffi
cult to know how, or if, their teaching reflects or incorporates the changes
in the careers of archaeologists.
The 1997 volume does extend the range of students who are being
taught archaeology. It contains a whole section on “Teaching Anthro
pology to Precollegiate Teachers and Students” which has no parallel in
the 1963 volume. Chapters by Dennis W. Cheek, Norah Maloney, and
Ruth Selig in this section include the teaching of archaeology. And, as the
Price and Michaels and Fagan articles demonstrate, more attention was
being paid to the effectiveness of teaching and the appropriateness of
pedagogical techniques. But the reader might come away from the 1997
volume with the idea that curriculum as a ivhole has not been subject to
the same degree of examination as the pedagogy.
That examination is the topic of the discussions in this volume.
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Renewing American ArcHaeoLo^y
William D. Lipe
n the United States (and in most other parts of the world as well),
“doing archaeology” has become an increasingly complex enterprise
during the past 35 years, largely as a result of the growth of public
archaeology in all its various manifestations. Archaeology’s principal
contribution to society remains the provision of new information about
the past on the basis of systematic study of the material remains of past
societies. In recent years, however, archaeologists also have accepted a
responsibility (one shared with a variety of other groups) for stewardship
of the archaeological record.
Contemporary archaeology is deeply embedded in social, political,
and economic contexts that affect how archaeologists go about their busi
ness of information-seeking and stewardship. Access to the archaeological
record is regulated and restricted by federal and state laws and policies
that take into account a variety of public policy goals in addition to
archaeological research. The interests of Native Americans and other
groups in the symbolic or heritage aspects of the archaeological record
are recognized both legally and in archaeologists’ own ethical codes.
Funding generated by government agency and private-sector compliance
with historic preservation and environmental laws has come to dwarf that
provided by traditional grants designed to support pure research. The
majority of archaeological fieldwork is now done by private sector
consulting firms rather than by universities and museums. Management of
the in situ archaeological record— including activities ranging from site
protection to public education to supervising contracts for various field
studies—has become a set of well-developed professional specialties.
Curation of records and collections—at least those obtained from public
lands or with public funding— is finally being taken seriously, with a
concomitant shift of time and money into these activities.
In other words, archaeology and archaeologists are much more a
part of the “real world” than was true a few decades ago. The growth of
public archaeology has created new constraints on the practice of archae
ology, but has also resulted in a tremendous expansion of employment in
the field and of its public visibility. Along with that growth have come
requirements for greater accountability in the conduct of archaeology. The
complex system of laws, regulations, interest groups, and organizations
that provides the context for “doing archaeology” has been remarkably
effective in raising the public value of archaeological resources, but is
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plagued with contradictions and inefficiencies. It could be made to work
much better.
What is the role of archaeological education in all of this? How can
we do a better job of training students to work effectively in the complex
and demanding context of modern archaeology? Can better training of
archaeologists make the system work better?
Some aspects of these questions have been addressed in recent
years by the Society for American Archaeology’s Task Force on “Renewing
Our National Archaeological Program.” Early in 1996, the task force held a
small conference to address this large problem. The conference report
was widely circulated and then discussed at an open forum at the Annual
Meeting in New Orleans. The report and a summary of the comments that
were received were published in the SAA Bulletin (Lipe and Redman
1996). A follow-up meeting was held in the spring of 1997, and the task
force report that resulted was presented to the SAA Board of Directors at
the Annual Meeting in Nashville (Lipe 1997). These steps were taken to
identify certain important issues, and focus discussion and debate on
these issues within the archaeological community. The “Renewing” Task
Force hoped that its work would be a catalyst for productive change.
One of the five main topics in the 1996 task force report was
“Increasing Professional Knowledge and Expertise at all Levels of Archae
ological Resource Management.” In this section, the task force expressed
the opinion that “...many of the problems experienced in the national
archaeological program were not failures of system or process, but of
judgment exercised by practitioners, whether they be resource managers,
regulators, or researchers. It was felt that increasing the professionalism of
personnel throughout the system would increase its effectiveness and
accountability” (Lipe and Redman 1996). In this section of the report, the
task force made two recommendations. One dealt with the need for wide
acceptance of professional standards of qualification, performance, and
ethics. The other recommendation dealt with training. Here, the task force
recommended that “Training should be improved for archaeologists
entering the CRM field, whether as consultants, regulators, or resource
managers. The knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSA) required for these
positions should be assessed, and both academic and on-the-job training
should be modified to ensure that these KSA are effectively taught” (Lipe
and Redman 1996). A number of thoughtful comments on the topics of
training and professionalism were received in response to this section of
the report (Lipe and Redman 1996).
The 1997 task force report (Lipe 1997) again took up the issues of
training and professionalism. The report recognized that there is a great
lack of uniformity across American archaeology in what is accepted as
adequate professional training and performance. It urged that the profes
sion of archaeology “establish a standard of professionalism, assist individ
18
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uals in obtaining the knowledge, skills, and abilities to attain and maintain
that standard, and implement a process whereby archaeologists are held
accountable to appropriate standards and qualifications” (Lipe 1997). The
standards of research performance and code of ethics of the Society of
Professional Archaeologists (now the Register of Professional Archaeolo
gists or RPA) were recommended as a base upon which to build a more
uniform approach to professionalism. The task force recommended that
the SOPA (now RPA) or equivalent professional standards for archaeolo
gists be adopted by agencies and institutions involved in public archae
ology, and that the major archaeological and historic preservation
organizations encourage their members to qualify for registration under
SOPA (now RPA). The task force report also suggested that there be a
continuing education requirement for registered professionals. It endorsed
the concept of standards and registration for field schools (something
currently offered under RPA) and suggested that university departments
be encouraged to develop professional certificate programs for specialized
areas of archaeology.
As noted, the “Renewing” Task Force hoped that its work would
serve to focus debate about the strengths and weaknesses of our national
efforts in public archaeology and that it would also stimulate a variety of
efforts to find ways to improve those efforts. The “Initiative on Teaching
Archaeology in the Twenty-First Century” is exactly the kind of “next
step” that we on the “Renewing” Task Force envisioned. We recognized
that one of the challenges facing American archaeology today is how
properly to train students for the exciting and dynamic— and increasingly
complex and demanding—world of public archaeology that most of them
will enter if they choose to work as professional archaeologists.
The time that students can realistically devote to formal undergrad
uate and graduate training in archaeology is limited. Hence, the critical
question for college and university teachers is what educational experi
ences will best equip students to do a good job of archaeological infor
mation-seeking and/or stewardship in the complex environments in
which they will be working as professionals. It also is obvious that as
educators, we cannot simply pack our students full of everything-theywill-need-to-know during the few years they are in school. In addition to
giving them specific technical “knowledge, skills, and abilities,” we must
truly educate them, in the sense of equipping them to continue learning
independently and critically, and to be able to modify their work patterns
on the basis of what they have learned. Both the technical preparation
and the independent learning aspects of education are essential if they
are to be productive professionals over a career. The papers in this
volume take up these questions with the care, thoroughness, and insights
they deserve.
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n its continuing effort to obtain information about the current state of
teaching cultural resource management/public archaeology, the Society
for American Archaeology (SAA) surveyed departments of anthro
pology as well at students within those departments. The results of these
surveys, conducted in 1998, provided background for several discussions
for the Wakulla Springs workshop on “Teaching Archaeology in the
Twenty-First Century,” the national dialogue on curriculum taking place
on SAA’s Web site, and the ongoing efforts of SAA’s Task Force on
Curriculum.
D epartm en tal Survey

To understand the current state of teaching about public archae
ology and cultural resource management (CRM), SAA conducted a survey
of all departments of anthropology in the United States and Canada. The
goals were to learn whether public archaeology/cultural resource manage
ment is being taught at the collegiate level; whether it is taught in free
standing courses or programs, or embedded in other courses; whether
departments have specific plans to add courses or programs; and to iden
tify the perceived obstacles to teaching public archaeology/cultural
resource management. Some information about the makeup of depart
ments and the students receiving degrees in archaeology also was
solicited. Suggestions also were requested as to ways SAA could help
departments include public archaeology/cultural resource management in
their offerings.
Flester A. Davis and David Pokotylo developed a questionnaire,
which was modified after recommendations by SAA’s Committee on
Survey Policy. The questionnaire was sent to 343 institutions listed in the
American Anthropological Association’s Guide to Departments (AAA 1997)
that included faculty members with specialties in archaeology. Responses
in this analysis are from 117 departments, or 34 percent of the depart
ments that received the questionnaire.
Only about one-third of the departments responding offer courses
that deal “primarily” with public archaeology/cultural resource manage
ment. Forty of the 117 departments offer one or more dedicated courses:
Teo.cHino' ArcHCieorowy in THe T w e n ry -r it s t c e n x u ry
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19 of these are undergraduate courses, 19 are graduate courses, and 27
are cross-listed. That only 11 of these courses are taught by adjunct or
sessional faculty implies that these offerings are seen as permanent parts
of the curriculum, a hopeful indication that there is a base of receptivity
for the topic in about one-third of the departments.
It is not surprising that these courses are offered more frequently
in the larger, graduate-degree-granting departments than in departments
where the highest degree is the bachelor’s. Twenty-nine (51 percent) of
the 57 graduate-degree-granting departments offer courses primarily about
public archaeology/cultural resource management, while only 11 (18
percent) of the 60 undergraduate-only departments do. Self-standing
courses, however, are not the only vehicles for teaching public archae
ology/cultural resource management. In fact, 98 departments-—84 percent
of the total response— report they offer courses that include some
coverage of these topics at the undergraduate level, and 43 report these
issues are included in graduate courses (that is, 76 percent of the depart
ments offering graduate degrees). In addition, 52 departments (45
percent) offer undergraduate internships in public archaeology/cultural
resource management, and 23 offer graduate internships (40 percent of
the graduate programs).
Another indication that departments are interested in moving their
curriculum in this direction is that 71 departments (6l percent of those
responding) said there is “sentiment among [their faculty] that it would be
useful to develop courses in public archaeology/cultural resource
management.” Further, 64 (55 percent) said they had specific plans for
instituting courses, and 18 (15 percent) said that they had specific plans
for instituting a program. This high level of planning may be a biased
result, because departments engaged in this kind of planning may have
been more inclined to participate in this survey.
On the other hand, when departments were asked to identify the
obstacles to teaching public archaeology/cultural resource management
courses (see Table 1), the most commonly chosen reason was that “other
courses take priority.” This was cited by 62 percent of the undergraduate
departments and 6 l percent of the departments offering graduate degrees.
Many undergraduate departments added notes such as, “With a threeperson (2 cultural, 1 archaeology) program within a weak social sciences
division, we spend much of our effort teaching general education
courses.” Another said, “We are grossly understaffed with only three to
carry an undergraduate major.” These comments remind us that this is an
important issue that must be kept in mind in any discussion regarding
curriculum reform.
In addition, departments with graduate programs cited “lack of
faculty interest” as frequently as they cited other priorities. Explanatory
comments accompanying “lack of faculty interest” were typified by this
22
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Table 1. O bstacles to Including Public A rch aeology/C ultural
R esou rce M anagem ent in Curriculum .

(respondents could choose multiple answers)
T yp e o f P r o g ra m

L a c k o f fa c u lty
tr a in in g

L a c k o f fa c u lty
in terest

L a c k o f stu den t
in terest

O th er cou rses
ta ke p riority

U n d ergra d u a te
o n ly ( N = 6 0 )

28

42%

25

42%

18

30%

37

62%

24

40%

G ra d u a te &
u n d erg ra d u a te
(N = 5 7 )

28

49%

35

61%

23

40%

35

61%

18

32%

In a p p ro p ria te in o u r
a c a d e m ic settin g

one from a large, prestigious department at a private research university.
“Our program has a strong orientation toward anthropological theory.
One can’t do everything, so we leave cultural resource management to
those who do it well.”
Another set of questions included in the questionnaire attempted to
assess the makeup of the student population in archaeology. Statistics on
the population of Ph.D. recipients are gathered by the AAA, and the
Department of Education collects statistics about all students in larger
categories like “social sciences,” but there is a dearth of reporting on
archaeology students. These figures are not “hard data” in the sense of
official records from registrars or the like. About 80 percent of the
responses were “estimates” and only 20 percent “actual” counts, but there
is enough information here to reinforce the common impression of a
profession made up of, and teaching to, a very white population of
students.
Of the 117 departments returning the survey form, 107 gave infor
mation on how graduates of their programs fit into the census categories
used by the U.S. government to classify people by race or ethnic back
ground. We asked for this information about their graduates during the
past 4 years (1994 through 1997).
The proportion of minority to white graduates is enormously
skewed. The departments reported a total of 5,402 graduates (these
figures combine actual counts and estimates), of which 4,626 (86 percent)
were White, 320 (6 percent) Hispanic, 187 (3 percent) Asian, 161 (3
percent) Black, 82 (2 percent) Native American or Alaskan, and 26 (1
percent) Hawaiian.
Fourteen institutions (13 percent) reported no minority graduates at
all; and only one reported no White graduates. Of the departments
reporting graduates in more than one non-White category, 43 (40 percent)
reported graduates in 1 or 2 categories, and 50 (47 percent) reported
graduates in 3 or more categories (Table 2).
Only 6 departments reported graduating 20 or more minority
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Table 2. In stitu tion s R eporting M inority G raduates.
C ensus catego ry

N u m ber o f institu tions
rep ortin g graduates

P ercen tage o f institu tions
reporting graduates

W hite

106

99%

H isp anic

71

66%

B la ck

60

5%

A sian o r P a c ific Isla n d er

49

46%

A m erican In d ia n o r N ative A laskan

44

41%

H aw aiian

13

12%

students (all categories) in the 4 years between 1994 and 1997. Because
this number is so small, it was impossible to identify any common
elements among these more diversified departments. Another caution is
that figures for '‘your program,” were requested and it is not known if the
respondents reported archaeology graduates or graduates in all subfields
in their departments. If they did include graduates in subjects or subfields
in addition to archaeology, the results are even more discouraging.
To provide a better sense of the reliability of these data, the types
of departments responding were reviewed. Departments of anthropology
represented 61 percent of the responses while departments of anthro
pology combined with one or two other departments/programs accounted
for 27 percent. The remaining 12 percent came from various other depart
ments and programs. In addition, the majority of responses came from
departments with over 11 faculty members. On the one hand, the survey
includes most of the kinds of institutions of higher learning in which
archaeology is taught. On the other, because it is based on departments
listed in the AAA Guide, it is probably biased in favor of larger and more
comprehensive departments, and more selective institutions. As such, it
seriously overlooks community colleges, historically Black colleges, tribal
colleges, and small liberal arts institutions— both public and private.
The list of responding departments was compared to a composite
of several lists published in the January Anthropology Newsletter as part of
an article discussing the value of “best department” lists (Evans 1998).
Despite the fact that the gist of that article was that any single list was apt
to be incomplete and misleading, it was interesting to see how many of
all the departments so identified were included in our data. The
composite list totaled 45 departments, and 15 of them had returned ques
tionnaires to us. Since this is roughly in proportion to the total response
to the total mailing (117 of 343 departments responding), it appears that
the returns were on target.
The picture of the current status of teaching public archaeology/
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cultural resource management in higher education that is emerging is that
departments are offering these subjects in a variety of formats that vary
with the size and nature of their programs. More encouragingly, we see
that twice as many departments are currently planning to add specific
courses in these topics than are now offering them. The problem remains,
however, that more than half of all departments are quick to say that
teaching public archaeology/cultural resource management is not a high
priority, indicating that they still make a distinction between “public
archaeology” and “real archaeology.” In addition, there is the question of
the departments that did not respond to the survey. Finally there is the
overarching question with which we must wrestle: can we communicate
effectively with diverse publics if we are not a diverse profession?
Student Survey

SAA asked the Student Affairs Committee to solicit information
from students regarding public archaeology and cultural resource manage
ment training and education. Students were asked to respond to the
following questions:
1)
What university or college do you currently attend?
2)
What type of employment are you preparing for?
3)
What type of job do you expect to get after graduation?
Indicate your degree level.
4)
Are you getting the courses and training you need for those
jobs?
5)
Do you see a need for Ph.D. programs in applied archae
ology that would prepare archaeologists for jobs in public
archaeology/cultural resource management?
Forty-nine students from 16 academic institutions responded to
SAA’s information request. Although this is a small sample, some general
statements are possible. The vast majority— 63.3 percent (31)— of the
students reported that they were preparing for jobs as university profes
sors while 28.6 percent (14) reported that they were working towards
employment in governmental or private cultural resource management
positions. A few (8.2 percent, or 4) hedged their bets by preparing for
both (not a bad move given today’s job market). When asked what type
of job they expected, the numbers were the same— e.g., students felt that
they were preparing for the types of jobs they would eventually obtain.
The high percentage of students indicating they were preparing for acad
emic positions is not surprising, as 71.5 percent (35) indicated that they
were currently enrolled in Ph.D. programs. Not surprisingly, the percent
of M.A. degree candidates (24.5 percent, or 12) and the percent preparing
for jobs in cultural resource management (28.6 percent, or 14) were
consistent.
Regardless of the degree being pursued, 88.8 percent (42) felt that
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they were receiving the training they needed for the jobs they hoped to
obtain. All those in Ph.D. programs preparing for academic positions felt
they were getting the training they needed. However, all 8 (16.4 percent)
responses indicating that they were not getting the education and training
they needed were M.A. candidates preparing for cultural resource
management employment or Ph.D. candidates preparing for both acad
emic and cultural resource management positions. Given that the
majority of the respondents were preparing for academic positions, it is
interesting to note that 6l.3 percent (30) saw the need for an applied
archaeology program that would prepare students not only as academic
archaeologists but for jobs in public archaeology and cultural resource
management.
Students provided some interesting comments regarding public
archaeology and cultural resource management. There were a number of
students who felt that such education and training need only be provided
at the M.A. level for those entering public archaeology and cultural
resource management, while several others noted that there were few
academic positions for doctoral-level archaeologists and that in fact many
would likely find employment in applied areas of archaeology. However,
optimism was expressed by one student who said, “Somebody’s getting
academic jobs; why not me?” while another student said, “Getting an
academic teaching position was like winning the lottery.” The majority of
the students said that education and training in these areas should not
exist as a separate track because they felt that it would further fracture the
discipline and that students pursuing these types of careers must take
courses in method and theory as well.
In addition, students felt that criteria should be established for the
kinds of information and courses that should be available to students
interested in public archaeology and cultural resource management. As
one student put it, “Applied work should have a theoretical component
and theoretical works should be practical.” A number of students indi
cated that some of these types of courses, especially ethics, and grant and
proposal writing, should be required for all students regardless of job
expectations. Concern was expressed that archaeologists educating and
training students at academic institutions needed to meet with archaeolo
gists in applied areas to discuss common concerns and issues relating to
public archaeology and cultural resource management. As stated by one
student, “...The rich diversity of experiences these two orientations in
archaeology share could be mutually beneficial to the practitioners as well
as the students.” There was concern that archaeology can be a business
but that it should not be turned into one. One student expressed the
concern that having a Ph.D. from an applied program might make it diffi
cult to “sell" oneself as a teacher.
Overall, the student respondents to the survey were aware that the
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vast majority of them would not find employment as university professors
and that they would, at least during some part of their careers, find
employment in public archaeology and cultural resource management in
the private and/or governmental sectors. Yet, at the same time, most of
them indicated that they were preparing for and seeking academic posi
tions. With few exceptions, they felt that courses or components within an
existing course in public archaeology and cultural resource management
would be beneficial. There was a strong concern that public archaeology
and cultural resource management not exist as a separate degree track but
as a component of both undergraduate and graduate education leading to
a degree in anthropology. For the most part, they said, such education
and training was was being omitted from present-day anthropology
programs.
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he basic premise informing this approach to curricular reform is that
how we teach archaeology is no longer consistent with how we
practice archaeology in the early twenty-first century. Position
papers prepared by participants for the Wakulla Springs workshop men
tioned this point time and again, as have a number of other collectives
within the profession whose recommendations eventually coalesced in the
workshop (see Bender and Smith 1998). The task in crafting a proposal
for reform was thus not to agree that something needed to change or why
even such change was needed; rather, it was to reach consensus on the
content of such change. The subsequent section in this volume, “Framing
Discussions: Considering the Contexts,” details participants’ individual per
spectives on the implications of significant changes in archaeological prac
tice and clarifies some of this debate as collectively we sought to deter
mine how these changes should direct curricular reform. A few general
statements here on that debate can fashion a conceptual framework for
this section and present a general proposal for curricular reform. The
emphasis here is on the word “proposal,” with the expectation that it will
be discussed and modified as these ideas are debated by the profession
(see final “Discussion” section).
For a number of participants in the Wakulla Springs workshop, the
central issue propelling curricular reform was how to train our students
more appropriately for the range of career opportunities that await them
after graduate school. For others, the key issue centered on teaching all
our students that archaeology is practiced and learned within a public set
ting— a setting which profoundly affects our pursuit of knowledge about
the past. A number of participants also debated whether archaeology still
had significant and meaningful ties to the rest of anthropology, ties that
would warrant the teaching of archaeology within the context of an
anthropological education. In the end, we reached consensus that the fol
lowing statement captured our sense of the range of issues to which cur
ricular reform should respond, where order of listing does not necessarily
reflect priority. In it we have attempted to identify the specific contexts
that have significantly altered archaeological practice and thus require that
we rethink our approach to educating our students.
During the past two decades, archaeological practice has
been transformed by forces both internal and external to the
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profession. These transformations include a growth of the
market in antiquities accompanied by unprecedented site
destruction; the threatening of our archaeological heritage
by construction and development activities; the implementa
tion of cultural resource legislation and the subsequent
growth of the cultural resource management profession; the
passage of legislation regulating access to human burials and
artifact collections; heightened popular interest in archaeolo
gy, including the growing interest of descendant communi
ties in their archaeological pasts; and the equal effects of
these factors on prehistoric and historic archaeology such
that distinctions between the two have become blurred.
We agreed that these forces have required archaeologists to devel
op new skills and ethical principles for professional practice and that con
temporary curricula frequently overlook the need to teach about these.
The goal of our reform proposal must thus be to identify the relevant
skills and principles and to suggest how they might be woven into under
graduate, graduate, and professional development curricula. Having
reached consensus on these issues, we quickly recognized that SAA’s
Principles of Archaeological Ethics both describes the ethical implications
of these forces and articulates the skills required for applying the princi
ples in practice. Hence this statement provided inspiration for a number of
our proposed principles for reform. At the same time, ever mindful of the
resonance between the skills and principles being advocated and tradi
tional liberal arts values, we sought to emphasize this complementary
aspect. The following set of principles derives from these joint concerns.
Prin cip les fo r C u rricu lar R eform

• Stewardship. An archaeology curriculum should foster steward
ship by teaching students that archaeological resources are nonrenewable
and finite and must have complete and substantial documentation.
• Diverse Pasts. An archaeology curriculum should make students
aware that archaeologists no longer have exclusive rights to the interpreta
tion of archaeological resources, but that various publics have a stake in
the past. Diverse groups— such as descendant communities; state, local,
and federal agencies; and others— compete for and have vested interests
in the nonrenewable resources of the past. Teaching students to negotiate
the complexities of participation in a diverse society is increasingly articu
lated as a goal of a liberal arts education.
• S ocial Relevance. If archaeology is to be justified as a discipline
in terms of both public support and interest, then we must effectively
articulate the ways in which we can use the past to help students think
productively about the present and future.
• Ethics a n d Values. The articulation of ethics and values are seen
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as the sign of growth and maturation in the profession. The eight SAA
Principles of Archaeological Ethics are fundamental to how archaeologists
should conduct themselves with regard to archaeological resources, data,
colleagues, and the public. The linkage of these principles to specific
points within the curriculum will provide students with a basic foundation
for the study of cultural resources, as well as promote a traditional goal of
liberal arts education: values clarification.
• Written m id Oral Com m unication. Archaeology depends on the
understanding and support of the public. For this to occur, archaeologists
must be able to communicate their goals, results, and recommendations to
diverse audiences. This goal must be supported by teaching our students
how to think logically, write effectively, and speak clearly, all of which are
central aims of a liberal arts education.
• F undam ental A rchaeological Skills. Students planning a career in
archaeology must have mastered a set of basic cognitive and methodologi
cal skills that will enable them to operate effectively in field and laborato
ry contexts. These skills must include excavation, analysis, report writing,
and long-term curation.
• Real-World Problem Solving. Effective learning can be significant
ly enhanced by asking students to engage in problem-solving work. Such
work can be accomplished either through case studies in a classroom con
text or internship experience. In either case, students are asked to apply
the knowledge and skills articulated above in the solution of a fully con
textualized archaeological problem.
Curricular reform should proceed through consideration of how
these principles can be integrated into existing course structures at all lev
els of the curriculum. We envision that such work will result in curricula
with traditional course structure and content that are significantly
enhanced by the introduction of topics implied by the principles. The
vehicles for the introduction of such topics are likely to be more diverse
readings and assignments and pedagogical strategies than all new courses
and course sequences. Suggestions for the implementation of such reform
in undergraduate, graduate, and professional development programs are
outlined below.
U ndergraduate Education

The undergraduate curriculum accommodates a diverse array of
students with widely varying levels of interest in archaeology. Potential
reformers must take these differences into account and make thoughtful
decisions about the principles most appropriate for the introductory level
and those best suited for more advanced students pursuing a deeper
understanding of the discipline.
The implications of the above principles for the undergraduate cur
riculum are discussed below. A table summarizes the articulation among
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standard undergraduate courses, the audiences typically encountered in
them, and the reform principles most appropriate to both (see page 38).
The approach suggested by this schema is, of course, only one of many
possibilities; we recognize that a variety of alterations to it may be war
ranted for any particular undergraduate program.
Stewardship
In considering archaeological resources, students need to under
stand the nonrenewable nature of archaeological sites and associated
material. Students should be able to articulate the information content of
such material and the value of the data in interpreting and understanding
human behavior. Once the information has been removed from the
ground, whether through archaeological excavation or as a result of loot
ing, development, erosion, or other processes, the site itself is gone. In the
case of archaeological investigations, the material from the ground is
transformed into data in the form of collections, records, and reports that
are used to interpret and explain the past.
As part of this discussion, students should come to comprehend the
damage caused by looting sites and trafficking artifacts in the form of
information and interpretation loss. Examples of looted sites such as Slack
Farms or the impact of vandalism on many sites in the Southwest can be
discussed. Students can evaluate the loss of information that has occurred
as a result of these actions in terms of what we might have, but now
never will, learn about these sites and the people who once occupied
them.
A third part of the discussion should focus on explaining the con
servation ethic— i.e., how the past can be preserved. Once students
understand the value of archaeological resources and their fragile nature,
they need to examine methods of conservation. Conservation, or the wise
use of resources, can include stabilizing an archaeological site, preserving
it in place, excavating, or fostering public understanding of the informa
tion content of the resources through site development and interpretation.
Examples of sites that have been the focus of conservation methods can
be discussed (e.g., those developed sites such as Cahokia or Mesa Verde;
ongoing site interpretation such as in Alexandria, Va.; site protection
through Site Stewards). In addition, it should be noted that the movement
toward conservation has boosted the employment of archaeologists as cul
tural resource managers. This segment of the profession, now comprising
at least half of all employed archaeologists, emphasizes stewardship of the
archaeological record. As part of this responsibility, archaeologists now
work with many different publics to communicate the value and impor
tance of archaeological data. In more advanced courses, this discussion
should include a review of preservation laws such as the Archaeological
Resources Protection Act, National Historic Preservation Act, and Native
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American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. Comparison of these
laws with similar legislation in other countries also is relevant to these
considerations.
Diverse Interests
Undergraduate students in archaeology courses should come to
understand that archaeologists no longer have exclusive rights to the past,
but that various publics have a stake in it. No one truly “owns” the past;
rather, we all share common roots in a past that bears different fruits.
Those groups that compete for and have vested interests in the nonrenew
able resources of the past include descendant communities; state, local,
and federal agencies; and others (e.g., salvers, “metal detectors”). Junioror senior-level undergraduates should learn how the development of part
nerships with these diverse groups can be used to enhance mutual under
standing and deepen our interpretations of the past. Moreover, students
need to learn about basic preservation laws to gain perspective on the
profession’s commitment to the protection of our common heritage.
Finally, through examination of the ways that the products of the past
have been used to further political and national interests, students should
become aware of the social implications of our discipline. By recognizing
that our differing views rise from common roots, we can understand the
relationships we share, extend our influence beyond our individual reach,
and unite to attain our common goals.
Social Relevance
In the past, archaeologists have considered the social benefits of
their inquiry to be self-evident. Teachers simply presented the “substance”
of the discipline and assumed that students would intuitively see its value.
But this complacent view can no longer govern the way that archaeology
is taught. Those of us who teach archaeology in the twenty-first century
must convey to our students why we believe that archaeology is important
in response to the claims of diverse and competing interest groups.
One way to convey archaeology’s relevance to today’s students is
to highlight ways in which we can use the past to help us think produc
tively about the present and the future. As we teach archaeology, particu
larly in introductory and large-enrollment courses, it is essential that we
show our students how understandings gained from archaeology may be
relevant to the issues we face today. For convenience, we may call this
approach “Lessons from the Past.” Here are some examples:
• Discussing the role of environment on the development of past
societies, including the effects of environmental degradation.
• Discussing the history and role of warfare in relation to politics,
economy, and other historical circumstances.
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• Discussing the history of cities and urban life, and the many
forms these took in the past.
• Discussing how archaeological techniques can be applied directly
in matters of public policy and the law, such as in the case of forensic
studies (Bosnia) and the University of Arizona’s “Garbage Project.”
• Discussing past systems of social inequality, and drawing connec
tions to and contrasts with the present.
• Discussing the history of human health and disease.
P rofession al Ethics a n d Values
Undergraduate students should be familiar with the eight SAA
Principles of Archaeological Practice and come to understand that they are
fundamental to how archaeologists conduct themselves in relation to the
resources, their data, their colleagues, and the public. These principles
should be linked to specific lecture topics, or treated in individual lectures
to provide advanced undergraduates with a basic foundation upon which
to establish their interest in the study of cultural resources. The Code of
Ethics and Standards of Research Performance of the Register of
Professional Archaeologists are a more detailed set of ethical behaviors
relative to the specific practice of research. Since these statements provide
direction and foundation for the practice of field archaeology and its con
sequences, they should be incorporated into discussions and assignments
in upper-division courses.
C om m unication
Archaeologists must be able to communicate their goals, results,
and recommendations clearly and effectively to a variety of publics.
Acquiring the skills to do so should begin in the undergraduate classroom.
Written and oral presentations that require logical thinking and argumenta
tion need to be a common feature of coursework, and the complexity of
these assignments should increase through upper-division courses. At least
some of this work should be aimed at communication with nonspecialist
audiences, so that students learn how to communicate their ideas without
relying on jargon or other forms of specialized communication that inhibit
public understanding of archaeology. Effective communication also
includes mastery of standard presentation tools like computers and the
Internet, as well as the ability to interact cooperatively and effectively with
others involved in creating a product or reaching a decision.
B asic A rchaeological Skills
Students planning a career in archaeology need to have mastered a
set of basic skills. At a conceptual level, students must be able to make
pertinent observations of the archaeological record, record and describe
these observations, and draw appropriate inferences. The technical skills
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that students should control include basic principles of surveying and car
tography (e.g., map making and reading), stratigraphy (e.g., ability to
draw accurately and interpret a soil profile), archaeological methods (e.g.,
ability to complete field and laboratory forms), database management
(e.g., ability to create and use data tables), and technical writing (e.g.,
ability to write artifact, feature, and site descriptions). Upper-division
courses need to ensure that students graduating with a specialization in
archaeology acquire these skills.
Real-World Problem Solving
One of the most difficult things for undergraduates to do is to con
nect the classroom and the real world. In the realm of coursework, help
ing students make this connection often involves emphasizing main points
and demonstrating applicability to their lives and professions. “Real-world
problem solving” means flexibility and grounding in the basics of archae
ology. Students can be engaged in problem solving through classroom
examples or observations of real situations. An important aspect of reality
is communicating that archaeology is one of m any interests that must be
reconciled to complete a project successfully. Having students attend a
session or meeting of a descendant population where archaeology is dis
cussed would be an eye-opener.
In addition, it is our public service responsibility as professors of
archaeology to demonstrate through examples and assignments how busi
ness, politics, and local communities or bureaucracies interact in dispute
resolution. Archaeology outside the academy is usually done to help
resolve a problem in construction and development or a disputed location
of something, or as part of a plan to avoid a future problem. Students can
experience this process by attending a routine local city or county com
mission meeting or listening to a politician lecture to the class about the
political process. All of this work should be accomplished in the context
of student learning about the impact of preservation law and regulations.
Em bedding th e P rinciples in E xistin g Curricula

Curricula can be revised effectively and efficiently simply by
embedding the reform principles in existing course structures. To assist in
planning revision of this type, standard undergraduate courses and their
audiences (target students) are identified and matched in Table 1, along
with information on which ethical principles can or should be introduced
in which course contexts. Suggestions then follow for specific topics
appropriate for teaching each principle to particular target audiences.
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Suggested Topics:

Stewardship
Looters and Trafficking
Conservation Ethic
Nonrenewable Resource
Diverse Interests
Different Views of Past
Partnerships (collaboration with many groups)
Public Involvement (reporting results)
Politics Uses of the Past (nation building)
Social Relevance (lessons from the past)
Garbage
Population Dynamics
Environmental History
Systems of Social Inequality
Warfare
Health/Disease
Professional Ethics and Values
Principles of Archaeological Ethics
Preservation Law
Communication
Clear writing (implied clear thinking)
Clear speaking (implied clear thinking)
Public Speaking
Computer Literacy
Basic Archaeological Skills
Observations skill (inferential skills)
Basic map skills (scales, contours)
Organize and assess data
Knowledge of the law
Description (one step above field description)
Real-World Problem Solving
Professional Responsibilities and Accountability
Archaeopolitics (know the players and process)
Citizenship (civics)
How business works
Legal and regulatory (know the rules)
Graduate Education

It is tempting to think of graduate education as a process that
results in the production of Ph.D.s. However, as in the case of undergrad
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uate education, we must retain a sense of the diversity of students that
actually enroll in graduate archaeology programs. Many practicing archae
ologists complete their degree work at the M.A. level, and these future
professionals represent a substantial percentage of students in any given
graduate archaeology course. Moreover, archaeologists who complete
their graduate work at the M.A. level in particular have a substantial
impact on archaeological resources and their management, as well on
opinions of the profession held by various public audiences. Our recom
mendations for reform in graduate education therefore represent our
vision of the essential standards in knowledge, skills, and abilities for
practice in historic and prehistoric archaeology.
We are mindful that some doctoral programs do not build upon
master’s degree programs and might not even provide for granting the
M.A. degree during the course of doctoral study. We believe that in these
cases the earlier portion of the doctoral program should be enhanced
along the lines recommended here for master’s degree programs. We note
that those seeking doctoral training and careers as professors at research
universities will inevitably be called upon to provide instruction to stu
dents whose own careers will require the elements we regard as essential
in a graduate program.
There is strong sentiment that students should demonstrate compe
tency in research and writing through the completion of an M.A. thesis,
Ph.D. dissertation, or an equivalent project. Successful completion of these
original research projects demonstrate that a student is prepared to con
duct independent research, participate in the management of significant
archaeological resources, and evaluate the research and contributions of
colleagues and peers.
It is imperative that students receive instruction and training on
ethics and professionalism in archaeology throughout the graduate pro
gram. Discussion of ethical principles, codes, and policies as published by
the Archaeological Institute of America (AIA); Archeology Division,
American Anthropological Association (AAA); Canadian Archaeology
Association (CAA); Society for American Archaeology (SAA); Society for
Historical Archaeology (SHA); and Society of Professional
Archaeologists/Register of Professional Archaeologists (SOPA/The Register)
should be incorporated into coursework wherever possible. This training
should convey the finite and nonrenewable nature of archaeological
resources and the threat to archaeological resources from development
and the illegal antiquities trade. Graduate training in archaeology should
emphasize the stewardship responsibility of professional archaeologists as
identified in the Principles of Archaeological Ethics of the Society for
American Archaeology as well as those of other professional societies.
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Undergraduate Prerequ isites
These central requirements for graduate study clearly build on
foundations in writing and other forms of communication developed in
the undergraduate curriculum, and assume that students enter graduate
study with a well-developed understanding of archaeology as professional
practice. The latter element of undergraduate training can be achieved
through implementing recommendations included under the
“Stewardship,” “Professional Ethics,” and “Real-World Problem Solving”
principles discussed above. In addition, students should enter graduate
programs with an understanding of the relationship between research
methods and archaeological theory. This goal can be achieved in upperdivision courses that substantively engage students in both laboratory and
fieldwork as described in the “Basic Archaeological Skills” principle dis
cussed in the preceding section.
We also recommend that students enter graduate programs with a
knowledge base that extends the central undergraduate training described
in the principles for reform. We believe such understanding to be essen
tially supportive of graduate-level research, with a recognition of archaeol
ogy’s essential connections to anthropology. Before entering a graduate
program, students must develop a strong, well-rounded background in
anthropology with coursework in archaeology, cultural anthropology, and
biological anthropology. Training in these subfields of anthropology is
essential background for a graduate program specialization in archaeolo
gy. As part of this preparation, students should take at least one course
that specializes in the archaeology of a particular area or region.
Familiarity with North American archaeology is especially desirable, since
this knowledge is required in many federal employment venues and is
useful for students planning to pursue careers in cultural resource man
agement. Finally, undergraduate students should develop competency in
at least one foreign language which may be useful in researching at the
graduate level and in developing an appreciation for cultural diversity.
G raduate Core Competencies
The following list identifies essential knowledge and skill sets
required of practicing archaeologists. As is appropriate for professional
track study, these recommendations focus primarily on developing
research-level knowledge and skills. Note, however, that reform principles
dealing with “Ethics,” “Real-World Problem Solving,” “Stewardship,” and
“Diverse Interests” are represented in several of the graduate-level skill
and knowledge sets, including “Ethics, Law, and Professionalism”; “Broadbased Field Experience”; and “Cultural Resource Management and
Preservation.” Finally, we believe that students’ ability to interpret the past
is enhanced by deepening their understanding of the implications of the
anthropological perspective for their work.
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A C ore Course (Other than A rchaeology) in One o f the Subdiscipl
ines o f Anthropology. Programs may require more than one core course in
the subdisciplines of anthropology, but a minimum of one is required to
maintain an understanding of archaeology’s role in anthropology.
Ethics, Law, a n d Professionalism. Formal training in laws and gov
ernment regulations that pertain to archaeology is essential and should be
taught in association with archaeological ethics. Courses should provide
students with an introduction to the ethical issues that face the archaeo
logical profession, and an understanding between ethical and legal con
duct. The purpose of the course should be to develop an understanding
of professionalism among archaeology students, and introduce students to
the types of “real-world” problem solving which is now often associated
with all aspects of archaeology.
M ethod a n d Theory. Graduate students should complete advanced
coursework in archaeological method and theory. Students should receive
formal training in development of research designs, hypothesis testing,
data collection, and so on. This training is intended to provide students
with a basis for designing their own research and evaluating the research
of colleagues.
Statistics. All graduate students in archaeology must develop an
understanding of quantitative methods and the use of statistics in archaeo
logical research. This represent a basic skill needed for archaeological
research.
Supervised, B road-based Field Experience. It is essential that all
graduate students participate in formally supervised field research that
teaches them basic skills (e.g., mapping, photography, survey, sampling,
data recording, and record keeping). Through this experience, students
should comprehend the nonrenewable nature of archaeological resources
and the destructive nature of archaeological research. The fieldwork expe
rience also should encourage students to construct their work as problemoriented research that selects only those methods that use that portion of
the archaeological record needed to solve the research problem. Students
also should learn to apply nondestructive research techniques like geo
physical surveys (e.g., magnetometer, soil resistance meter, soil conductivi
ty meter, ground-penetrating radar) to encourage the conservation ethic as
integral to their field training.
Survey Course o f A rchaeological Sciences. Students should receive
formal instruction in application of non-archaeological sciences to the
study of archaeological resources and research problems. Basic training in
a wide range of possible research areas, including but not limited to fau
nal and floral analysis, soils and stratigraphic analysis, geophysical survey
methods, archaeological dating techniques, skeletal and isotope analysis of
human bones, and ceramic compositional analysis, should be a central
part of a graduate student’s skill and knowledge base.
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Cultural Resource M anagem ent a n d Preservation. The management
and study of archaeological resources as mandated by law and regulations
has become a major part of archaeology. Students should be exposed to
the contemporary practice of cultural resource management through case
studies or internship experience associated with “real-world problem
solving.”
Statement Regarding the Ph.D. Degree
The Ph.D. degree is an advanced graduate degree that recognizes
specialized research achievement beyond the master’s level. We anticipate
that doctoral programs will continue to expect students to take additional
courses in subjects such as statistics and specialized seminars, and master
an additional language or research skill. Ph.D. programs should be struc
tured to recognize the special expertise in oral and written communication
skills required by educators and the directors of research projects with
high visibility. Thus, we envision that the Ph.D. provides for the enhanced
training in the aforementioned areas as well as a specific research focus.
The Ph.D. must continue to involve production of a doctoral dissertation,
which might in some circumstances obviate the need for a master’s thesis
at an earlier stage of graduate study.
P rofession al D evelopm ent

The rapidly changing sociopolitical and technological contexts for
archaeological practice not only require that we update how we teach our
students, they also demand that we identify and develop opportunities for
professional archaeologists to refine, maintain, and update their knowl
edge and skills. To encourage all practicing archaeologists to see them
selves as lifelong learners, the professional societies must promote
through various incentives the participation of their members in continu
ing education opportunities. These opportunities may include courses,
workshops, plenary and other sessions at Annual Meetings, publications,
and guides to resources. The professional development opportunities
should be rigorous and continually evaluated and updated to be consis
tent with the guidelines offered by the ethical principles and “best prac
tices” identified by the discipline. In other words, the reform principles as
articulated here can and should be made applicable to the professional
development needs of all professional archaeologists. In the following sec
tion, several recommendations are made on how this newly conceived
aspect of archaeology education might be implemented within a frame
work consistent with our goals for undergraduate and graduate education.
Form ats f o r Ongoing Professional Development
All practicing archaeologists should have access to continuing edu
cation opportunities. The target audience includes archaeological techniTeacHin^- AfCHaeoLo<jy in r a e T w en T y -firsT cen 'ru ry
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dans, archaeology educators, cultural resource managers, contract archae
ologists, public interpreters, and teaching faculty, as well as professionals
in related fields of research, teaching, decision making and resource man
agement. Professionals in diverse work settings require access to continu
ing studies opportunities in a variety of formats including courses, work
shops, symposia, online seminars, moderated listservs, resource guides,
case studies, and publications. Development of the resources to meet
these needs will require the participation of many educational institutions
and professional organizations, especially those willing to take an entre
preneurial approach.
Some preliminary steps to facilitate the development of continuing
education opportunities can be taken. These include compiling informa
tion on existing workshops; classes; and educational resources including
publications, Websites, and videos; and evaluating their appropriateness
for professional development. Another step is the identification of mecha
nisms to deliver professional development opportunities via collaborative
efforts involving professional societies such as SAA, SHA, AIA, SOPA/the
Register, and credit-giving institutions. The executive boards of profession
al societies and organizers of conferences and meetings should be enlisted
to encourage participation in these learning opportunities.
Access to resource materials is an important component of profes
sional development. This includes both dissemination of information
about existing materials and development of new resources. Cultural
resource management texts, collections of case studies, online syntheses
of federal regulations, and a source book for archaeology— a sort of
“Whole Earth” catalog for archaeologists— are among the types of materi
als that need to be developed in support of professional development.
Current issues in such areas as ethnography, public education, and
sociopolitics could be addressed in a series of booklets or pamphlets, as
well as through regular electronic communication. Increased access to
unpublished reports and other “gray” literature should be promoted on a
state-by-state basis, with online availability of the bibliographies of techni
cal titles as a first step.
Principles o f A rchaeological Ethics as a Fram ew ork f o r Learning
While the potential audience for professional development is broad
and the formats are multiple, SAA’s Principles of Archaeological Ethics can
provide a unifying set of themes for postgraduate education, just as they
did for undergraduate and graduate curricular reform. Concepts of stew
ardship and conservation, effective communication with diverse public
audiences, and maintenance of high levels of basic archaeological knowl
edge and skills are centrally embedded in the themes of stewardship,
accountability, commercialization, public education and outreach, intellec
tual property, public reporting and publication, records and preservation,
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and training and resources. The following points state the core concept of
each principle and list examples of relevant professional development
needs and opportunities.
Principle No. 1: Stewardship. All archaeologists must work for the
long-term conservation and protection of the irreplaceable archaeological
record by practicing and promoting stewardship.
The overarching stewardship principle should be supported by a
broadly defined set of continuing education opportunities that enhance
archaeologists’ abilities to promote widespread participation in preserva
tion issues by the public and professionals alike. These should address
archaeological ethics, law, and professionalism in a manner similar to that
discussed in the “graduate core competencies” above. Laws should be
addressed on both a national and a state-by-state basis, including provid
ing accessible and updated information about laws and compliance issues,
as well as state-based workshops on laws for target audiences, including
contractors, resource managers, and archaeologists.
Within our professional societies, the overarching quality of the
stewardship principle can be recognized through support of plenary ses
sions and forums that address its theoretical and applied implications. As
part of the profession’s ongoing reflection and development in light of the
principle, thesis and dissertation research based on archival collections
rather than excavation should be encouraged. Workshops and other train
ing sessions to facilitate the conduct and supervision of such research are
highly recommended.
Principle No. 2: Accountability. Responsible archaeological research
requires public accountability and active consultation with affected groups.
Seminars on partnerships, lobbying, and consultation practices
might address advocacy with politicians, developers, and others control
ling and affecting the archaeological resource base. Relationships with
descendant and affected communities should be addressed in relation to
theoretical contexts of project design as well as all aspects of communica
tion and consultation. Workshops and interactive courses on conflict reso
lution, management skills, and human relations should be developed and
promoted.
Principle No. 3- Com m ercialization. Archaeologists should discour
age and avoid activities that enhance the commercial value of archaeologi
cal objects and contribute to site destruction.
There is a general need for access to case studies and information
on looting and prosecutions related to the archaeological record. Short
courses on international laws and agreements and ethical issues related to
the antiquities trade, museum and private collections, and specialized
areas such as shipwrecks would be valuable. Continuing education also
should address popular images and public perceptions of archaeology as
a treasure hunt.
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P rinciple No. 4: Public Education a n d Outreach. Archaeologists
should participate in cooperative efforts with others to improve the preser
vation and interpretation of the record by enlisting public support and
communicating interpretations of the past.
Training to improve communication skills, including technical and
popular writing, is an important area to address through workshops, dis
tance learning, and writing guides with examples. Working with the media
includes developing skills in producing a media kit and discussing com
plex issues in clear and simple language.
Emphasis should continue to be placed on working with K-12
teachers and other educators. Information about existing resource lists,
resource exhibits, and workshops at Annual Meetings should be widely
disseminated and targeted to all archaeological professionals. Federal and
state agencies and other organizations with public education programs,
including museums and parks, should be encouraged to enhance their
outreach to archaeologists in all areas of the profession.
Principle No. 5: Intellectual Property. The knowledge and docu
ments created through the study of archaeological resources are part of
the archaeological record and must be made available to others within a
reasonable time.
Among the continuing education needs in this area is the availabili
ty of case studies to illustrate the need for this principle. Relevant forma
tive literature might include guides to the proper use of archaeological
archives and databases, copyright laws, and proper citations, including
electronic formats. Guidelines for proper paper presentations, the ethics of
interaction with descendant communities, and formal professional cour
tesy would make valuable contributions to the continuing education of
professional archaeologists.
Principle No. 6: Public Reporting a n d Publication. Archaeologists
must present knowledge gained from investigation of the archaeological
record to interested publics in timely and accessible forms.
Topics for workshops and guides include technical writing with
clarity, ethical issues in public presentation of archaeological information,
and the development of programs, displays, and popular publications
from technical information. Professional development in this area relates
closely to Principle No. 4: Public Education and Outreach.
Principle No. 7: Records a n d Preservation. Archaeologists should
work actively for the preservation, responsible use, and accessibility of
archaeological collections, records, and reports.
Professional development must pay attention to the need for effec
tive curation and management of archaeological collections and records.
Supportive resource materials include technical guides and bibliographies
and case studies of good and bad collection management practices. Efforts
should be directed at raising awareness of these concerns and developing
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strategies for preserving the records and reports of archaeologists who
retire or leave the profession.
Principle No. 8: Training a n d Resources. Archaeologists must have
adequate training, experience, facilities, and other support necessary to
conduct research in accordance with the foregoing principles.
Continuing studies offerings must provide opportunities to gain
specialized training or expertise related to job responsibilities. They
should also address changes in laws, technologies and archaeological best
practices. Maintaining the expectation of staying up-to-date in these areas,
and having the means to do it are as important for the professor of under
graduate and graduate students as for the field archaeologist and lab tech
nician.
Finally, self-evaluation provides an excellent strategy for activating
these principles in our professional practice. This process would include
writing a personal mission statement vis a vis the Principles of
Archaeological Ethics and documenting one’s professional skills through
resume writing. This self-reflection should be mirrored by a protocol for
evaluation of the workplace. A model of such evaluation might be devel
oped and presented via newsletters, bulletins, or sessions at Annual
Meetings.
C onclusion

Although the proposal outlined above will trigger considerable
debate across the profession, it does capture in substantive ways our need
to reform and redefine the goals of archaeology curricula at all levels of
interest and expertise. Since the need to undertake such revision is driven
largely by the changing contexts for archaeological practice, these have
been defined and utilized as a framework for the proposal. The SAA
Principles of Archaeological Ethics provide an overarching structure for
this effort, since they articulate professional training and practice in sub
stantive ways by their sociopolitical, technical, intellectual, and employ
ment contexts. Moreover, this proposal recognizes a diversity of student
interest and expertise in archaeology education but still focuses on com
mon educational goals. Instruction in archaeology as a discipline that fos
ters stewardship of a shared, yet contested resource base; seeks to create
new knowledge about the past via increasingly sophisticated technical
applications; is regulated in large part by law; and articulates its findings
to a wide range of public audiences is the framework that shapes these
recommendations for undergraduate, graduate, and professional develop
ment curricula.
The review of this proposal by the profession will inevitably
strengthen it while retaining its central features. In the end, it is the hope
of this publication’s contributors to stimulate sufficient change in the con
tent and pedagogies of archaeology education to create a discipline-wide
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sense that the learning goals of any course or course sequence need to
serve the interests of our students and our profession in specific ways. At
the most basic level, students who take only one course in archaeology
should take away from that experience an appreciation for the value and
fragility of archaeological resources. At the other end of the continuum,
we seek to develop a wide range of educational opportunities for all pro
fessional archaeologists as a way to keep them abreast of new research
and teaching strategies and technologies, as well as of changing laws and
best practices in the field. Our ultimate aim is to inspire curricular reform
that will result in cohorts of students who are truly educated in the goals
and means of contemporary archaeological practice.
N otes

^This section was developed from reports appearing in the SAA Bulletin [Susan J.
Bender & George S. Smith, November 1998, “SAA’s Workshop on Teaching
Archaeology in the 21st Century: Promoting a National Dialogue on Curricula
Reform,” SAA Bulletin 16(5): 11-13; Hester A. Davis et al., January 1999,
“Teaching Archaeology in the 21st Century: Thoughts on Undergraduate
Education,” SAA Bulletin 17(1): 18-20, 22; Mark J. Lynott et al., January 1999,
“Teaching Archaeology in the 21st Century: Thoughts on Graduate Education,”
17(1): 21-22; Phyllis E. Messenger et al., March 1999, “Teaching Archaeology in
the 21st Century: Thoughts on Postgraduate Education/Professional
Development,” SAA Bulletin 17(2): 13-14]
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III.

framingDiscussions:
Considering the Contexts
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D isciplinary coirrexTs:
THinKin^ qbout sources
DirecTions ror CHan^e

qud
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he premise of our curricular proposal is that changing contexts for
the practice of archaeology in the late twentieth century require
that we reexamine how and what we teach students of archaeology
in undergraduate and graduate curricula. Moreover, we assert that these
changes are profound enough to generate a need for a coherent program
of professional development seminars dealing with related issues for prac
ticing archaeologists. This thesis is not necessarily a comfortable one for
an academic discipline whose practice has changed over the years mainly
in response to intellectual currents within the discipline (see, for example,
Willey and Sabloff 1993 or Trigger 1989). The purpose of this section is,
then, to support our thesis by identifying those contexts that we believe
have been responsible for altering the shape and direction of archaeolog
ical practice and articulating their impacts on the discipline and implica
tions for its pedagogy. The contexts that the authors in this section treat
include the ethical issues that all archaeologists must confront in their
work, the missions of the organizations employing them, and the social
and political concerns of the communities in which they are likely to
conduct their work. Through such discussion, the authors are able to
identify the demands and responsibilities that these various contexts place
on those who teach archaeology to future professionals or the educated
laypersons whose support of the discipline will be critical to its future
well-being. The following section then provides commentary from several
authors who have attempted to address these contexts in their academic
curricula.
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Training STUDeirrs in
ArcHaeoLo^icaL ethics
M ark J. Lynott and Vincas P. Steponaitis
thics are the rules or standards that govern the conduct of the
members of a profession. Until recently, archaeological ethics have
been oriented to a profession dominated by academia. Formal
ethical training has been generally limited, and the training which has
been offered has been aimed largely at concerns of the academic commu
nity. Archaeology has changed a great deal during the last 25 years. This
is most obvious in the wide range of positions and jobs in which archae
ologists are employed. As long as most archaeological activities were
conducted within the sphere of university departments, students were
trained in skills that were important to their future careers as university
professors. Ethical training at these times was generally informal. As such
students learned about ethics from peers, observing their academic
mentors, and experimentation.
Passage of the National Historic Preservation Act in 1966 changed
the environment for archaeology in the United States immensely. While
this change was somewhat gradual over two decades, the dramatic nature
of this change cannot be ignored. Archaeologists are now working in an
increasingly wide range of jobs, and constantly facing new challenges to
their professionalism and ethics. Many of the challenges facing archaeolo
gists today are new and were not anticipated 25 years ago (e.g., repatria
tion, archaeology as business), and many of the challenges have been
around for decades but have metamorphosed into larger and more
complex problems (e.g., commercialization of the archaeological record).
Even the most well-intentioned individuals are frequently faced with
ethical challenges for which there is often no clear or well-understood
precedent.
The need for ethical guidance among contemporary archaeological
practitioners has been advocated by the Society of Professional Archaeol
ogists since 1976. The Society for American Archaeology, recognizing that
an updated ethics policy and a more active approach to ethics was
needed, adopted eight Principles of Archaeological Ethics (Lynott 1997;
Lynott and Wylie 2000).

E

Ethics and G ray Areas

Ethical policies may be addressed in two very different ways. The
Society of Professional Archaeologists has developed their Code of Ethics
and Standards of Research Performance. This is a very specific code that
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specifies desired conduct or behavior in terms of “an archaeologist shall,”
and specifies undesirable conduct as “an archaeologist shall not.” This
type of code specifies minimally acceptable standards of behavior or
conduct, which Wylie (1996) describes as “floors.” The SAA Principles of
Archaeological Ethics represent “ceilings,” or ethical ideals. It is under
stood that these goals or ideals may not be easily achieved in everyday
archaeological practice, but they should be used to direct professional
activities amid the complexities of our constantly changing world.
Because of the nature of ethical issues, it often is very difficult to
codify and clearly define regulations to direct or curtail certain types of
professional activities. Consequently, discussion and dialogue about
ethical issues are important, and necessary to build a consensus among
professional practitioners. Ethical policies that lack support from profes
sional practitioners are likely to be ineffective. Consequently, the SAA
Ethics Committee is responsible for encouraging discussion about ethical
issues and bringing ethical concerns to the attention of the archaeological
community.
F o rm a l T raining

The need for formal training on archaeological ethics cannot be
overemphasized. Some university colleagues have argued that advancing
the cause of archaeology will be accomplished by publishing more and
better research. They are not persuaded by arguments that universities
and archaeology will be advanced by the increased success of students
who are able to take what they have learned and use it in a practical and
professional way in the world outside academia. In the long term, univer
sities will be judged not only by the publications of the faculty they
employ, but also by the success of the students they graduate.
Any university that is concerned with the future success of their
students is obliged to provide those students with training in archaeolog
ical ethics. Very few graduating archaeologists will find employment as
researchers and teachers in universities and colleges. If they hope to use
their skills in archaeology, most graduates will have to look for work in
cultural resource management, either in the private sector or a govern
ment agency. They will be expected to regularly use skills they were
never taught in school, and deal with issues and concerns which never
affect an archaeologist in an academic position. If they are not properly
prepared for the challenges of this large and diverse workplace, and are
forced to rely upon skills and ethics which are narrowly adapted for
university circumstances, there is a strong possibility that they will be
unsuccessful. Unsuccessful employees reflect poorly on the institution
from which they have graduated, and may limit or reduce the opportuni
ties for employment of future graduates from that institution.
Yet the question remains: how and at what level should this ethical
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training be provided? At the undergraduate level, most archaeology in the
United States is taught in liberal arts programs. The primary goal of such
programs is to teach students how to think and write effectively;
imparting skills geared to a specific profession is of secondary concern.
Thus, while archaeological ethics is certainly a suitable subject for under
graduate coursework (e.g., it forms an excellent case study of how one
weighs ethical principles in solving real-world problems), one could argue
that it need not be a major focus of undergraduate archaeology programs.
As a practical matter, every undergraduate who takes an archaeology
course should probably hear the message against looting, and enough
background to understand why that message is important. But considera
tion of other ethical issues that affect professional practice in archaeology
can hardly be considered essential, particularly given that a bachelor’s
degree is generally not considered a professional credential in our field.
It is at the graduate level that students in the United States are
trained to become professionals, and so it is at this level that formal
training in ethics should be offered. The ideal is to make a broad consid
eration of ethical issues part of every graduate student’s classroom experi
ence. Yet this ideal is more the exception than the rule. In some cases,
the main obstacle to implementing this ideal is inertia: faculty tend to
teach in the manner that they themselves were taught, and ethics has not
traditionally been taught in the classroom. In other cases, the obstacle is
time: there is so much to teach, and so little time in which to do it.
Students don’t want to remain in graduate school forever, and often
faculty are already stretched to the limit teaching the courses that are
currently required. We maintain, however, that neither of these obstacles
is insurmountable. It may be that only the larger graduate programs will
have the faculty resources to offer routinely an entire course on archaeo
logical ethics. But any credible graduate program, no matter how small,
can add at least some consideration of archaeological ethics to the
courses that they now require their students to take. Needless to say, this
addition will require devoting less time to other subjects currently being
taught. But given the importance of the issues involved, we believe that
this shift in priorities is essential.
P racticin g W hat We P reach

The need for more emphasis upon ethics in formal education also
is illustrated by the limited instances where ethics have been taught in
archaeological education programs. Most archaeological training has
taught that we are obliged to develop a research design, excavate in a
systematic manner, take good notes, and preserve the records and collec
tions from our research for future study. However, in actual practice,
archaeologists have all too often failed to live up to those standards. Brian
Fagan (1995) has written about what he calls “archaeology’s dirty little
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secret.” Although everyone in archaeology knows it is important to
prepare a report on our research, why are there so many reports which
remain incomplete or never even started? Field schools have been noto
rious for this transgression, but nearly everyone has at least one report on
their research that needs to be finished.
The collections and records which result from our research repre
sent the only opportunity by which a colleague can examine our research
and agree or disagree with our interpretations. Consequently, we have
always taught that it is important to make good notes and records and
ensure that collections are kept in good order for future study. However,
in reality, archaeological collections are in poor condition throughout
much of the United States. Anyone who has actually tried to restudy
collections from previous research has probably been frustrated with the
condition of the collections and the lack of supporting archival informa
tion. Since the records and collections from our research represent the
mechanism by which our interpretations may be verified, it is critical to
our claims that archaeology is a science that we maintain these materials
in good order.
Most archaeological students have been at least introduced to the
concept that we have a professional obligation to prepare a report on our
research and ensure that the collections and records from our research are
preserved for future study. Why then are these highly important ethical
concepts treated so lightly in everyday practice? Could it be because
archaeologists have learned about these concepts from observing the
behavior of their own mentors, professors, and supervisors? Elevating
ethics training to be a part of formal archaeological education might help
to resolve this problem. After all, isn’t one of the best ways to ensure that
we understand a particular concept, is to try to explain it or teach it to
someone else?
C onclusions

Despite our best intentions and efforts, it is impossible to generate
an ethics code that will specify proper and improper behavior for all
potential situations that archaeologists may face in our world today.
Circumstances that affect archaeology are constantly changing, and we
cannot ever fully anticipate the issues which might arise. With a few
notable exceptions, archaeologists ignored Native American concerns
about the study of human remains and cemeteries, and those concerns
were eventually manifested in legislation that profoundly affects the
nature and amount of archaeological research we can do. Hopefully, the
passage of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
has taught us that we cannot assume that we control the archaeological
record and its use, and that we must interact with the public and the
special interest groups to ensure that the archaeological record is used
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and preserved in the best interests of all humankind.
Archaeology has changed a great deal in the last three decades.
The diverse range of positions in which archaeologists are now employed
make it impossible to closely specify appropriate professional behavior
for all possible circumstances. SAA’s Principles of Archaeological Ethics
were developed to serve as a beacon in the turbulent and constantly
changing circumstances archaeologists face today. However, since these
principles are quite general in nature, and are not intended to be the final
word on archaeological ethics, it is essential that archaeologists stay
informed about ethical issues through an ongoing dialogue about ethics.
Every archaeologist needs to enter the workplace with a basic under
standing of current ethical issues in archaeology. This understanding can
be best developed in formal academic training, where proper ethical
conduct should receive just as much attention as method and theory. A
growing number of books and papers about ethics and ethical issues are
available (e.g. Messenger 1989; Vitelli 1996; Woodall 1990), and university
curricula needs to be refined to incorporate these timely and important
issues.
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ArcHcteoLo^icciL EDucaTion aiiD
privaTe secTor EmpLoymenT
Joseph Schuldenrein and Jeffrey H. Altschul
here is no question but that the transition from academic archaeo
logical training to the workplace is challenging and demanding for
employer and employee alike. This axiom holds for any profession
requiring advanced training. Freshly minted neophytes from lawyers,
doctors, and engineers to journalists, filmmakers, and fashion designers,
echo the same refrain: “They never told me it would be like this in the
real world.” Is it any different for archaeologists?
The unqualified answer would appear to be “yes.” While the
training path for each of the aforementioned professions combines strong
academic focus with “in-field" empirical experiences over the course of a
graduate/professional school career, archaeological programs largely do
not. Long-term programs (i.e., those requiring 3 years or more of post
undergraduate schooling) such as medical school require residencies and
internships while law school arranges or builds in “clerking.” Shorter term
programs such as journalism and film structure more compact programs
and offer their students assignments to newspapers and studios. In short
order, students are out on the street, testing the market on the strength of
skills acquired in school, lessons learned in apprenticeship, and networks
already initiated in the professional world.
For the most part, university archaeological programs offer none of
these pathways. This is not to say that students do not pick up practical
skills along the way; most do. However, they do this not because of the
formal requirements of a department, but sometimes in spite of it. For
survival reasons, students must pick up “job skills” that will require them
to ease into the CRM world. Yet, they often do this at the expense of
advancing in degree programs, at the risk of incurring the wrath of
advisers and violating department protocol, and on their own time. The
dilemma is especially grievous for long-term students (i.e., those in PhD
programs) where structure is eliminated after attainment of ABD status
and the march to the dissertation is a long, energy-consuming, and often
obsessive ordeal that leaves little time for the pursuit of employmentrelated training.
Private Sector Em ploym ent:
Jo b Categories and A dvancem ent

To assess the profound conflict between academic progress and
advancement in the private sector, it is necessary to understand the struc-
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ture of the CRM workplace and the skills required for functioning in that
environment. Generally, CRM firms employ archaeology professionals in
one of six essential job categories, hierarchically ranked as follows:
1)
Field/lab technicians
2)
Field/lab supervisors
3)
Field/lab director
4)
Principal investigator
5)
Project manager
6)
Firm principals/department heads
Field/lab technicians have a bachelor’s-level education and tend to
shuttle between projects and organizations. They are undergraduates who
have recently earned their degree, junior graduate students, or belong to
a growing group of itinerant laborers whose objectives are to hone field
skills and practice “dirt archaeology.” In the past, these were not consid
ered career positions in and of themselves. Today, there is a growing
number of people who have decided to remain at this level as a career
choice. Field/lab supervisors, the next level, have developed substantial
expertise and are responsible for groups of 4 to 5 people. They are typi
cally semi-permanent to permanent employees of a going concern, also
B.A. educated. Directors are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a
project and coordinate efforts among field supervisors. They are invariably
permanent employees of the firm and will typically have substantial
writing responsibility; many have M.A.s but some do not. Principal investi
gators are senior members of CRM firms or of the CRM division in larger
organizations. They must hold a M.A. degree; many have Ph.D.s. They
assume professional and technical accountability for all projects in which
they function in that capacity. They may be minimally involved in day-today operations, but must claim synthetic grasp of the project; they may or
may not have business accountability. Project managers may not have
advanced degrees but always have the ultimate responsibility for guiding
projects from proposal inception to final write up. They are generally
dedicated to business and administrative responsibilities and fiscal
accountability. Finally, as owners, firm principals oversee all aspects of
the CRM firm’s operation. In larger companies, department heads perform
the same tasks, although they may have more limited ownership in the
company.
Ironically, while the aforementioned hierarchy is ordered by
progressive financial remuneration, it does not necessarily reflect
increasing archaeological expertise or even involvement. There is actually
an inverse relationship between archaeological responsibility and
compensation at the upper levels. Thus, project managers often will have
less archaeological expertise than principal investigators, but they have
more responsibility for the overall project; they generally earn more
money and are accorded higher status. Firm principals may have started
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out as archaeological professionals but have evolved into business people
exclusively. They may not have M.A. degrees and in some instances they
are not even archaeologists or CRM professionals.
The underlying message here is that the archaeological trajectory in
and of itself will typically peak at the principal investigator level. After
that stage, it is business acumen and experience that account for a large
measure of career advancement in the CRM arena. It should be noted,
however, that many principal investigators, with excellent archaeological
credentials, hold dual titles as project managers and principal investiga
tors. Dual responsibilities are generally conferred after extensive service
with a major CRM firm and only after the individual has learned the
necessary business skills over a period of several years. Many older prin
cipal investigators cannot make the move because of deficits in their busi
ness knowledge. Graying principal investigators are frequently PhDs who
have spent peak years completing doctorates and are disinclined to
learning the skills necessary for making the leap.
CRM E m p loym en t and A cadem ic Training:
A M atch Made o n Mars?

Why, then, are our Ph.D. archaeologists not receiving the training
they need to advance systematically in the working environments that will
employ at least 70 to 80 percent of them in the next millennium (Zeder
1997)? One need not look any farther than the nearest Ph.D. program at a
major university.
In most first-rate institutions, academic training programs are
dynamic and reflect methodological and theoretical advances that have
dominated the discipline. Such compelling developments as postprocessualism, gender archaeology, and ethnoarchaeology are making invaluable
contributions to our conceptualizations of archaeology. There have been
several volumes on the theme of “Rethinking Archaeology” in recent
years.
In CRM, however, we need to do archaeology and do it efficiently.
Of course, we need to think about it, but we need to do our cognitive
work as we move along in the practice of survey, testing, and excavation.
More significantly, the new engine driving archaeology is no longer the
research institute or funding agency but state and federal coffers whose
charge is dictated by preservation law and compliance. For the profession
in general, research agendas are no longer selected by professors; they
are imposed by planners.
However, the dominant academic paradigm is, as the popular
cultural refrain hearkens, “stuck in the ’60s.” Elsewhere, a coauthor of this
essay has underscored the bankruptcy of that paradigm, which was driven
by an expanding, leisure-class economy that accommodated increasing
academic jobs and encouraged exotic, albeit highly productive research
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(Schuldenrein 1995). It is unclear whether or not most departments realize
that their charges should have changed in the past 30 years. They still
dedicate their efforts to training students to become researchers and
teachers, despite a complete realignment in the archaeological workplace.
It has been claimed, however myopically, that those faculty who run
departments and were trained in the ’60s and early 70s are simply
unaware of the changing employment climate. Others argue that selfpreservation and stagnation account for an inertia that prevents academi
cians from confronting the revamped archaeological workplace. Such
assessments notwithstanding, the continued production of growing
numbers of students to fill dwindling academic slots is misinformed at
best and deceitful at worst. Yet it goes on.
The time-worn argument that a university’s mission is to teach
archaeologists to think and not to serve as vocational training grounds
begs the issue sorely and bespeaks elitist arrogance, at a time when the
cost, effort, and duration of Ph.D. training is greater than ever before and
offerings for traditional jobs have never been as meager. Informal surveys
of graduate programs show that the course types taught at most institu
tions do not differ qualitatively from those taught over the past 30 years.
Introductory core courses are followed by “method and theory” offerings
reflecting the specialty and regional interests of the professors who teach
at a given institution.
Public A rchaeology:
W ho Are We Serving Anyway?

A corollary of the academic paradigm described above is a deeply
held belief by many archaeologists that the primary mechanism for trans
mitting the results of their work is academically oriented journals and
books. Making the results of archaeology accessible to the public is
viewed as a secondary goal, if recognized at all. One might argue that
CRM professionals might be more sensitive to this issue simply because
their livelihoods are tied to public support of historic preservation. Public
interest in archaeology, however, dates back to the founding of this
country. Federal support for archaeological research also is of long
standing, with funding for CRM-type project dating back to the Great
Depression. Large-scale, academically inspired research projects, such as
those funded by the National Science Foundation, actually are quite
recent in origin. Even these projects are somewhat anomalous. As Rogge
(1981) points out, during the heyday of NSF large projects in the 1960s
(with the exception of one year), NSF expenditures for archaeological
research were always smaller than the budget for internal projects (i.e.,
CRM-type projects) at the National Park Service.
While history suggests that the entire discipline should be
concerned with public outreach, why should CRM firms be concerned
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with training in public archaeology? To a certain extent, the need is selfserving. We want to keep the public interested in archaeology and we
need to have people on our staffs who know how to accomplish this
goal. A second need comes in the form of contracts. Federal agencies are
increasingly asking contractors for services in public outreach. These
services can take the form of popular writing, volunteer archaeological
programs, or classroom materials. Most CRM firms try to meet these needs
with their staff, with, not surprisingly, mixed results. Academically trained
archaeologists do not know much about curriculum development,
teaching methods, or nontechnical writing. Often, it feels as if we are
trying to push the square peg into the round hole. To better serve these
needs, a greater emphasis should be made to cross-list courses between
departments of anthropology, museum studies, and education.
Changing C o u rse(s) fo r th e N ext M illennium

There appears to be no programmatic alternative to altering trends
in contemporary training for graduate education in archaeology. By the
same token, it is neither productive nor realistic to assume that the struc
ture of the existing university system will be overhauled by the tugs of the
marketplace. Clearly, the academic and private sector communities must
make several compromises to ensure a successful transition, so that grad
uate education may better align with those sectors which show the most
unequivocal signs of long-term expansion in this field. These would
include the following steps.
Action items.
1) Initiate fo r m a l internship program s between universities a n d
CRM com panies. These would be required for degree programs
and officially recognized by departments in the form of credits
and satisfaction of formal requirements.
2) Revise course requirem ents f o r archaeologists in anthropology
departments. These would include offerings in other fields such
areas as preservation law, ethics, business, and proposal writing.
It also would include mandatory revisions in archaeology
curricula to include courses on statistics, sampling, and GIS, all
skills that will be indispensable in the next few years.
3 ) Replace open facu lty lines (through retirement or attrition) by
accom plished CRM professionals. The latter would be capable of
teaching CRM and more general courses. Critically, they should
be able to offer career advancement guidance to graduate
students.
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4 ) Stream line a n d p a r e dow n Ph.D. program s. There are simply
too many Ph.D.s out on the market.
5 ) Develop courses a n d program s in p u blic education that will
en ab le students to interact with local communities. Students
should be encouraged to pursue careers that will bring them in
touch with the public, the eventual source of most archaeolog
ical funding in the long term.
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professional, educqtioii
anD Training fo r
P ublic service ArcHaeoLo^y
Francis P. McManamon
ublic agencies at all levels need professional archaeologists. The
functions of such professional staff range from developing and
overseeing public policy, to managing programs and resources, to
carrying out archaeological investigations and conducting research. Effec
tive performance in these kinds of positions requires individuals who:
• know archaeology theory, method, technique, and substance;
• are articulate and can write clear, concise English;
• translate clearly between the scientific jargon of archaeology and
everyday English; and,
• know public laws and policies, regulations, and guidelines as
they relate to anthropology, archaeology, curation, historic
preservation, and related fields.
Formal professional training to create these kinds of knowledge,
abilities, and expertise through existing graduate programs in anthro
pology and archaeology is the approach to take, rather than creating a
separate professional, graduate program in cultural resource management
(CRM) or “heritage management.” Within the U.S. legal framework for
protecting, preserving, interpreting, and commemorating archaeological
resources, determinations of the importance of the resources requires
judgments based upon information or commemorative value. The profes
sional ability to make such judgments requires formal education and
training in anthropology and archaeology. The successful completion of
formal programs of study and the attainment of professional certificates or
academic degrees provide the public recognition of such ability.
Existing graduate educational programs in anthropology and
archaeology need to be modified to provide the needed kinds of exper
tise and experience. However, careful readers will note that of the four
areas identified above, only historic preservation might be considered to
focus specifically on the special knowledge and experience related
directly to public archaeology.
Archaeologists who work for public agencies require the same
kinds of professional knowledge and abilities to use archaeological
theory, method, and techniques as archaeologists who work at colleges,
museums, and consulting firms. This also is true for their knowledge of
archaeological interpretations of a particular geographical region(s), time
period(s), or special archaeological technique, such as dating, lithic
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analysis, and so on. Academic departments with graduate and profes
sional education programs certainly all strive to provide these kinds of
knowledge and experience to their students.
The ability to express oneself clearly and translate between the
necessary professional jargon of archaeology and everyday English are
useful skills for all archaeologists. These abilities are critically important
for archaeologists working in public agencies because these professionals
are called upon daily to interact effectively with nonarchaeologists.
Frequently, public-sector archaeologists are required to explain archaeo
logical method, techniques, or results to nonarchaeologists who will make
decisions about the fate of archaeological resources. Often, public-sector
archaeologists will be required to translate the results of archaeological
investigations into everyday English for specialists in other fields— e.g.,
engineers, interpreters, law enforcement staff, and planners. Typically,
public-sector archaeologists also must describe the results of agency
archaeological investigations or the importance of the archaeological
resources cared for by the agency in ways that enable the general public
to understand, appreciate, and support the outcome public agencies’
efforts. For those graduate students who aim for public-sector positions,
professors must take special care that the learning of specialized terms,
methods, and techniques does not replace existing abilities for common
communication. For those students who lack the ability to communicate
effectively, public-sector work may not be the correct avenue for them
unless they can develop this skill.
Expertise in public laws, policies, and regulations and their imple
mentation is an area of training that graduate programs need to develop
or expand. Unlike many of my colleagues now in public-sector positions,
I did have a two-semester, graduate-level seminar dealing with these
public archaeology topics, at least as they existed in 1975. Graduate
courses in public-sector topics are needed to provide professional knowl
edge in policies, laws, and regulations; the organization, administration,
and functions of public agency programs; and the history of the develop
ment of public policy in archaeology and historic preservation. These are
examples, not a comprehensive list of topics. Public-sector archaeologists
with special expertise in these kinds of topics and ability to teach grad
uate-level courses can assist in developing and providing such courses.
In my own experience, I found that I really learned about the
implementation of public archaeology in two ways. One, during my grad
uate training, I undertook all aspects of a small CRM project, under the
tutelage of my graduate adviser, who was an expert in the topic. Second,
after I had left campus, I worked as an archaeologist in the Massachusetts
State Historic Preservation Office. Based upon these experiences, I note
the usefulness, even necessity, of these kinds of educational experiences.
Internships or work-study assignments in local, state, national, or interna
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tional archaeology or CRM programs, and responsibility for small public
archaeology projects— from planning through final report completion,
under the direction of a faculty expert— can provide important insights
and experience for training students in public-sector archaeology. Such
“hands-on” experiences should be part of graduate education for archae
ologists heading for the public sector. Academic departments should look
to public-sector archaeologists for help in arranging for such work
experiences.
On a more general level, we should remember that CRM incorpo
rates public-sector archaeology, but also includes other kinds of cultural
resources— e.g., historic structures, traditional places, public sculpture,
and museum objects. Conceived broadly, CRM involves a range of disci
plines, all of them also requiring certain distinct professional training and
experiences. It seems unlikely that individual academic departments of
anthropology or archaeology will want to expand to cover all of these
kinds of expertise. However, a group of academic departments might
work together to develop an interdisciplinary CRM program and thus
cover the topic more broadly than any single department.
Public-sector archaeology graduate training also should allow for
students to fill out their own educational programs through professionallevel courses in other departments if there is not a broad CRM program
available. I have found it very helpful in my own career to have back
ground and a genuine interest in American history, historical architecture,
and museum collections. This kind of knowledge, whether from a formal
educational setting or through personal reading and interest, is helpful for
substance, context, and the establishment of professional and personal
relationships with colleagues in history, historical architecture, and
museum management.
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THe governmenT secTor:
Reforming THe ArcHaeoLo^y
curncuLum t o ResponD to
New coirrexTS of EmpLoymenT
James J. M iller
he government sector provides diverse and rapidly growing oppor
tunities for professional archaeological employment. In recognition
of the unique characteristics of government employment, we often
call this practice cultural resource management (CRM) or public archae
ology. These fields contrast fundamentally with the traditional model of
archaeological education, which may be characterized, only somewhat
facetiously, as the training of archaeology students by professors of
archaeology to produce more professors of archaeology to train more
students. Real progress has already been made in revising some academic
programs to include cultural resource management topics, and many
university students obtain experience in cultural resource projects during
their education, sometimes outside the curriculum. Yet there is a wide
difference between the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to func
tion effectively as a cultural resource manager in the government sector,
and the preparation of students in most graduate programs in anthropology/archaeology.
If we represent the archaeology and cultural resource management
fields as a Venn diagram, there is an area of overlap, and there are areas
that are exclusive to each of the fields. The overlap represents those
aspects of professional practice that are necessary for both: it would be
highly unlikely in these modern times to obtain a graduate degree
without some exposure to and understanding of cultural resource
management activities, at least at a local level; and the converse is even
more unlikely— there can be no cultural resource management without a
thorough grounding in archaeology. An effective curriculum must identify
and incorporate those basic elements of both fields which constitute a
minimum level of training to serve in either field. In contrast, there are
aspects of training and employment for one field which are not necessary
or appropriate for the other. These represent the ways in which the fields
are justifiably different— skills necessary for successful academic employ
ment are not the same as those required for cultural resource manage
ment. Strategies of professional advancement are very different in the
university and in the bureaucracy. Interpersonal relationships are
different, opportunities and obligations to interact with the public are
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different, responses to political considerations are different, and so on.
To the extent that we expect students to function in a government
employment context who are familiar only with an academic employment
context, we are failing the students, the public, and eventually the sites.
What, then, are the necessary components of a curriculum that
would prepare students to serve as effective cultural resource managers;
which of these should be mastered by all archaeology students, and
which are unique to cultural resource management? There are a few
university programs that have been training students specifically in
cultural resource management for many years, and students who decide
early in their university careers to pursue a CRM track have some choices
in their selection of graduate departments. However, these account for a
small proportion of the people around the country who become cultural
resource managers in the government sector. Many of the people who are
successful government job applicants could be better prepared for their
new responsibilities. There are a number of skills which are not recog
nized as important in graduate school that are crucial in government
employment.
1) All students with a n ad v an ced degree should have a basic
co m m a n d o f the archaeological cultures in the state or region f o r
w hich they would be responsible, including their tem poral a n d
sp atial organization, environm ental history, a n d artifact ch ar
acteristics. It is surprising how seldom this is true.
2) All students should recognize that cultural resource m an age
m ent is not second-rate archaeology. It is a serious profession in
its own right, deserving the full commitment and dedication of
the employee for an honorable and respectable purpose.
3) A w ell-prepared student will understand the fu n d am en tal differ
en ce between working in an acad em ic context a n d working in a
governm ent context. Neither is necessarily better than the other:
they are simply very different, and the skills that work in one
will not likely work so well in the other.
4) Students must com e p rep ared with the intellectual a n d analyt
ical tools required f o r the job. It surprises many archaeologists to
learn that they are poor writers, and that their academic styles of
expression are ineffective outside the university. In fact, upon
close examination, it often turns out that jargon and complex
constructions are simply devices to conceal sloppy thinking. It is
essential that all archaeology students know how to understand
the nature of information, formulate a relevant question, select
and analyze the necessary facts, arrive at a logical conclusion,
and express it in a clear, concise manner for the person who is
unfamiliar with the subject area. What’s more, these skills must
produce their product in a matter of minutes or hours, not often
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weeks or months. All students should realize that archaeology is
not a fundamental truth, or even a common way of approaching
reality. It is a peculiar perspective that can be brought to bear
on a narrow subset of human situations.
In cultural resource management, the purpose of applying the tools
of our craft is much more often site conservation and public education
than increase and diffusion of knowledge. The effective cultural resource
manager will need to know how to interact with people from many other
disciplines in the government and private sectors as well as with the
public in all its wonderful diversity. A well-prepared student will under
stand the principles of public service and their role in decision making. A
basic appreciation of the legal framework of cultural resource manage
ment is essential, as is an appreciation that decisions in the public sector
are limited and compelled by laws which represent public consensus
rather than archaeological opinion.
Strategies for revising the archaeology curriculum to respond to
new contexts of government employment must fit within the academy.
Archaeologists will not change the structure of universities but can find
many opportunities to adapt existing institutions to accomplish their goals.
1) Cultural resource m anagem ent curricula should rem ain within
archaeology programs. A thorough understanding of archaeolog
ical method, theory, and regional content is essential.
2) The curricula should recognize the much broad er scope o f
cultural resource m anagem ent a n d should incorporate experts
fr o m other field s such as business, ecology, law, a n d pu blic
adm inistration. These specialists should adapt their expertise to
the cultural resource management curriculum rather than relying
on the student to take a course intended to train one for a
different discipline. For example, faculty from the law school,
the public administration department, and the business school
might team teach a course on historic preservation and cultural
resource management law to explain the legal and economic
realities of professional practice.
3) Non-university people should be brought into the program so that
students g ain a better understanding o f the operations o f govern
ment a n d business. Cultural resource managers from federal,
state, and local government agencies and the private sector
should be available not only to lecture, but also to involve
students in projects or internships and advise on employment
opportunities.
4) In som e cases, it will be appropriate to extend the program
beyond the departm ent to fo rm an institute or gradu ate group
that can provide ad v an ced or specialized instruction on a larger
scale. Topics like archaeological law enforcement, grant writing
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and administration, large project management, public land
management, public interpretation, and so on can be offered
within traditional coursework, but also as professional develop
ment courses for professionals in many fields who are no longer
full-time students.
5) O nce such a n institute is established, it should provide education
a n d training f o r p eop le who m an age cultural resources but who
a r e not cultural resource m anagers. In reality, the decisions and
actions that directly affect archaeological sites are most often
made by agency administrators, foresters, law enforcement offi
cers, park managers, and others whose understanding of archae
ology reflects general public knowledge rather than a profes
sional perspective. In terms of site protection, the return on
investment for such training is great and is an essential compo
nent of any effective educational model for cultural resource
management.
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communiTy ReixiTions:
w h c it THe pracTicin^
A/CHaeoLo^isT NeeDS to Know
t o w or k Eff ecTineLy w i t h l o c q l
anD /of DescenDanT com m unm es
Joe Watkins, K. Anne Pyburn, and Pam Cressey

A

rchaeology’s quest to teach understanding of the past must be
more than solely an academic exercise. Involvement of local and
descendant communities is something archaeologists must learn to
cultivate. Throughout the following position paper, we discuss what we
feel future practitioners of all branches of archaeology— not just public
archaeology, cultural resource management, or archaeology in the public
interest—must be able to do: understand the communities with which
they work, develop synergistic relationships with such communities,
explain their programs in such a way that communities will support rather
than isolate them.
Public archaeology, cultural resource management, archaeology in
the public interest—whatever one wishes to call it— truly no longer oper
ates within an insulated federal capsule separated from pure research
archaeology. In fact, we can no longer sustain any distinction between
these “archaeologies” and any kind of professional and ethical archae
ology. Local communities now wield considerable influence in situations
that were once totally under the control of the archaeologist, and public
opinion often emerges against so-called “pure” scientific reasons for
cultural resource management decisions. The public furor over
Kennewick Man is an excellent example.
O verview o f th e Issues

There are several related professional reasons why archaeologists
need involvement with local communities. The most obvious include the
need to encourage preservation, develop an educated constituency, and
attract the next generation of scholars to the discipline from a wider pool.
What must future practitioners of archaeology learn?
1) First a n d forem ost— respect. Respect for views other than their
own. Respect for cultures about which they might not be fully
schooled. Respect for others’ rights and beliefs. And respect for
traditions which might conflict with their own.
2) An intensive cou rse in ethics is o f tantam ount im portance as a
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p a r t o f an y archaeological program . Ethics in archaeology,
ethics in anthropology, fieldwork ethics, ethics in bioanthro
pology, ethics in public archaeology— take your pick— but
practitioners must be exposed to situations which force them to
question assumed and unexamined notions concerning what
they do and how they do it. They must be prepared to answer
gracefully and confidently questions and criticisms from inter
ested groups. Unfortunately, students usually graduate and enter
professional employment without ever examining issues related
to the impact of their career path on people outside of their
own systems of thought, let alone those within.
3) Practitioners must be aw are o f the n eed to understand the
various relationships am ong various portions o f the community
in which they will be working. Archaeologists have power, based
on the fact that their decisions about the treatment of issues of
cultural heritage often prevail over those of untrained popula
tions (Swidler et al. 1997). Local and descendant community
members, on the other hand, often feel powerless to control
much of what goes on around them. Either as a result of polit
ical or economic situations, descendant communities generally
have little control over programs undertaken by archaeologists.
Even when descendant communities might have political
control, they generally rely on people with the proper “creden
tials” for informed opinions on which to base their decisions.
While these relationships cannot be understood in large measure
without firsthand knowledge of the power structures involved in
the relevant communities, research and ethnographic study of
them will allow archaeologists at least to understand the struc
tures from which the problems have grown. Strong research
methodology in applied anthropology, social anthropology, and
ethnographic or sociological methods should, therefore, go
hand-in-hand with any professional degree program in archae
ology (Downum 1999; Pyburn and Wilk 1995).
4) A strong sense o f professionalism also must be developed. Courses
aimed at developing professionalism in archaeology can and
should be extended from how to appear professional in presen
tations (paper presentation, visual aids, research methods, grant
writing, and so forth) to include professionalism in the treatment
of fellow archaeologists; professionalism in dealing with others
less involved with the discipline; professionalism in handling the
press; professionalism in presenting the research to local
communities without patronizing nonspecialist audiences; and,
finally, professionalism in ensuring the public is well served.
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Students must learn how to reach out to local and descendant
communities to develop lasting relationships. A key element missing from
most archaeological research programs is a commitment of time: time to
learn local values, history, and mores; and time to earn and establish
trust. There are no “tricks” or shortcuts which can supplant honest
communication and personal involvement with communities. While
community size will determine the formality of the relationships, relation
ships must be developed nonetheless which will allow the smooth inter
action of all parties involved.
Research should not be a one-way street, where the archaeologist
determines the direction, speed, and destination of the project, but should
be an integrated program that takes into consideration the varied view
points of those who have an interest in the research. A community-based
research program, one which involves the community in as many stages
of decision making as possible, will not only produce relevant research,
but also will produce research which benefits the entire public. This also
is the only sure route to long-term preservation of archaeological
resources.
Rather than attempt to structure a generic program which would
teach future practicing archaeologists how to deal with communities, we
recommend that educational programs be developed that allow students
to integrate adequately the community into their research— either via
internships or through the conduct of an independent or collaborative
research project. We feel that the practicing archaeologist should be able
to identify the community with which they will be involved.
Action Item. Identify th e Com m unity.
Practicing archaeologists need the ability to develop an “ethnog
raphy of the community” as a participant and observer in a twenty-first
century sense, so as to understand the bureaucratic and social processes
that are involved in attaining the goal of their project. They must under
stand not only the governmental positions involved in the decision
making process on the community level (historic preservation officers,
NAGPRA officers, planners, recreation specialists, transportation officers),
but also the social and political pressures on the individuals who occupy
those positions.
None of the goals of archaeological research can be met in the
same way in all contexts. To ignore local values and mores is to take a
colonialist attitude toward “subject” populations. For example, respect for
local populations is clearly an important portion of any project and funda
mental to research design and training students; but there is no simple
formula for respectful behavior that will work in all cultural situations. It
is crucial that projects include an ethnographic component that identifies
appropriate behavior before attempts are made to “save the past” or
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educate the locals, and before inexperienced students are introduced into
a local community, and that some means of sanctioning of staff, crew,
and student behavior is available.
The importance of ethnographic knowledge cannot be stressed
enough. Many professional archaeologists seem to have trouble under
standing the difference between good intentions and respectful treatment
of the public. For example, Armando Anaya’s account (1998) of an inci
dent in Chiapas in which local people attacked a group of archaeologists
makes clear that the archaeologists were trying to do the “right” thing and
intended a respectful attitude toward local people. However, they did not
spend enough time gathering ethnographic data to realize that their
actions were likely to provoke aggression. Instead, they focused on how
to achieve a goal that they had set independently and for which they had
secured limited support, i.e., from those people most likely to benefit.
The use of ethnographic research to understand the morals, needs, and
politics of a local area is expensive, time consuming, and may not always
work. But like the scientific method, which also is expensive, time
consuming, and does not always work, it is the best approach we have.
All too often, good intentions pave the road to site destruction.
Action Item. F o rm P artn ersh ip s Beyond A rchaeology.
It is important that the practicing archaeologist integrate the goals
of the archaeological program with other community programs. It also is
important that some goals developed by the researcher emanate from the
community to provide the widest benefit to the most people. This process
needs to involve not only underrepresented groups but also majority
groups. In addition, the priorities of the project must be developed with
the archaeologist acting as a representative of shared disciplinary goals.
The SAA Committee on Ethics has placed stewardship at the top of the list
of professional responsibilities. Stewardship may involve research,
teaching, preservation, or repatriation, but protection of the archaeological
record is the agreed-upon primary goal. Because funding for archaeolog
ical research is scarce, the impact of any single project will be great.
There can be little quibbling about the ultimate commitment of any
project.
Action Item. U nderstand th e Legal Boundaries
Involved in th e P ro cess.

The practicing archaeologist must know not only federal guidelines
relating to cultural resource management, but also the local and/or
descendant community processes that may affect the research project.
Local planning and zoning ordinances, tribal codes, political history, and
even social structures must be understood before a program can be inte
grated adequately into the community. While a great deal of this informa
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tion can be learned prior to fieldwork, there are intangibles that can only
be gathered after personal contact has been initiated.
Action Item. C om m unicate Effectively.
Communication to the widest range of audiences is the key to
effective community integration. Presentations to professional colleagues
are important to maintain academic involvement, but more important to
community involvement is the ability to communicate effectively with any
and all local groups. This requires oral presentations to a variety of audi
ences; publications written in the vernacular of the public, with easily
understood terms and appropriate visual aides; displays and exhibits in
public areas; and effective utilization of media outlets. Nor is an apparent
lack of interest an excuse for ignoring local residents; under such circum
stances, the archaeologist should consider ways of stimulating local
interest, since this disinterest is likely to be a temporary situation that can
quickly sour.
Action Item.
Recognize D iverse Decision-M aking Structures.

We do not intend to discuss the issue of working with descendant
communities separately, but it is necessary that archaeologists realize that
local decisions in smaller communities often are made through a mixture
of the common Western governmental system and more traditional
systems. In some areas of the world, local church leaders will play an
important role in community decisions, while in other areas traditional
leaders will function as community leaders. It is important that the archae
ologist be aware that not only elected and appointed individuals can sway
public opinion, but that other social institutions function as de facto deci
sion-making bodies.
For example, Watkins, in his role as an agency archaeologist for
the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the federal government, must maintain
relationships not only with the elected and appointed officials of several
tribal governments, but also with leaders who maintain tribal traditions
and generational knowledge. Consultation with traditional leaders is
required by certain legislation, while a formal “government-to-government
relationship” must be maintained in regard to other programs. It also is
necessary that both sets of “governing bodies” be involved in consultation
and program development so that neither set of specialized knowledge is
ignored (Watkins and Parry 1997).
Action Item.
Place th e Goals o f th e P ro ject Ahead o f P erson al and Private Goals.

Often the project director has used a position of privilege (univer
sity association, government affiliation) to gain access to the archaeolog
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ical record and introduce outsiders (the archaeological project members)
into a local community, with the justification that the archaeological
record is being preserved or probed. Allowing project members to behave
in a way that discredits the project in the eyes of local people has nega
tive repercussions for the future of the discipline and undermines the
professional goals claimed for the issue of permits and grants. The pres
ence of “outsiders” in a local community often has profound political,
social, and psychological implications. In short, students must realize that
their political statements in their behavior and dress on the campus of a
U.S. university (e.g., about the equality of women or the evils of commer
cialism) may interfere with the goals of the archaeological project in some
areas.
For example, Pyburn once shared an archaeological field station in
a developing nation with a second archaeologist who was doing related
work in the area. All visitors were required to renew their passports each
month at the local police station. The second archaeologist was continu
ously irritated by the sexist treatment she received from local officials,
who made inappropriate comments to her and invariably made her make
two or three trips to town to get her passport stamped. This woman felt it
was her right to dress in a manner that local residents saw as inappro
priate to her gender and sexually provocative. Pyburn wore a modest
dress and carried a “motherly” purse and got all the passports for her
crew of 6 stamped at the same police station in about 10 minutes. Eventu
ally she included the passport of her “liberated” colleague in the stack.
There is no question that the treatment of Pyburn and her
colleague by the local police was sexist and politically disgusting, but
Pyburn made a conscious decision to put the goals of the archaeological
project above her political feelings about personal freedom. In her own
projects, she recommends that students negotiate their own views of the
local context outside the protection of the archaeological project if they
wish to make political statements with their dress and behavior. Excava
tion, survey, photography, reconstruction— these behaviors that are
essential to archaeology are politically fraught enough that no extraneous
issues need be included.
Gender issues often are highly charged within small societies and
behavioral boundaries must be analyzed and handled with care. Although
U.S. students might think of themselves as economically marginal and
politically powerless, to people in many parts of the world, Americans are
linked to power, freedom, and opportunity— significant aphrodisiacs.
American students might never realize that their attraction for local men
can go far beyond simple sexuality. Local men or women may no longer
be able to work on a project, because of the availability of “loose
women,” or disrespectful men, and archaeology can become associated in
the minds of local residents with loose morals and exploitative behavior.
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Female project directors may find it more difficult to gain respect and
authority in the local area. Ultimately, a local movement to discourage
archaeological research in the area can begin from such circumstances;
there are even cases of site destruction perpetrated by local residents
trying to keep archaeologists away.
Most practicing archaeologists will encounter only a few of these
situations in the course of their careers, but it is necessary that all archae
ologists be aware of the impact of their presence on a community. To
work with and more effectively involve local and/or descendant commu
nities, practicing archaeologists must examine their own preconceived
notions concerning all these issues. Well-rounded education in all these
areas will benefit not only archaeologists but also the communities they
study by ensuring that all are involved in a program that is rooted in the
values of the community in which it is seated.
The point also must be made that if archaeologists are going to
accept public relations, educational outreach, and ethical research as
central to their professional responsibilities, then a proactive stance on
sex and gender is necessary. The ethical goals of public archaeology
make archaeologists socially responsible for the messages they take into
the present from the past. Caring for the archaeological record by estab
lishing positive relations with local communities does not absolve archae
ologists from their responsibility to teach with both their actions and their
words. Emphasis on culturally appropriate behavioral guidelines for field
projects must begin with training that makes archaeologists cognizant of
their own cultural biases. The political repercussions of the unconscious
validation of sexism among our publics and our students are detrimental
to our discipline and to our world.
Archaeological data are some of our most powerful tools for influ
encing the reformulation of social, cultural, and gender stereotypes.
Present-day essentialist constructions of social and gender groups
frequently rely on assumptions and prejudices about the past, both
historic and prehistoric, to justify differential treatment in the present.
Current research on the origin and range of variation over time in differ
ential treatment of individuals by status and role belie most essentialist
constructions and open the door to new and healthier social formations.
The fact is that archaeology as a discipline continues to foster the differ
ential and unequal treatment of these social groups, either through the
underrepresentation of women, first peoples, and people of color within
its ranks, or by reifying political boundaries between genders and ethnic
groups. However inadvertently, archaeologists participate in these issues,
lack of understanding of their role is intolerable.
Numerous studies are available on male bias in the classroom, both
in terms of course content and the treatment of students. Conkey and
Gero (1997) have recently remarked on similar bias observed in an
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archaeological field school. Local communities that may provide the next
generation of archaeologists, and our students, who are themselves a
special kind of local community, deserve field directors and teachers who
are sensitive to both local mores about gender and the repercussions of
gender stereotyping as a means of interpreting the past or shaping the
future.
Despite steps taken to address issues of diversity by both universi
ties and federal agencies, the situation of economic, racial, and gender
minorities in the discipline of archaeology continues to be unequal (Zeder
1997). What this means is that in addition to the implicit differences in the
reward structure, there continue to be differences in our preparation of
“white” and “non-white” and male and female students for professional
life.
While few minority students enter university archaeology programs
in large numbers (Franklin 1998), thus limiting the ethnic and racial diver
sity that public archaeology needs to enhance its vision (Ehrenhard 1998),
even fewer minority students complete their degree programs and enter
the profession. But even this lower number cannot be taken to explain
the disparity in representation. Although female students enter university
archaeology programs in comparable numbers, they achieve success as
professionals at a much lower rate than men. This situation has more
profound implications than employment opportunities for women within
a small underfunded discipline; they reach far beyond and into the disci
pline’s representation of itself and the past to the many publics that host
its fieldwork and consume the knowledge that it generates.
Sum m ary and C onclusions

We have argued that archaeological research is fundamentally a
social undertaking. It involves both the field crew’s social structure and
project members’ interactions with host community structure. Moreover,
choices informing the composition of field crews and the character of
their interactions with local communities may profoundly influence the
knowledge produced by the project. From this perspective, the project
director bears major responsibility for creating a climate in which field
work can proceed effectively and self-consciously. How do we train our
students either to assume this critical disciplinary role or simply to
become responsible members of a field crew? The answer would have to
be unevenly, at best. We thus propose here several concrete curricular
initiatives for revising student preparation for the field. They include
course work that contains training in archaeological ethics and profession
alism, as well as ethnographic field methods. Clearly it behooves all of us
to consider these recommendations in the context of our own educational
settings, since it is hard to deny the proposition that the social context in
which archaeological research unfolds influences directly both the quality
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and efficiency of fieldwork and the validity of the knowledge that it
generates.
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AfCHCteopOLITICS:
THe POLITICQL COIlTeXT
of AfCHaeoLo^Y
Judith A. Bense

W

hy are politics important to archaeology? The short answer is
because archaeology is almost totally dependent on politics,
whether we like it or not. The overwhelming majority of the
archaeology in the United States is done by, because of, or paid for by
some part of the government which consists of people elected to office
(“politicians”), the people they appoint to office, and their staffs. One of
the primary goals of politicians is to get reelected. This means doing what
it takes to get money and votes. Money and votes are essential to
politicians.
Politics have been involved in archaeology since 1882 when the
constituents of an Ohio member of Congress requested a bill for an
archaeological study to determine the origin of the earth mounds in the
eastern United States. The bill introduced by the congressman was
passed, and $5,000 was appropriated to the newly formed Smithsonian
Institution for a Mound Exploration Survey. The director of the Bureau of
Ethnology, John Wesley Morgan, busy with ethnography in the Southwest,
did not want to do the archaeology project. However, since the Bureau
and the Smithsonian Institution of which it was a part was federally
funded, he had no choice. To direct the survey, he hired Cyrus Thomas
who did an excellent objective study that has stood the test of time. Since
then, the union of archaeology and politics has only grown stronger (see
Willey and Sabloff 1993 for further details).
Key federal legislation and regulations that have strengthened
archaeology's political ties include the 1906 Antiquities Act, the federal
archaeology program developed during the Depression, the 1966 National
Historic Preservation Act, and the 1972 Archaeological Recovery Act
(Moss-Bennet) Act. These last two acts placed archaeology among the
responsibilities of every state historic preservation office and they funded
compliance archaeology. They created the profession known as cultural
resource management. While the amount of money spent on archaeology
with public and private funds due to these federal laws and their regula
tions is not specifically calculated, they supply the funds for most federal
archaeologists’ salaries and pay for most of the archaeology projects done
in this country. The long arm of the federal government reaches to the
state and local level as well, requiring the funding and conduct of almost
all state and local archaeology projects. In other words, politics in Wash
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ington pays the bills, and as a consequence, politicians control the
funding of archaeological research in this country.
In higher education, the overwhelming majority of colleges, univer
sities, and community colleges where archaeology is taught are funded by
state governments. In addition, the large majority of research grants
obtained by archaeologists who work in academic settings are state and
federal program grants. As a result of this funding structure, state politi
cians pay the salary of almost all the teaching and research archaeologists
in the country, and both state and congressional politicians pay for their
research (cf. Zeder 1997:191-200). In other words, politicians are in the
driver’s seat in academics.
Evaluating the traditional undergraduate and graduate archaeology
curriculum and the role that politics has played in it throughout the late
twentieth century is easy. As paradoxical as it may seem, politics and its
influence on archaeology has played only a very minor role, at best, in
traditional archaeology education. Given the fact that archaeology in this
country is depen den t on politics, how could it NOT be part of our student
training? That is the real question. One would think that mid-level and
senior archaeologists who teach in institutions of higher education and
know the structure of archaeological funding in the United States would
want to pass their understanding on to their graduate students at the very
least. If we do not train our students to be effective activists or advocates
for archaeology in the political arena, then the politicians who ultimately
control disciplinary funding will be free to direct such funds toward their
own needs: distributing money to secure votes. The issue is not whether
or not to include politics in archaeology, but how to educate and moti
vate students in this arena.
Should training in the political context of archaeology be “on the
job” or imbedded in the curriculum? The answer is both. In fact, the first
method is firmly in place. It is the only method by which students and
new graduates consistently learn how politics affect archaeology. The
majority of our graduates work in cultural resource management (CRM),
either in the implementation (government) or compliance (consultant)
area (Zeder 1997:47). They quickly experience, whether as a crew
member, intern, field director, or site file assistant, how politics affects
what they do in their job and how they do it. This on-the-job experience
in politics should and will continue.
The academic curriculum in most universities and colleges has not
significantly changed in this respect for three decades. In most depart
ments, even a course in CRM is not taught. The reasons for this state of
affairs appear to include the following:
1) Academic programs apply the four- (or three-) field approach to
anthropological archaeology which, with advanced archaeology
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courses, takes up the limited graduate course program.
2) Academic archaeologists generally do not take the time to
understand the relationship between politics and archaeology as
there is little incentive (publications for promotion, tenure, and
raises) to spend the time and energy on getting involved. There
fore, these concerns are largely unknown to them and perceived
as peripheral to the central focus of an academic training.
Personally, I am a politically active archaeologist at the local, state,
and federal level where I previously served as chair of the SAA Govern
ment Affairs Committee. I understand how politics works and why it is
important to archaeology. I embed the political context of archaeology in
almost all archaeology courses, and specifically teach it in graduate
courses (master’s level), especially in CRM and Method and Theory. I also
invite guest lecturers to contribute to the discussion in and out of class;
usually these are individuals directly involved in the politics of archae
ology such as Donald F. Craib, manager, Government Affairs and Counsel,
for the Society for American Archaeology. I also require students to attend
local city and county government public meetings that involve archae
ology, such as the current debate over the use of metal detecting on city
property. I give students Internet assignments on controversial topics such
as the proposed amendment to NAGPRA to have them experience the
effect of current political issues on archaeology.
Nonetheless, my approach is not common to college and university
faculty, as noted above. The central issue seems to be convince these
colleagues of the importance of understanding political contexts for the
practice of archaeology among future professionals and then to provide
them with interesting models for teaching about the various ways that
archaeology and politics interact in the United States and abroad. I have
listed a few ideas below which may suggest some low-cost tactics for
introducing this subject into academic programs. They are a start at over
coming the inertia in academic curricula and stimulating the interest of
research faculty.
1) Revise or develop a course in Cultural Resource M anagem ent
that both em beds the politics-archaeology union a n d has a
section on governm ental decision-m aking structures that affect
archaeology. Include a selection of the guest speakers listed
below. Assign reading in SAA Bulletin’s “Archaeopolitics”
column.
2) Develop a guest speaking program on Politics a n d Archaeology
f o r archaeology students:
state or local historic preservation officers (civics and archaeology)
university lobbyist or the president (how things really get done)
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scholar funded through national grant program (politics of
grants)
CRM owners or managers (politics of implementation)
agency archaeologists (politics of implementation)
local grass roots political activist (making a political change)
panel of elected local, state, congressional officials (making an
issue a priority)
panel of staffers of elected officials (how political change really
happens)
3) Develop a p a c k a g e o f teaching m aterials f o r gradu ate a n d senior
u ndergradu ate classes on politics a n d archaeology within SAA—
p erh ap s through the Governm ent Affairs program — with video
tapes, handouts, a n d assignments f o r use in CRM or Method a n d
Theory classes. These products would explain the relationship of
politics and archaeology and how the political system can be
use to enhance the future of archaeology.
4) Develop a pu blication on Archaeology a n d Politics through SAA
by a politically active archaeologist or lobbyist that is a unified
entity (not selected papers), affordable, and kept up to date (3year revisions).
5) Sponsor Politics a n d Archaeology foru m s at state, regional, a n d
n ation al meetings.
These few suggestions are just a beginning. Students must be
prepared to deal effectively with the national, state, and local political
systems that drive archaeology. And it is the responsibility of those of us
who understand the potential of the archaeological record to ensure that
teaching materials that introduce and explain the effects of politics on
archaeology are readily available and relevant to the needs of colleagues
teaching in a range of educational institutions throughout the United
States.
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T

he group of authors in this section was charged with the task of
describing how we are attempting to incorporate public archae
ology and cultural resource management (CRM) training into the
academic programs at our institutions. Each of us has worked to create a
program that provides students with the training requisite to becoming a
CRM professional, either by enhancing existing academic curricula or by
developing entirely new programs. Despite the variety of our approaches,
they share one feature almost unique among graduate programs, a
commitment to educating young professionals in the full range of activi
ties included in archaeological practice in the early twenty-first century.
In archaeology education today, CRM and public archaeology— if
they are taught at all— are introduced in a variety of ways. Many acad
emic departments offer courses in CRM or public archaeology. Others
offer internships or other employment and training opportunities through
affiliated CRM organizations. Nonetheless, despite the burgeoning of CRM
and public archaeology, relatively few academic departments offer
specialized degree programs or other formal concentrations in this field.
More than 30 years after the passage of the National Historic Preservation
Act in the United States, only a handful of academic departments offer
specialized degree training to prepare archaeological professionals for
careers in public archaeology. The 1997-98 Guide of the American
Anthropological Association lists, out of a total of 430 academic depart
ments (mostly in the United States and Canada), four specialized master’s
programs in CRM or public archaeology; another two departments identify
a CRM emphasis at the master’s or graduate level (American Anthropolog
ical Association 1997). Four departments list undergraduate certificate
programs in CRM, and another five have undergraduate concentrations or
specialization in CRM or public archaeology.
In her profile of the American archaeology profession, based on a
large survey sponsored by the Society for American Archaeology in 1994,
Melinda Zeder (1997:208) identified “what is perhaps the core defining
issue in American archaeology today— the apparently deepening division
between archaeology practiced in academia and museums and that of
archaeologists in the private and public sectors.” A significant part of this
division, according to Zeder, pertains to the education received by those
who are now working in CRM and public archaeology:
Nowhere was this disjunction more keenly expressed than
in private and public sector levels of dissatisfaction with the
adequacy of archaeologists’ academic training as a prepara
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tion for their current careers, as well as in the tendency
among these individuals to feel that their current careers do
not match the original career expectations they held when
entering the profession. Clearly, many of these people are
convinced that the traditional academic training in archae
ology is seriously out of step with the realities of archaeo
logical practice today. Profiling student preferences and
research interests gives special credence to the contention
that academics are training future archaeologists primarily
for careers in academia (Zeder 1997:208).
Each of us has attempted to develop formal academic programs in
CRM and public archaeology at the master’s level. Our approaches reflect
the diversity of our four programs— two in departments of anthropology,
one in history, and one in archaeology— and the various obstacles we
faced in our particular academic institutions. Taken together, they prob
ably cover most situations in academic departments that offer undergrad
uate and graduate degrees in archaeology.
In one program— probably typical of many, if not most, depart
ments— an anthropology department offers a CRM course taught by
adjunct faculty from an affiliated contract archaeology unit. The depart
ment’s students benefit from employment and training opportunities with
the contract unit, and the department receives revenue from the unit, but
the unit remains funded on “soft money” and the department has been
ambivalent about supporting a master’s track in CRM archaeology.
A second academic program— this one in a history department—
currently offers a CRM course to both undergraduate and graduate
students, and is currently developing a new master’s program in heritage
resources. Two other departments currently offer specialized master’s
programs. One, an anthropology department focusing on applied anthro
pology, offers a master’s in public archaeology, and is hoping to add a
Ph.D. program. The other is a new master’s in archaeological heritage
management, offered in an archaeology, not anthropology, department.
C u rren t A p p roach es

Below we briefly describe our current efforts to incorporate CRM
and public archaeology education into our programs. More details about
each program can be found in the individual papers.
The Anthropology Department of the College of William and Mary
has made no formal, programmatic commitment to incorporate public
archaeology or CRM as a specialized track in its curriculum. It did,
however, introduce a course in CRM archaeology over 10 years ago and
has modified existing courses with additional lectures or readings relating
to CRM. The CRM course is team-taught by archaeologists from the
William and Mary Center for Archaeological Research, an affiliated, self
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supporting contract archaeology unit that offers employment and training
opportunities for archaeology students.
Northwestern State University of Louisiana offers a course in CRM
to both graduate and undergraduate students. This course deals with
legislation and discusses tools that can be used to preserve both the
archaeological and the built environment (e.g., conservation easements).
The Master’s Program in History with a CRM option requires a 2-semester,
20-hour-per-week internship with a federal, state, or local agency. Both
undergraduate and graduate students are encouraged to participate in
contract and grant projects. NSU is currently developing a new Master’s
Program in Heritage Resources; this program will be multidisciplinary and
will include courses in history and the built environment, as well as
archaeology and anthropology.
The Anthropology Department of the University of South Florida
shifted to an applied anthropology approach in the 1970s and currently
offers a master’s degree in public archaeology. The public archaeology
program combines the traditional research, science, methods, and theory
in prehistory and historical archaeology with additional specialized classwork and an internship in aspects of public archaeology. Public archae
ology is included in every archaeology course taught. A Ph.D. in public
archaeology has been approved but still awaits funding and a new faculty
line.
Boston University offers a master’s program in archaeological
heritage management through the Archaeology Department. The program
offers specialized training for those who plan to pursue a career in CRM.
It seeks to balance the academic study of archaeology with practical
training in the identification, evaluation, and management of archaeolog
ical resources in the public interest. Although primarily focused on CRM
in the U.S. context, the program is strongly grounded in international
approaches to heritage management.
O bstacles to Change

Each of the authors has experienced frustration in trying to incor
porate CRM and public archaeology into existing curricula or in
attempting to develop new curricula. One obstacle to change has been
faculty who often are unfamiliar with the complexities of the modern
CRM profession and thus believe that the skills required for this work can
best be learned on the job. Some academic archaeologists may consider
the CRM profession as a marginal, second-class career track within the
discipline for which they do not wish to train their students. Others may
regard public archaeology as something to relegate to a class on CRM,
rather than a holistic way of regarding the entire practice of archaeology.
Other obstacles encountered include lack of funding to support
new programs; internal university decision making that places a higher
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priority on programs other than CRM; and politics at the statewide level
that affect which colleges and universities get new programs and which
programs are funded.
Elem ents o f th e Ideal P ro g ram

Below we attempt to list key elements that we identified as essen
tial components of CRM/public archaeology training. They are in addition
to the basic academic anthropological and archaeological background that
all students should receive. Some of these elements can be incorporated
easily into existing archaeology courses. Others will probably require new
courses or different types of learning experiences.
• B asic A rchaeological Training. Students need balanced training
in current approaches to method and theory in both prehistoric and
historical archaeology. Most CRM professionals will find themselves
working with, and evaluating, both types of resources. Coursework and
field experience involving both is essential.
• A rchaeological Fieldwork. Archaeology students should receive
basic experience in archaeological field and laboratory methods. This
training is best obtained through a structured academic field school or by
supervised participation on an archaeological field project.
• Multidisciplinary Training. Students will benefit from training in
related disciplines, such as geology, geography, history, historic preserva
tion, business, GIS and spatial analysis, archaeological conservation (arti
facts), historic building conservation, landscape preservation, and preser
vation planning, as well as others. Interdepartmental relationships within
institutions should be fostered to meet this need.
• CRM Practice. Students must learn how the legal and political
systems work as they relate to cultural resource management and how the
preservation system works at the local, state, and national levels. This
information often is covered in a basic CRM course. It also is essential for
students to receive practical experience in CRM projects. Academic
programs could partner with CRM contractors to provide internships and
other training and employment opportunities for their students. Students
working on CRM projects should be apprised of the details of the overall
project, and not just serve as crew members or laboratory workers. Expe
rienced graduate students should be offered an opportunity to work in
positions of responsibility.
We note with concern the lack of an up-to-date textbook on CRM
and public archaeology.
• Values a n d Ethics. An essential component of any archaeologist’s
training must be a solid grounding in professional ethics. Students must
learn, absorb, debate, and experience the central values of public archae
ology (which is to say, of all archaeology): stewardship in the public
interest; public and professional accountability; non-commercialization;
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public education and outreach; and preservation. Students must be aware
of the ethical dilemmas that are likely to face them in professional situa
tions. And they must be able to articulate the value of cultural resources
and archaeology to a variety of audiences and interests.
Students may become familiar with the ethical grounding of the
profession in a course on professional ethics and values. Equally impor
tant, however, matters of ethics and professionalism should be a part of
every archaeology course and field experience.
• Com m unication Skills. Effective communication is a critical
element of CRM and public archaeology. Students must develop good
written and verbal skills. They should be encouraged and required to
write frequently for a variety of audiences; assignments might include
academic papers, research grants, contract archaeology proposals, and
articles geared for a popular audience. They should be encouraged to
give oral presentations in their courses, professional lectures, and public
lectures to school groups or interested organizations.
Numerous opportunities exist for giving students the opportunity to
communicate with the diverse publics who have an interest in archae
ology. Some examples include meeting with federal, state, and local
elected officials and/or their staffs; attendance at a local planning meeting
or a city council meeting; meeting with local Native Americans and other
ethnic groups, property owners, and other local constituencies; visiting
federal and state historic preservation offices; and attending meetings of
local historic commissions, preservation boards, and museums.
Students also should develop an appreciation for the power of the
press, the support that can be provided by the media, the problems of
inaccurate and/or negative press coverage, and the methods that can be
used to ensure accuracy in information. The media can be a valuable
allies or sources of confusion. Students should learn how to write press
releases and to think of positive media opportunities.
All these efforts to enhance our students’ abilities to effectively
convey the values and importance of public archaeology require a
substantial commitment by both academic faculty and students. If our
students are to be encouraged— even required— to speak to school
groups, tourists, avocational societies, and others, there also must be a
strong institutional commitment to this important dimension of public
archaeology.
• M anagem ent Skills. Students should acquire basic management
skills in planning, designing research plans, budgeting, setting up time
tables, and managing personnel. An archaeological seminar devoted to
these topics would give prospective CRM graduates some much-needed
experience in these areas. Advanced graduate students could run their
own small contracts.
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Concluding C om m ents

Cultural resource management is a profession and, as such,
requires its practitioners to receive specialized training in the skills that
comprise the profession. Each of the authors in this section has
attempted, within the constraints and particular circumstances of our indi
vidual programs— in departments of anthropology, history, and archae
ology— to provide specialized training at the master’s or doctoral level to
our students so that they can become capable practitioners of CRM within
an overall framework of public archaeology. We strongly believe in the
need for specialized professional education for CRM archaeologists, but at
the same time recognize that it may not be possible in every case to
deliver the necessary training in the form of a separate, specialized degree
program. However it is provided, we believe it is essential for the future
of archaeology that the principles and practices of CRM and public
archaeology be imparted, not just to students who plan to enter the CRM
profession, but to all archaeology students.
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MasTer’s of AfTs in HeriTa^e
Resources: a proposeD program
q t NorTHwesTern STaTe
universiTY or Louisiana
Kathleen M. Byrd

U

nlike the other programs discussed in this volume, all of which
treat archaeology as the primary educational focus, the degree
program described herein embeds archaeology in a curriculum
that focuses on heritage resources. Northwestern State University (NSU)
has had for a number of years a Cultural Resources Management option
in its Master’s of Arts in History program. Currently, NSU’s faculty is
halfway through the process of developing a Master’s of Arts in Heritage
Resources.1 This new degree is designed to be multidisciplinary and
would not be the best choice for someone who is interested strictly in
archaeological research. Rather, it is devised for people who wish to
approach heritage resources in a more holistic manner.
Goal

The goal of the Master’s Program in Heritage Resources is to
develop a highly motivated, knowledgeable, and skillful professional
who, by working with groups and individuals, is able to develop inte
grated preservation strategies to protect and manage the total range of the
country’s heritage.
Objectives

To achieve this goal, NSU has identified four main objectives:
• to instill in the student a broad, knowledgeable, sympa
thetic understanding of preservation needs and an appre
ciation for the multiple elements of the nation’s heritage
resources;
• to equip each student with basic management and admin
istrative skills in personnel management, budgeting, plan
ning, scheduling, and program evaluations;
• to provide each student with specialized knowledge in at
least one area of particular interest; and
• to develop the ability of each student to communicate
persuasively, to negotiate different views, and to be a crit
ical thinker and a problem solver.
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C urricu lu m Outline

NSU’s proposed program is divided into five parts, each designed
to address one or more of the objectives listed above. The curriculum
consists of a heritage resources component, a management component,
an elective component, an internship, and a thesis.
H erita g e R eso u rces Component (1 5 credit h o u rs)
The purpose of this component is to direct attention to primary
research and preservation issues and techniques in the study of heritage
resources and to encourage the integration of all relevant disciplines into
the study of these resources: history, geography, anthropology/archaeology, and the built environment. For each of the principal disciplines in
heritage resources, students will be required to take one course that
concentrates on key research methods, theoretical approaches, and
current issues. Research papers and oral presentations will be important
elements in each course. Students will take one additional course
designed to integrate these foundation courses, “Case Studies in Heritage
Research.” In this course, students will be required to select and study a
site or area, and integrate the various disciplines in the development of a
strategy for preserving and/or developing the site/area.
M anagem ent Component ( 6 credit h o u rs)
The purpose of this component is to provide an opportunity for
the student to learn basic administrative and problem-solving skills
needed for any heritage resources program and to achieve an under
standing of the laws, mles, and regulations affecting heritage resources
preservation. Each student will take two courses. The first course will
apply basic management concepts, such as human behavior and motiva
tion techniques, budgeting, strategic planning, conflict resolution,
consensus building, grantsmanship, grants management and fund raising,
to heritage resource situations. The second course, “Cultural Resource
Management,” will consider the historic development of the heritage
movement, its legal foundations, and the movement’s main methods and
conceptual bases.
Electives (1 2 credit h o u rs)
The purpose is of this component is to allow the student to
develop a professional focus to match his or her particular career goals.
For example, a student who wishes to pursue a career with a federal
agency working with Native American issues would be wise to select
courses on public administration, preservation law, and Native Americans.
Another student, whose career interests lie in public interpretation of the
nation's past, might select museum and site development courses and
several appropriate history courses. The range of choices in the elective
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area allows the student to tailor the degree program to meet individual
long-range professional career goals.
Internship (3 credit h o u rs)
The purpose of the internship is to provide students with direct
experience in a governmental agency or on a heritage project. Each
internship situation will be carefully and individually designed. The
student, in conjunction with a faculty member and a representative from
the agency or organization hosting the intern, will be responsible for
conceptualizing a project, identifying the project goals and objectives,
developing a work plan, and carrying the project to completion, including
the writing and acceptance of the final report on the results.
Thesis (3 -6 credit h o u rs)
The purpose of the thesis is to demonstrate research competency,
critical thinking skills, and problem-solving ability. The thesis will be a
scholarly approach to solving a practical problem in heritage resources in
an innovative way. Students will be encouraged to address problems
facing agencies or heritage preservation professionals or to investigate
issues that complement research being conducted by various local, state,
and federal agencies.
Northwestern State University is fortunate in having several federal
and state agencies in the Natchitoches area that are interested in coopera
tive programs with the university. Among these groups are the National
Center for Preservation Technology and Training, the U.S. Forest Service,
the Cane River Creole National Historic Park, the Cane River Heritage
Area, the Louisiana Office of State Parks, Louisiana Creole Heritage
Center, the Louisiana National Guard, local historic preservation organiza
tions, and several historic house museums. Many of these organizations
have expressed interest in hosting our student interns.
C u rren t Status o f th e P ro g ram

When first proposed, the university asked a number of profes
sionals in various areas to meet for a three-day workshop to discuss the
elements that should be included in a heritage resources program. The
results of this meeting were utilized in the development of the letter of
intent that was approved by the university’s management board and the
Louisiana’s higher education’s policy board. The full proposal for this new
degree program is under development.
Notes

■^Heritage resources are the experiences of people as represented by a particular
place and/or tradition. This term encompasses all the physical remains and oral
traditions which contain significant information about the past. These include,
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but are not limited to, features of prehistoric and historical archaeological sites;
historic records, such as documents, diaries, and photographs; structures built in
the past, such as houses, bars, and commercial buildings; objects, such as pottery
and train locomotives; non-modified landscapes, such as prehistoric Indian cere
monial mound centers, rural agricultural fields, house gardens, and urban areas;
industrial sites such as sawmills, sugar houses, and textile factories; and oral
traditions, such as folk crafts, lore, and oral histories.
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cuLTuraL Resources Mana^emenT
ciT THe coLLe^e
or wiLLiam anD Mary
Dennis B. Blanton

T

his paper explores some of the challenges in a program that
attempts to address education in CRM/public archaeology through
the informal vehicle of affiliation with an independently funded
and staffed public archaeology facility. Such a program structure is by no
means unique to the institution described here, William and Mary, and the
educational implications that flow from it are undoubtedly shared across
institutions as well. Even when a department recognizes the potential
educational benefit of such an affiliation it can be difficult to forge a
formal alliance, and students often are left to their own devices to pursue
opportunities with the CRM affiliate until a structured program is imple
mented. A number of practical realities can impede the process of such a
program’s development regardless of the level of administrative interest
and commitment. This example is offered to illustrate not only the
complex issues but also to highlight potential solutions.
We need collectively to reflect on the educational implications of
the assumption that students can learn how to do CRM/public archae
ology on the job. What message do students receive about the importance
of this work to the profession when this assumption informs the design of
their curriculum? Is this message appropriate in the context of a profes
sion that depends heavily on public funding for employment of its
advanced degree recipients and for the underwriting of its research
programs? Is it appropriate to maintain current laissez-faire curricular
practices with both the content and our expectations for engagement with
this key area of the discipline?
Background

The William and Mary Center for Archaeological Research (CAR)
has been affiliated with the Department of Anthropology since the center
was founded 11 years ago. The CAR was created with the principal
purpose of meeting the local need for CRM services, but it also was recog
nized as a potential source of student support and training in the applied
aspects of the discipline. The early years of its operation were necessarily
focused on developing the consulting business rather than serving the
needs of students, especially given the soft-money status of the operation.
After three or four years, the CAR staff turned more attention to
developing an educational role to complement the service role. Up until
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that point, there was one CRM-oriented offering in the Department of
Anthropology, taught by an adjunct faculty member as a survey course
covering historic preservation law and process. In the absence of a formal
component of the curriculum addressing contemporary public archae
ology, the solution had been to modify courses with a guest lecture or a
few outside readings. With more focused attention from CAR, attempts
were made to alter this situation. CAR directors were provided with
adjunct status, and an upper-level course was proposed to introduce
students to the nuts and bolts of CRM archaeology. Acceptance of the
CAR course proposal, “Practicing CRM Archaeology,” demonstrated that
affiliated consulting organizations can have an important role in an
anthropology department’s curriculum. The offering has been popular
from the start and is now almost an unofficial requirement of M.A.
students and committed, senior undergraduates concentrating on archae
ology. The course has been offered once in each of the last 6 years and
has been taught by CAR directors as an added responsibility with
compensation returned to CAR to cover operating expenses.
At the same time, CAR created a summer internship program for
M.A. students and senior undergraduates, designed to introduce two to
five paid interns to the day-to-day practice of CRM. After about two
months of field and laboratory time, the interns write a professionalquality technical report of their summer project. Here again, interns are
trained as an extra responsibility of the CAR staff in the context of
conducting full-time CRM consulting. The program also has become a
popular one among students and, like the “Practicing CRM” class, the
attraction is the very practical, marketable knowledge that is accrued in
the process.
Several years ago, to augment the existing M.A. degree in historical
archaeology, the CAR directors submitted a proposal for a formal M.A.level track to prepare graduate students to function effectively in the CRM
profession. A commitment for funding was secured from a state agency
but the proposal was not executed. However, the Department of Anthro
pology has submitted a proposal for a Ph.D. in Historical Archaeology
and Historical Anthropology with strong prospects for approval. Recog
nizing the need for CRM training, this proposal cites the CRM course and
the potential internship opportunities through CAR as viable outlets.
Recent administrative changes have brought the role of CAR at
William and Mary to the fore. An external review team examined its oper
ation and recommended options for strengthening the CAR program,
especially in the area of its potential curricular contributions. In essence,
the reviewers recognized the tremendous potential for more formalized
student involvement in CAR initiatives. Measures subsequently taken to
strengthen the affiliation between the Department of Anthropology and
CAR include the creation of a more active oversight board for CAR and
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college funding for a part-time liaison position. The liaison role of the
new associate director for education at CAR is accomplished through
active advocacy in the department, part-time teaching including the CRM
course, and supervision of student research utilizing CAR project results.
R ecognizing th e Challenge

The CAR has grown into one of the region’s leading CRM
consulting operations. Regular, though limited, student opportunities are
built into its CRM activities so that students can routinely volunteer or are
employed on projects, and use the collections and facility for research.
Independently, a summer internship program and a course in CRM
archaeology are offered annually. These very positive, but still oppor
tunistic, steps to accommodate student needs hardly exhaust the full
potential for education through the affiliation of CAR and the Department
of Anthropology. The question of interest is why attaining such a desir
able goal has been so challenging.
Here, as elsewhere, there can be a significant generational factor
informing decisions. Senior faculty often received the bulk of their profes
sional experience pursuing more traditional brands of archaeology and as
a result have not found it necessary or attractive to practice or teach in
the CRM arena. While it is likely that senior faculty engaged in compli
ance studies during the earlier years of the national program, it remains
the case that such activities were probably undertaken more to fill
summer field schedules or to pursue occasional interesting research
opportunities. For these reasons it is not unusual for senior faculty to
overlook the complexity and demands of modern CRM practice and, thus,
to underappreciate the critical need for professionally oriented training.
When archaeology faculty expertise lies outside the United States, it also
is sometimes difficult to build a strong appreciation for CRM training.
But faculty perspective is not the sole factor influencing program
staicture. Student demand is clearly at work in this arena as well. One
aspect of student interest that may deflect attention from the role of
public or applied issues in their education is the “romance of archae
ology” or “carpe diem” factor driving many student decisions. The crux of
the issue is that most students, even those committed to a career in
archaeology, do not usually choose CRM as a focus while in school, given
other opportunities for more traditional, exciting, or exotic experiences.
These decisions are entirely understandable given the narratives that
students are likely to have read about the history and conduct of the
discipline. Nonetheless, their attraction to more satisfying, short-term
options is one that matters to designers of professional programs in
CRM/public archaeology. That the William and Mary program also can
open the door for thrilling fieldwork at Colonial Williamsburg, Bermuda,
the Caribbean, or Turkey means that few students will exercise the
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wisdom, willpower, or foresight to choose CRM training opportunities as
summer fieldwork or CRM projects as the source for thesis topics. More
over, students are rarely advised to make such choices, given the absence
of a formal track in CRM archaeology (although the new liaison position
at William and Mary is improving that shortcoming). Many, in fact, may
actually be dissuaded from CRM options, partly as a result of the genera
tional factor discussed above. Advisers also can easily convey, even if
unconsciously, a second-class view of the “applied” rather than “pure
research” nature of CRM studies.
It is time to examine this decision-making and advisement process
more closely. Knowing full well that most jobs are in the CRM context or
related government service, should not students— especially graduate
students— be aggressively directed or advised towards CRM/public
archaeology training? I refer here to programs that have a reasonable
option to do so, such as a graduate program with an affiliated CRM
contracting unit. Put another way, and again in the context of an appro
priate setting, are we making the decisions that we feel are in the best
career or professional interest of the students? Should they be allowed the
freedom to design their own curriculum and emphasis? Or should
CRM/public archaeology training be required in graduate programs? At
William and Mary the latter question has been answered mainly by giving
students a strong, basic foundation in archaeological method and theory,
assuming that the skills required for a CRM position can be learned on
the job.
Another challenge specific to the William and Mary case (although
probably not unique in a structural context) relates to the level of support
received by CAR. This CRM affiliate receives college support in the form
of housing, a field vehicle, occasional office equipment such as
computers, and most recently the funded, part-time liaison position.
Otherwise, the CAR remains an entirely soft-money, contract-supported
operation, although there are recent efforts to improve this status. What is
important is the practical implications of this situation for stronger integra
tion between the anthropology department and the affiliated contracting
organization. The CAR is openly valued for the revenue it generates and
applauded for the student support it has mustered, but its funding status
prohibits further development of the educational mission. A persistent
challenge, even with growing interest in developing CAR’s educational
role, has been to demonstrate that the shift in emphasis from service to
education cannot occur without hard funding.
Making th e Most o f th e O pportunities

Over the course of a decade the appreciation for the CAR at
William and Mary has grown. There are now encouraging steps underway
to integrate the program more fully with the educational mission of the
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college and balance its service role. The lessons learned can be valuable
elsewhere and some recommendations are offered here to guide this
process.
• Younger faculty with direct experience and training in
CRM/public archaeology will enhance and foster a formal
program of study in this area.
• Students will probably benefit most from a program that requires
a minimal level of coursework and more internship-based
training in CRM/public archaeology.
• CRM/public archaeology-oriented programs will be enhanced by
an affiliated CRM contracting organization through which
students can gain practical experience and research opportuni
ties. The most effective operations will be supported by the insti
tution for this role.
• CRM/public archaeology-oriented programs will be enhanced by
a program that offers balanced exposure and training in the
method and theory of prehistoric and historical archaeology.
• CRM/public archaeology-oriented programs will be enhanced by
multidisciplinary training through interdepartmental relationships,
so that courses in geology, geography, environmental sciences,
and business can be arranged.
• Real opportunities exist for funding such training programs and
internships at state agencies such as departments of transporta
tion, private CRM firms, and major CRM customers such as
energy/utility companies.
• A textbook outlined around agreed-upon minimum requirements
for CRM/public archaeology training would aid our efforts
considerably.
Nationally there is surely a limit to the number of programs that
can effectively fill the need for CRM training. What this number may be
remains to be seen; perhaps the market will serve to define the limit on
its own. But given that there is likely to be such an upper limit, the
profession should take note that a number of smaller schools, including
junior colleges and vocational institutions, have considered and acted on
the option of a program of “professional” archaeological training oriented
to the CRM/public sector. It is not certain if this development is a good
thing, especially knowing that the anthropological foundation in these
curricula may be weak relative to larger programs. It is clearly now
incumbent upon the profession to provide guidance aimed at ensuring
quality in such programs.
This last point raises another important issue for the profession:
Are some kind of national standards for CRM/public archaeology training
advantageous, not only for the profession but also for the public who
underwrites such a vast portion of the archaeological activity that takes
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place in the United States? Many professions require practitioners to meet
minimal standards set by professional boards, and even require successful
passage of an examination with periodic refreshers. This topic has been
the focus of many active debates among CRM practitioners in recent
years.
Finally, while much of this discussion has been directed towards
graduate student training, it also is important to consider what kind of
introduction undergraduates should be given to CRM/public archaeology.
At William and Mary, advanced undergraduates are permitted to enroll in
our CRM class and perform just fine. Moreover, the general consensus is
that they find the class quite helpful, both in terms of skills acquisition
and career planning (i.e., is CRM for me?).
In short, the William and Mary structure models a series of oppor
tunities and challenges around the issue of designing undergraduate and
graduate curricula in archaeology that meet more squarely the demands
of a discipline that has a significant applied dimension. For those institu
tions that either have or are planning to follow a similar structure, one
message is abundantly clear. The more informal the affiliation between a
department and a public archaeology facility, the less likely it is that we
will be able to meet student educational needs effectively. Arrangements
that are in some measure more formalized are much clearer in depicting
accurately for students the professional world in which they will operate.
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New MasTer’s program

in ArcHaeoLo^icaL HeriTa^e
Mana^emenT aT bostoa uninersrry
Ricardo J. Elia
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t Boston University, we have developed a new Master’s program in
archaeological heritage management through the archaeology
department. Approved in January 1998, the program, is designed
to offer specialized training for those who plan to pursue a career in
cultural resource management (CRM). It seeks to balance the academic
study of archaeology with practical training in the identification, evalua
tion, and management of archaeological resources in the public interest.
Although the present program is primarily focused on cultural resource
management in the United States, it is strongly grounded in international
approaches to heritage management.
R ationale fo r a P ro g ram

We developed a concentration in public archaeology because we
perceived a substantial gulf between the typical academic training of
archaeologists and the actual practice of archaeology, especially as it has
been affected by the emergence over the last three decades of a vast
applied or public field, variously termed (although not strictly equivalent
in meaning) cultural resource management archaeological heritage
management, public archaeology, and contract archaeology. In my experi
ence as the director of Boston University’s Office of Public Archaeology, a
university-based, cultural resource management unit, and as a faculty
member in the archaeology department, archaeology graduates entering
the cultural resource management field typically receive little or no
specialized training for this career track. Their archaeological education,
whether at the M.A. or Ph.D. level, was generally acquired in a traditional
anthropology department and focused primarily on archaeological
method, theory, and culture history. Many of these young professionals
probably had some field experience working on CRM projects (generally
as field or lab crew) and/or a course in CRM, but most were wholly
unprepared to deal with the laws, procedures, policies, practice, and
ethics of public archaeology.
It is difficult to quantify how much training in cultural resource
management is offered in graduate programs, but several indications
suggest a grim picture. In the 1997-98 Guide o f the A m erican Anthropo
logical Association, which lists degree programs, faculty, and special
programs offered by 430 academic departments of archaeology and
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anthropology in the United States, I counted only four undergraduate
“certificate” programs in CRM or public archaeology and only four special
ized M.A. degree programs (American Anthropological Association 1997).
No wonder that many archaeologists working in public archaeology
expressed “dissatisfaction with the adequacy of archaeologists’ academic
training as a preparation for their current careers. . .Clearly, many of these
people feel strongly that the traditional academic training in archaeology
is seriously out of step with the realities of archaeological practice in
America today” (Zeder 1997:208).
Two decades ago, a “hands-on” approach to learning cultural
resource management was perhaps an inevitable consequence of the
emergence of a new mode of performing archaeology. Today, with a full
blown CRM bureaucracy and archaeological service industry, “learning by
doing” is an unacceptable way of preparing young professionals and
treating the archaeological heritage. The lack of specialized training is, in
my opinion, one of the main reasons why the field of cultural resource
management has been slow to mature in terms of professionalism since
the 1970s, and why it seems to be regularly plagued by problems of stan
dards, performance, and quality control.
D escrip tion o f th e M.A. P ro g ram

Students in the new program at Boston University are required to
take eight courses for the M.A. Four are required: Intellectual History of
Archaeology, Archaeological Ethics and Law, U.S. Archaeological Heritage
Management; and a cultural resource management internship or
practicum. In addition, students must take at least one course in archaeo
logical science or technical study, and at least three courses in an archae
ological concentration, such as historical archaeology or North American
prehistory. Following completion of course requirements, a language
requirement, and examinations, the student writes an M.A. thesis or
report. Archaeological Ethics and Law, which is required of all graduate
students in the department regardless of their specific degree program,
introduces students to issues in archaeological professionalism, and treats
archaeological ethics, the practice of archaeology, and the organization of
archaeology in law on international, national, and local levels. (An under
graduate-level version of the same course also is available.) The course
U.S. Archaeological Heritage Management is a detailed survey of legisla
tion, regulations, procedures, and problems in the practice of U.S. public
archaeology.
The practicum or internship provides practical experience in public
archaeology for students. It typically involves up to three months of full
time, paid employment at an approved cultural resource management
firm, state or federal agency, or other institution involved in the protection
and management of archaeological heritage. The internship is considered
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an essential element of the M.A. concentration: it gives the student,
following coursework, an opportunity to experience real-world employ
ment responsibilities in cultural resource management. The student is not
simply placed in a firm as field crew; instead, the student is expected to
work on a substantial project that results in a CRM report or other assess
able product. It generally is expected that the required M.A. thesis will be
developed out of the student’s internship project.
M.A. students in the heritage management concentration may select
from a wide variety of courses in archaeology and related fields. Related
departmental offerings include Topics in International Heritage Manage
ment; the first offering of this course studied CRM in the South Asian
context and was taught by Rafique Mughal, the former antiquities director
of Pakistan. Also offered in the archaeology department are graduate
courses in conservation, geoarchaeology, GIS and spatial analysis, histor
ical archaeology, paleoethnobotany, prehistoric North America, and
remote sensing. Courses in other departments include a large number of
offerings in preservation in the American and New England Studies
Program, including New England preservation management, historic
building conservation, introduction to landscape preservation, and intro
duction to preservation planning. Related courses are offered in the art
history department and the School of Law.
O bservations o n th e P ro g ram

Although the program was only approved in early 1998, the core
courses have been in place for several years, and enough students have
taken the essential elements of the concentration to allow some prelimi
nary observations. One of the strongest points is the internship, which has
provided strong practical (and paid) experience to five students to date.
Three have worked for the Metropolitan District Commission, a Massachu
setts agency responsible for extensive watershed lands that protect the
state’s drinking water supply. Documenting hundreds of archaeological
sites in the watershed, students developed a management program to
assist the agency in avoiding adverse outcomes to those sites during
annual forest management activities (e.g., Fuchs 1994). Another student
did two internships— one with the Boston Landmarks Commission, to
develop a management plan to deal with historical gravestones displaced
from the city’s cemeteries (Erickson 1995), and the other with the R.S.
Peabody Museum of Archaeology in Andover, Massachusetts, to work on
a NAGPRA-related osteological analysis of skeletal remains excavated in
1925 to 1928 from the Etowah Site in Georgia (Erickson 1996). Another
student completed an internship with the Trustees of Reservations, a
private land trust in Massachusetts that acquires and preserves historical
properties.
Many graduate students in other programs within the archaeology
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department, especially Ph.D. students concentrating in historical archae
ology and North American prehistory, also participate in various aspects
of the program. A few students are taking the M.A. in heritage manage
ment enroute to the Ph.D., anticipating that such a step will provide more
practical experience and employment opportunities. Others are taking
one or more of the cultural resource management courses without
formally enrolling in the M.A. program.
At the same time, public archaeology and heritage management are
not issues that are restricted to courses in the M.A. program. As members
of an archaeology department, all of the faculty are actively involved in
the professional and ethical issues central to the field, and students in all
undergraduate and graduate classes are exposed to topics such as archae
ology and the law; looting and the art market; professional ethics; reburial
and repatriation; and site preservation and management.
A few potential problems with the program structure have arisen.
One of the most serious is that students who concentrate on cultural
resource management in an eight-course M.A. have little time to develop
a specialty in a more traditional area of archaeology, such as historical
archaeology. We are attempting to address that problem by admitting
students into the program who already have strong undergraduate-level
backgrounds in archaeology or anthropology, or by expecting M.A.
students to rectify any deficiencies they may have in their previous
training. Another concern is that the M.A. level should not be seen as the
endpoint for professional training in cultural resource management and
public archaeology.
Although many departments interested in developing similar
specialized training programs are likely to encounter difficulties even at
the M.A. level, I believe it is both inevitable and thoroughly desirable that
universities offer a public archaeology specialization at the Ph.D. level.
Certainly it is incumbent on graduate programs to develop the highest
levels of intellectual and technical skills in young professionals, since
many of them will pursue careers in cultural resource management. More
over, inasmuch as publicly supported projects fund a major segment of
the archaeological research conducted in the United States today, then
certainly it is the responsibility of the discipline to educate the young
professionals likely to practice in this arena to the highest research stan
dards. It is only through such an approach to the graduate curriculum that
we will be assured that public funding will underwrite the generation of
valuable new knowledge about the past.
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ollowing national trends in anthropology and also for purposes of
institutional viability, the Department of Anthropology at the Univer
sity of South Florida (USF) successfully shifted its focus in the 1970s
to applied anthropology, which was understood naturally to include
public archaeology. Thus, USF became the first department in the United
States to award graduate degrees (M.A. and Ph.D.) in applied anthro
pology, including an M.A. in Public Archaeology (the approved archae
ology Ph.D. still awaits funding and another faculty line). The public
archaeology training includes all the traditional elements of a researchfocused degree program, including method and theory, archaeological
science, fieldwork, prehistoric and historic archaeology, but with the
addition of specialized coursework in all aspects of public archaeology.
We are now ethically obliged to include public archaeology in every acad
emic archaeology course. As we produce more professional archaeolo
gists, not to mention civil engineers, environmental specialists, and social
and natural scientists, we must include in their training the understanding
that all archaeology is public archaeology, and that we need to preserve
the human past for practical as well as esoteric reasons.
The public is always involved with archaeological practice in some
way. Most of our research is supported by public funding and/or required
by public law. Much of our knowledge of archaeological site locations
and histories comes from local people. Labor-intensive as archaeology is,
today many field and lab projects cannot be accomplished without lay
volunteers. More and more archaeological sites are being mined by
people seeking the fun (and increasing profit) of collecting artifacts. The
news media crave stories that shed light on the human past and reflect
upon the modern human condition. The largest audience for our archaeo
logical product is the general public, who are fascinated with the romance
of the past and desire to learn about it. Each archaeologist must be
prepared not only to deal with but to embrace the public, and to be a
teacher of archaeology and preservation as part of the everyday job.

F

W hat is Public A rchaeology?

In many programs, the incorporation of public archaeology into
the professional training curriculum is limited to explaining cultural
resource management (CRM) or including students in contract archae
ology projects; this is woefully inadequate preparation for interaction with
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Native Americans, schoolchildren and their teachers, taxpayers, news
reporters, legislators, hobbyists, land developers, art dealers, corporate
decisionmakers, and/or various public officials. At USF, we consider
public archaeology to include the following:
• anthropological understanding of Native American issues, as
well as those of other cultural groups whose ancestral material
culture and skeletal remains one might encounter and study in
the process of doing archaeology
• archaeological ethics
• archaeology in the communications media, from news reporting
to portrayal in popular culture such as books, movies,
computer games, and the Internet
• avocational archaeologists and associations, collectors’ societies,
looting vs. pothunting vs. amateur archaeology (including
underwater)
• both CRM and contract archaeology (which are very different
things)
• general public understanding of the value of archaeology, of
collecting and looting, especially as compared with other kinds
of illegal activities
• U.S. historic preservation law; the National Register and the
concept of significance; federal, state, and local bureaucratic
systems and legislative processes, including lobbying, legislative
history, current government affairs
• international antiquities laws, including the 1970 UNESCO
cultural property convention and other international agreements
• international cultural heritage management programs, including
divergence from law to practice and public attitudes in different
countries
• museology; exhibits preparation and interpretation
• practical applications of archaeological knowledge in dealing
with modern human problems, from natural resource exploita
tion to schemes for long-term storage of nuclear waste
• hosting an archaeology day, week, or month program
• site preservation methods: physical, legal, private, and public
• speaking to various public audiences, from schoolchildren to
lawyers to elderhostel groups
• writing for the public
• writing/presenting popular summaries of specific research, even
of thesis projects
Public Audiences fo r A rchaeology

The general public is interested in and often fascinated with
archaeology. Students’ training must prepare them to respond to this
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interest wherever it is encountered. No archaeologist can he a profes
sional without having had to speak in a classroom or museum to children,
tourists, avocational archaeologists, or other audiences. There are now
many tools to aid in this process. Clear speech and hands-on, attractive
artifacts are essential. One can make teaching kits and displays tailored to
the audience and/or geared to local history, prehistory, or modern
garbology; suggest vacation travel or Internet websites; wear archaeology
t-shirts; show exciting slides; and publicize state archaeology day/week/
month programs. Students also must learn how to convey the politics of
archaeology and preseivation (Whose voices are presented in the display?
Whose sites are conserved?), promote cultural diversity and science
education, and show the practical value of learning from the past. The
“archaeology clay” program is ideal for information exchange between
archaeology students and the lay public, and can be easily programmed
in one’s own research area.
As students develop these skills, they come to realize that the
profession needs the public, whether for funding, finding and excavating
sites, or saving sites.
H istoric Preservation , Law E n fo rcem en t, CRM,
C on tract A rch aeology

These are all different arenas for accomplishing archaeology, and
the student must learn about each to attain an awareness of where they
do and do not overlap. Hiring students to conduct contract surveys is not
enough, and contract archaeology is not CRM. Students should be able to
run their own small contracts and should learn the preservation system
that provides context for this work. They should visit federal and state
historic preservation offices, learn about local community preservation
boards and museums, study physical preservation techniques, learn laws,
meet or communicate with legislators and lobbyists. They should be
assigned to write both research grant and contract archaeology proposals
and meet in the classroom with resource managers, contract archaeolo
gists, Native Americans, customs agents, and other appropriate individ
uals. Basic aspects of these professionals’ jobs, including antiquities laws,
business practices, the changing concept of archaeological significance,
ethics, looters, money and accounting, Native Americans and other ethnic
groups, politics at every level, and skeletal remains, should be discussed
within an anthropological perspective.
This kind of training teaches students that “pure” research does not
exist, and that archaeology will be hard to do if the resource is not
preserved or accessible. Courses in the philosophy of archaeology and
critical theory need to make students aware that although postprocessual
prose, marxist hypothesizing, or Binfordian scientific jargon may frame
how we think about the past within the discipline, most archaeological
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interpretation today is accomplished by those who present it to the public
and thoroughly understand all the different entities that constitute the
public. This latter work needs to be examined alongside the former in
such courses.
W riting fo r th e Public

Reaching the public with words is not hard if one throws out the
dense prose of academic archaeology and CRM reports and remembers
that “specialized resource procurement station” is really “hunting camp”
and that the “trajectory of lithic manufacture” is the “way they chipped
stone tools.” On the other hand, most children (and lay adults) love to
learn more accurate scientific terms such as “projectile point” or “coprolite.” Students can learn to convey their own sense of the magic and
mystery of archaeology to attract and educate the public. Universities offer
support classes in good writing and speaking. Education classes are
helpful to prepare for audiences of schoolchildren. Archaeology students
also can learn public education through taking museology classes,
creating exhibits, and even providing interpretive displays associated with
contract and compliance projects.
The Public Media

Understanding archaeology in the popular media— from news
paper stories to Indiana Jones— is easy. Today’s archaeology students
have grown up with Fred Flintstone riding dinosaurs and Lara the Tomb
Raider in video games. They already know how to counter the messages
in these popular stereotypes. It is trickier to teach them to deal with
media attention in their own work and to be sure that it is beneficial to
both the research and the public. Advance preparation of press releases
and photos works well, as does helping them anticipate what different
news media want to do and know, discussing ethics and the disclosure of
site locations to reporters, and reminding them to acknowledge and thank
supporters. The idea is to find common ground with those bringing the
news to the public: agreement that our common heritage expressed in the
archaeological record is being saved and studied.
A vocational A rch aeology and Public P rogram s

Avocational groups are the secret weapons for protecting sites, as
Hester Davis has said (1991). They also are sources of research data and
support, and wonderful for both learning and teaching public archae
ology. These groups are the most interested, self-selected members of the
public. Archaeologists must join them, give talks, gain volunteers for field
or lab work. Many state humanities councils support public participation
in workshops, archaeology day/week/month programs, and field projects.
Incorporating local residents into field or lab projects can turn looters and
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ethical collectors alike into good public archaeologists. Archaeology
students need to become successful emissaries to the avocational commu
nity; many started out there themselves.
The P o p u lar A udience, th e U ndergraduate Student,
an d th e Ultim ate E thical R esponsibility

The public is not only essential to individual research, it also is a
necessary component of ethical archaeology. For this reason public archae
ology should be incorporated in some way into every graduate/professional archaeology course, not to mention other anthropology classes.
Every good introductory anthropology text now has something on CRM
and historic preservation. Instructors should expand this to include at least
a small representation of the diverse aspects of public archaeology, from
saving a site threatened by a new shopping mall, to the recent news
controversy about “Kennewick Man,” to why the latest Hollywood movie
on archaeology has some inaccuracies. If we build a strong understanding
of key issues at the undergraduate level, we can expect to accomplish
more sophisticated outcomes more efficiently at the graduate level.
Getting the message out is important simply as a central, if not ulti
mate goal of social science research. As we move from knowledge to
wisdom in the profession, we absolutely must realize the importance of
going beyond even the most fascinating research and applying the lessons
of the human past. As we focus our students’ attention on interpreting the
meaning of our work to the public, the archaeological record’s potential
for offering insights into modern problems, from global to local, is clari
fied for the professional as well as the lay audience.
C onclusion

These themes and concerns can be accommodated within any
archaeology program, from specialized curricula, such as the one at USF,
to general classes. Archaeology training must produce professionals well
versed in the variety of demands that they are likely to encounter in the
realm of public archaeology, and it is critical that graduate programs
begin to explore how they might achieve this goal within their current
structure. Likewise, we practicing archaeologists and teachers must
become students once again, either formally or self-directed, with assis
tance from professional organizations if needed, to gain an understanding
of public archaeology that will permeate and enhance all our work.
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inTroDucTion:
THinKin^ ouTsiDe

thc bok

n this section, the findings, principles, and recommendations of the
Task Force on Curriculum are discussed and evaluated by individuals
representing diverse segments of the archaeological community.
Although there is a healthy variety of opinion, there is considerable
common ground. It is clear that the demands of the profession have
changed considerably in the latter part of the twentieth century, and that
the requirements of professional practice are not always addressed by the
curricula at most of our academic institutions. Changes at the undergrad
uate, graduate, and postgraduate levels are clearly called for. These
changes are best implemented at the departmental level through
curriculum reform and effective teaching, and they should make use of
pedagogical methods that take advantage of advanced technologies such
as the Internet.
Although the education of the next generation of archaeologists
will take place in the context of curricula designed by academic faculty,
the perspectives of the private and governmental sectors need to be
reflected in these curricula, as do the demands of the diverse communities
that archaeologists serve. As more and more decisions concerning archae
ology and archaeologists are being made by those outside the discipline,
the profession and its practitioners must be able to function in and
respond appropriately to this environment. These are issues that can find
their way creatively into the knowledge and skills base that
teacher/scholars develop with their students throughout the undergrad
uate and graduate years. To this end, a set of ethical principles can
provide an overall context and direction for change as it is incorporated
systematically and thoughtfully into graduate and undergraduate curricula.
The following papers by K. Anne Pyburn (academic sector), Brian Fagan
(academic sector), Joseph Schuldenrein (private sector), and David
Anderson (governmental sector) bring their perspectives to these issues.

I
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ArcHaeoLo^isTs unDer sie^e
in AcaDeme
K. Anne Pyburn

W

hen Alison Wylie writes that archaeology is in the middle of a
paradigm shift, her words sound exhilarating. Her argument
makes me feel like I’m on the cutting edge of a science that is
making changes— changes in itself as a scholarly discipline, and changes
in the world that archaeologists effect as scientists bent on important
discovery. I think she is correct but that she may understate the situation
of our altered state as a discipline; the truth is that we are under siege.
Like any other academic discipline we are short of funding; most
of us predicted that a demographic surge would occur right about now
just as our mentors were beginning to retire and the job market would
open up for our underemployed colleagues and our recent PhDs. What
we are seeing instead is that although more students are showing up at
many universities and many senior faculty are retiring, universities are
shutting down lines and hiring junior people or no one at all. The
economy is good, federal and local governments have surpluses, but
education is taking it on the chin— especially “frivolous” liberal arts
programs like anthropology that demonstrably do not lead to jobs in
anthropology. Attempts to capture academic effort with characterizations
that suit the modern fiscal climate would be hilarious if they were not so
disturbing. In a recent newspaper interview, one of the trustees of my
university referred to academic departments as “degree production units.”
There also is a lack of funding for basic research. The National
Science Foundation continues to add increments to its offering, but I was
shocked to find that archaeology receives less support than linguistics at
the federal level. Anthropological linguistics graduated two PhDs in the
whole of the United States last year (1998). The National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH), after being gutted by Congress a few years ago,
has never returned to the level of support it once offered archaeologists.
As our jobs and our research shrink, we nevertheless are increas
ingly in the news, and not as crusaders for good. As Native peoples seek
human rights and self-determination, the colonialist past of archaeology
threatens to overwhelm and undermine modern research. Native Ameri
cans in ever-increasing numbers criticize archaeology as soulless and
selfish, exploitative and hegemonic, disrespectful and evil. Europeans and
Euro-Americans often are the most negative when they speak on behalf of
first peoples; last year I read a statement by a colleague in philosophy
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arguing that the archaeological analysis of human remains is the moral
equivalent of Nazi medical experimentation on living people in death
camps.
Looters, of course, have no standards of political correctness.
During the Afghanistan civil war, when armies overran the national
museum at Kabul, soldiers were armed with museum catalogues given to
them by collectors who had circled the objects of their desire. The
museum was looted by soldiers with shopping lists. The palace of Asubanipal in Iraq also is disappearing as we discuss the issues at hand. And
perhaps this is better than what bombs do in the wars raging in many
parts of the world.
Today $1.1 trillion, the equivalent of the income of the bottom 52
percent of people in the world, is owned by 447 individuals. The inequity
of this situation is almost incomprehensible; clearly such wealth places
some people above the law and places decisions about the distribution of
resources that have life-and-death consequences in the hands of individ
uals who have no accountability. The terrible power and jaded sensibili
ties of such people lead to all sorts of excess, so collecting artifacts seems
almost benign in this context. Nevertheless, it is clear that no amount of
moralizing can touch this sector of humanity and acquisition will continue
to be attractive as long as there are things to acquire. The rarer the mate
rial, the more desirable a collection it makes for the super rich. I recently
ran across a Web page where a Neanderthal skull was offered for sale by
a young man who had “inherited” it from his grandfather and was selling
it to finance his college education.
Closer to home, many of us are fighting what some of my
colleagues call “culture wars.” Because science has served dubious polit
ical ends and biased research goals have sullied the history of social
science, anthropologists have come to question whether we can do
science at all. Some of the finest departments in the United States have
split into factions over this issue and then proceeded to divide into sepa
rate departments. When the smoke clears, archaeology usually falls onto
the side of unthinking brute positivism, at least according to those
standing on the other side. Regardless of which side, if either you
support, this sort of divisiveness cannot help us in a world that already
suspects us of irrelevance and intellectual self-indulgence.
And within our own ranks, our analysis of ourselves is none too
flattering. Positions of power and authority in archaeology are still over
whelmingly in the hands of Euro-American men. There are more women
with successful careers in archaeology than there were 20 years ago, but
fewer than many of us thought before Melinda Zeder (The American
A rchaeologist) produced the figures. The number of women in archae
ology who have tenured (or even tenure line) faculty positions and
research grants is astonishingly small, in this day when our female
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students no longer even know what feminism is. The percentage of
archaeologists who are people of color is minute. This situation compli
cates our ability to present a convincing case that the archaeological
record belongs not to any single group but to all humanity.
Into this context, we bring idealistic undergraduates and deter
mined, passionate graduate students. Almost none of them have any idea
of what they will face with a degree in anthropology or archaeology.
Many academics, once considered the preferred position for an archaeolo
gist, are engaged in an immediate struggle for individual survival: keeping
departments open, finding minimal research funding, publishing rapidly
enough to stay on the tenure track, meeting federal requirements and the
concerns of living people who have an interest in our research areas.
Retooling our university curricula has not been high on our list of chores.
Nevertheless, all of us have some level of commitment to educa
tion, and for most of us it is a passion. And most archaeologists are accus
tomed to an empirical approach to understanding. What the facts and
figures show is that we are failing to prepare our students to take up jobs
in archaeology in the present world, even when those jobs are offered.
The world has changed, our discipline has changed, our students have
changed, our curricula must change. These academic changes are not
mandated by the reduced capacity of a dumber set of students, as I have
heard some colleagues claim, or lessened expectations for academic posi
tions, although those are scarce. They are mandated for the survival of
our discipline and the preservation of the archaeological record.
The Society for American Archaeology has decreed stewardship as
our highest priority and our ethical responsibility as academics can no
longer be discharged with a couple of public lectures and a newspaper
interview. We have to teach our students how to face collectors, looters,
angry Native peoples, fiscally strapped deans, search committees, and
wily land developers, which means we have to figure out how to do this
ourselves. And we cannot continue to extol simplistic notions of human
history that unwittingly elevate the contribution of Europeans and lay all
human progress at the feet of men; there are human consequences of this
sort of perspective, and it is time for us to realize that is possible to be
rigorously empirical and still leave sexism and racism in the past. Viable
archaeologists of the next millenium must be able to test the theoretical
propositions of Appadurai, Gramschi, Miller, and Muckerji with concrete
data that rule out competing hypotheses.
Once upon a time, when all archaeology jobs required a Ph.D.
because they were in some way under the control of universities, a
master’s degree was for students who were considered second rate, and
not even essential to the pursuit of a Ph.D. Often a master’s was simply a
matter of a bit of bureaucratic paperwork filled out along the way to a
Ph.D., requiring a certain set of classes and number of hours, but no
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thesis and no particular demonstration of competence. Consequently,
many departments granted what came to be known as a terminal master’s
degree— given to students who were not destined to go on to become
real archaeologists.
The rise of contract archaeology and government jobs has radically
changed this picture. Successful archaeologists working outside academia
control far more money than academics and the bulk of research in the
United States is in their control. Many of these archaeologists do not have
and do not need a Ph.D., and many of them feel, quite rightly, that their
academic background that did not treat a master’s candidate as a serious
student or a potential professional, was a waste of their time, a credential
with no content.
This is clearly a shameful situation. The master’s degree is currently
our major professional degree, and must, if anything, require m ore rigor
and emphasis on competency than the Ph.D. Members of the task force
all agreed strongly that master’s degrees should almost never be awarded
without requiring a thesis.
Please do not think that the SAA Task Force on Curriculum
believes it has solved these problems or has arrogant plans to mandate a
brave new academic world. Although we were all passionate in our
commitment to our discipline, we disagreed about which changes to
recommend and their implementation. But in the end we agreed strongly
on a number of principles. Having described the crisis that has led to
these resolutions, I hope I have convinced you to study this publication
and respond seriously and constructively.
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STraTe^ies fo r CHan^e
in TeacHin^- anD Learning
Brian M. Fagan
tewardship, diverse pasts, social relevance, ethics and values, written
and oral communication, basic archaeological skills, and real world
experience. There seems to be little disagreement as to the broad
context of our discussions. But where do we go from here? The
comments that follow offer some thoughts and potential action items.

S

U ndergraduate Education

Introductory Courses
Most of our beginning students come to us with little awareness of
archaeology. Many are totally indifferent to the subject. Here we meet the
general public, and have the mission not of training professional archaeol
ogists, but of creating an informed citizenry.
I think the most important ingredients in a beginning class are
ones that can only be brought to the subject by the instructor: an infec
tious enthusiasm and passion for the past, a belief that archaeology has
great relevance to the contemporary world, a deep-felt interest in students
as individuals and human beings, and, above all, electric story-telling
skills, the ability to explain eloquently how archaeology works.
In other words, those who teach beginning archaeology must care
passionately about TEACHING and their students. I write TEACHING in
capitals, for it is all-too-often considered as a second-rate pastime when
compared with the Great God Research or other professional activities.
Action Item. If th e re is o n e w ay to im p rove p eo p les’ ap p reciatio n o f
arch aeology, it is to foster th e im p o rtan ce o f e x p e ri
en ced , passion ate teach ers in th e classro o m . As a
p rofession , w e have d on e little to m ake teach in g on e
o f o u r highest, if n o t o u r highest, p riority. We need a
pow erful, profession-w ide co m m itm en t to good
teach in g and training.

However, we have to train these teachers properly. Not only must
they be masters of pedagogy, they must have a broad grasp of the global
past. Please realize we are talking about ALL of archaeology at this level,
not just North America. Can you imagine an introductory course on
archaeology that does not cover Olduvai Gorge, Tutankhamen, and the
Lords of Sipan? If you want to teach about diverse pasts, you cannot
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ignore other parts of the world. In these days of over-specialization, many
people teach with overly narrow intellectual blinkers.
I think most of us do a pretty good job of informing beginning
students about stewardship, the social importance of archaeology, and the
meaning and finite nature of the archaeological record. They have been
implicit realities of lower-division teaching for a generation. Judging from
conversations with many colleagues, topics like diverse perspectives on
the past, the ethics of living responsibly with the archaeological record,
and gender are percolating rapidly into many beginning courses.
We are urged to train people in oral presentation and writing skills.
Anyone who uses a multiple-choice test in a lower-division university
course should be shot. This is where the quest for better literacy begins.
A new generation of multimedia technologies allow us to tackle this
problem in new and creative ways.
Action item. D evelop an d dissem inate learn in g m aterials and case
studies o n specific to p ics in th e “ren ew ed arch aeo lo g y
cu rricu lu m ” fo r in co rp o ra tio n in beginning cou rses.

I cannot stress too strongly that it is pedagogically naive to think
that the creation and dissemination of some standard and complete intro
ductory course packages, however innovative, will be an important step
forward. A vast literature in instructional development has long shown the
folly of this approach, which simply does not work.
Upper-Division U ndergraduates
Here’s another reality to bear in mind. Only a tiny proportion of
upper-division undergraduates eventually become professional archaeolo
gists, although many may retain a lifelong interest in the subject. Upperdivision courses cater, for the most part, to people who are going on to
worlds far from archaeology. Again, we are creating an informed citi
zenry, albeit in smaller numbers, but this time at a more intensive level.
In my view, upper-division courses should be predominantly intel
lectual in their content, while emphasizing basic literacy and critical skills.
By their nature, advanced method and theory courses and area offerings
cover a wide range of archaeological topics and interests and deal with
many basic skills. Such courses provide an admirable context for
discussing ethical issues, professional values, and real-world problem
solving, using actual archaeological data. However, specific teaching
materials in these general areas are thin on the ground.
Perhaps even more important is achieving a much more sophisti
cated understanding of Native American culture and history among
anthropology majors. At the moment, most students graduate with almost
no awareness of this all-important subject.
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Action item. Make a system atic effort to cre a te a w ide ran ge o f “realw o rld ” case studies th at deal w ith ethical, p rofessional,
an d d ecision-m aking issues, using data fro m m an y
reg io n s. T hese m odules should be directed, in p a rtic
ular, at advanced m eth od and th e o ry cou rses.

Action item. Add a m ajo r co m p o n e n t o f Native A m erican studies to
upper-division cu rricu la.

I think this kind of intellectual, upper-division curriculum is ideal,
even for the small numbers of undergraduates who want to pursue
archaeological careers. I firmly believe that responsibility for learning lies
with the student, that anyone seriously interested in archaeology as a
career will seek out instructors or working archaeologists and actively
look for internship and fieldwork experiences, many of them in the
cultural resource management (CRM) world. It is here that encouragement
and mentorship play a vital role.
Action item: E n co u rag e m en to rsh ip o f u ndergraduates w ith a
seriou s c a re e r in terest outside academ ia. The m ajo r
initiatives h e re lie w ith th e private and public secto rs.
Have, fo r exam p le, th e latter e x p lo re d the o p tio n o f
giving sch o larsh ip s to p rom isin g students as th ey en ter
graduate school?

G raduate Education and Training

Without question, most of the education and training concerns
outlined by the Task Force on Curriculum lie at the graduate level. Here
we confront a powerful reality, which extends far beyond the narrow
confines of archaeology: most graduate programs are predominantly intel
lectual, for they are in the business of training academic archaeologists—
Ph.D.s. There are plenty of master’s programs around the country, but,
with notable exceptions, many of them are still predominantly intellectual.
Survey data tells us many departments do not have the resources or the
trained faculty to teach the topics covered in the “Renewed Archaeology
Curriculum.” In some cases, too, there is still a pervasive attitude that
non-academic archaeology is inferior. It is unbelievable that this bankrupt
dogma still haunts academia. Changing this mind set must be a high
priority for the future, and can only done by proper graduate education
and training, encouragement of the young, and constant dialogue among
archaeologists of all persuasions. This dialogue has already begun, and is
manifested in some important research in the academic literature. But we
still have a long way to go.
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Action Item. F ro m the beginning, re in fo rce th e p rin cip le that, w h at
e v e r ch an ges w e m ake in graduate teaching, a sound
an d sop h isticated in tellectual grou n d in g in both
a rch aeo lo g y and Native A m erican studies is vital to
e v e ry p ro fessio n al N orth A m erican arch aeologist,
w h atev er th eir c a r e e r path.

Professional training in archaeology at the graduate level is long
overdue for a massive overhaul, and this is where the major curricular
changes lie. At issue here is the need for in-depth training and practical
experience for people planning careers in the public or private sectors, in
non-academic settings, where a diversity of skills are needed. As has been
pointed out, the master’s degree is the most appropriate qualification for
entry into the nonacademic world, for the Ph.D. is a pure research
degree. Most M.A.s are still predominantly academic, simply because most
graduate curricula are aimed, ultimately, at Ph.D. students, whose
concerns are narrowly academic. While some institutions already offer
innovative and successful M.A. programs in topics such as historic preser
vation and public archaeology, a strong case can be made for the devel
opment of more highly selective M.A. programs, which train professional
leaders for the new millennium.
Action Item. E n cou rage th e developm ent o f a series o f innovative,
m ultidisciplinary M.A. p ro g ram s at geographically sepa
rated institutions aim ed specifically at training people
fo r n on acad em ic arch aeo lo g ical careers. The public and
p rivate secto r should be actively involved in such
p ro g ram s as p art o f th e teach in g and in tern sh ip p ro 
cess. Such en cou ragem en t could take th e fo rm o f offer
ing consulting advice, p ooled e x p erien ce, and so on.

What North American archaeology really needs is a few top-flight
professional schools to train people for the nonacademic sector, such as
one finds for environmental management, law, and so on. However, this
is a very expensive option, whereas many administrators will be attracted
to the relatively low-cost alternative of a multidisciplinary program. But
the development of such programs requires real commitment from the
faculty and nonacademic archaeologists involved, a key issue when
considering strategies for academic change.
A final point on graduate education. In-service and continuing
education are becoming a career-long reality for nonacademic archaeolo
gists. To what extent do “training on the job” and such skill-related
courses, often offered in the contact of a work environment, take the load
off graduate programs? This issue needs in-depth exploration.
But again I reiterate: the future of archaeology depends as much
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on sound intellectual training as it does specific professional skills.
Action Items. D evelop m odels an d sp ecim en cu rricu la fo r M.A.
p ro g ram s aim ed at n o n acad em ic arch aeologists, also
co u rse designs an d m odules, w h ich could am plify an
acad em ic cu rricu lu m at m inim al cost.
Develop cle a r distinctions betw een beginning grad
uate train in g needs an d th ose acquired by specific
skills d evelop m en t co u rses later.
C losely define th e ro les th at ca n be played by n o n a ca 
dem ic arch aeologists in m aster s p ro g ram s in highly
specific te rm s, fo r cu rricu lu m and co u rse develop
m en t pu rp oses.
Strategies fo r Academ ic Change

People outside academia tend to be astOundingly naive about
instructional innovation. Thus, we must never forget that curriculum and
course changes lie, ultimately, with university and college faculty,
however persuasive administrators may be. Without faculty leadership,
commitment, and enthusiasm, curriculum change in archaeology is dead
in the water. It is naive to think that academic archaeologists will embrace
new curricular proposals or packaged courses when they are basically
happy with their present courses and curricula. As any dean of under
graduate education will tell you, head-on suggestions for curriculum
reform just do not work, especially in circumstances where faculty can
claim that they already address many of the suggested innovations
already— as many in archaeology will.
I also reiterate: standardized courses, as packages, will never work,
largely because individual teachers have their own agendas and priorities.
If our experience at UC-Santa Barbara is any guide, most people will use
only small portions of a standardized course— and they may not be the
parts the developers want them to use. You can be sure that if standard
ized courses worked, the commercial publishers would have produced
them years ago. All their efforts to do so have failed, whereas short,
computer-based modules and CDs have enjoyed some success.
The most successful strategies for long-term instructional change
begin by working with individual faculty: provide them with funds;
supply specific, example-related instructional materials and other facilities;
help them in instructional design; and evaluate their courses, then propa
gate their success. This subtle, highly directed approach of proven effec
tiveness will yield rich dividends in the long run, but not instant gratifica
tion. It permits diversity, encourages interest in change, and rewards
success.
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Please do not reinvent the pedagogical wheel: the strategies for
promoting instructional change are well developed and widely published.
Work with committed individuals and institutions by providing specific
materials, funding, and evaluation backup.
Action Item. F o cu s efforts n o t o n e n tire co u rses o r cu rricu la, but
suggesting p o ten tial design an d delivery strategies and
o n provid in g highly specific in stru ction al m aterials
th a t c a n be m ade available w idely at rock -b ottom cost.

The Issue o f D elivery

We stand on the threshold of a major revolution in higher educa
tion, where the World Wide Web enables us to deliver top-flight instruc
tional materials virtually instantaneously to any place on earth. It is a
matter of time before institutions collaborate on courses of all kinds,
where instructors thousands of miles away from one another contribute to
one another’s courses, and where students in Oshkosh learn alongside
those in New Zealand. I am surprised to find virtually no mention of this
impending revolution in the documents prepared by the Task Force on
Curriculum. The Web offers absolutely unlimited opportunities for
changing undergraduate and graduate curricula everywhere, not by deliv
ering standard courses, but providing high-quality instructional materials
on specific topics to everyone.
Herein lies the best opportunity for curricular reform. If our experi
ence at UC-Santa Barbara is any guide, there is open-ended demand for
computer-based problems, specific instructional materials, and other
learning resources that lie outside the immediate expertise of an
instructor. Today, there is no need to buy publishers’ standardized pack
ages: you can download the material from the Web. The technology is
proven, reliable, and very cheap.
Action item. Use th e p ro v en m edium o f th e W orld W ide Web to
dissem inate in stru ctio n al m aterials to the arch aeo lo g 
ical co m m u n ity at rock -b o tto m cost.

Textbooks

Textbooks are market-driven. Their content reflects what instruc
tors around the country and the world teach in their beginning courses.
An extensive review process of any textbook manuscript ensures that the
resulting book is in tune with what is going on in the marketplace. As an
active textbook author, I would say that all the basic books on the market
do a very fair job of presenting the reality of contemporary archaeology
to beginning students. We are sometimes accused of not giving a fair
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shake to CRM and not covering the topics advocated here. To my knowl
edge, at least one introductory text has had a stand-alone chapter on all
aspects of CRM since 1981, while basic ethics, the finite nature of the
record, and the relevance of archaeology have been important topics
since the 1960s. What we are really concerned with here is some upperdivision and graduate training where specific modules delivered by the
Web would be highly effective.
I am sure that the marketplace will give birth to textbooks on
nonacademic archaeology of all kinds within a very short time, once the
demand for relevant courses is there. Indeed, I believe they are under
contract. But for many of the topics in the “renewed archaeology
curriculum,” the Web offers much greater possibilities.
Finally, I suspect that we have significant momentum. The forces
of the marketplace will lead to many important changes in undergraduate
and graduate curricula. Allow these forces to work. If good, multidiscipli
nary M.A. programs for nonacademics come into being and offer openended career opportunities, they are bound to expand at the expense of
more conventional academic programs and reduce the current overpro
duction of Ph.D.s, which must be near 60 percent to 80 percent over
need in some specialties. Then you will see rapid curriculum change even
at the most ardent research institutions.
But, above all, encourage people to teach, to innovate in the class
room. Without their individual and collective commitment, you are
shouting into the wind.
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Refasmonm<£ our profession:
pracTicaL skills, preservaTion,
anD cuLTuraL Resource
Mana^emenT
Joseph Schuldenrein
t is clear that revamping is required at all stages of the archaeological
education process. However, it is equally apparent that many changes
can and will be made irrespective of our own good intentions and
broad idealistic visions of a “better archaeology.” If nothing else, our own
experiences as professionals— from young students to seasoned profes
sionals— has taught us that a combination of our own principles and the
realities of the marketplace will result in the transformation of our profes
sion. We have a strong potential to engineer that transformation, but only
if we keep our vision strong and our empirical senses honed. We need to
have principles, but not be quixotically headstrong; we must clamor for
reform that can be implemented within the global realities of the twentyfirst century. I am not arguing for dampening of principles, but rather for
sharpening our visions— and more significantly— to mesh with the
changing function of archaeology in the new millennium. The downside
is that if we do not exhibit sufficient flexibility and political savvy in the
upcoming years, decisions will be made for us and not by us. History
teaches this lesson all too well.
The most critical lesson for archaeologists concerns our perception
of the profession’s progress in the past 30 years. If I were to poll all
archaeologists about the single most significant development in archae
ology for this period, I assume fewer than 10 percent would mention the
environmental movement of the mid to late 1960s. Its momentum resulted
in the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) and the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). Ultimately it spawned the archaeology
boom, one which has produced what is hopefully a permanently
ingrained preservation ethos. It has spawned 60 to 70 percent of all
archaeological employment and is in the process of reconfiguring profes
sional priorities within our own community. Yes, there have been
quantum leaps in pure research, from our knowledge of human origins
and hominid dispersals to the origins of agriculture and sedentism, urban
organization, and site formation process. None of these compare to the
significance of preservation in fashioning the direction of our profession.
Just think about the intimate ambiance of meetings 20 years ago and the
topics that were discussed. If we had continued to develop along the
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lines of a limited, academically oriented profession, our numbers would
be reduced by two-thirds and our struggle for survival in the “de-academized” world of the global marketplace would be nothing short of ugly.
History also tells us that our profession’s involvement as the NHPA
unfolded was only marginally beneficial. Years of isolation in museums,
universities, and research institutes left us ill prepared to structure the
initial programs that begged for our expertise. Of course, there were
exceptions and I believe that in the long run we have acquitted ourselves
better in fashioning our fate than many would allow. A good number of
us are now experts on areas ranging from preservation law to business
ethics, administration, and entrepreneurship— but not enough. Decisions
are still being largely made for us by bureaucrats and should be for as
long as we decide that we should simply be pursuing business as usual.
Changing that perception is what the SAA’s Task Force on Curriculum is
attempting to do.
The upside is that the struggles of the past 30 years have furnished
an excellent baseline for rectifying the situation because most of us are
really fairly intelligent and hopefully our perceptions have been honed by
our failures and successes during what I would call the first stage of the
CRM Revolution. However, lest we be doomed to repeat our previous fail
ures, the watch words for archaeology well into the next century must be
Preservation and Cultural Resource M anagement. Moreover, because of
increasing globalization, preservation and CRM will extend into interna
tional spheres in which heritage tourism will play an even more pivotal
role. The lion’s share of our programs for restructuring archeological
education must keep these concerns paramount.
I proceed to examine the ways in which my colleagues on the task
force have proposed that traditional programs be modified.
U ndergraduate Education

I wholeheartedly agree with the observations, and most signifi
cantly, with the priorities set by the task force. Indeed, fostering steward
ship of resources and conveying the message that archaeologists are not
the sole proprietors of those resources are the most critical lessons to be
conveyed. Undergraduates are still learning the basic lessons of heritage,
respect for interethnic differences, and ethics. Most will not become
archaeologists, but surprisingly many, as our experience shows, will inter
face with preservation personnel over the course of their professional
careers (i.e., planners, engineers, environmental regulators, and even
accountants). They must have a groundwork that enables them to ask the
right questions of archaeological professionals. The need to hone written
oral and communication skills is self-evident. This is part and parcel of a
well-rounded liberal arts education and must be emphasized in archae
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ology programs as it must in other curricula for the social sciences,
humanities, and even the physical sciences.
The main issue in a major’s undergraduate education should be the
development of the intellect. My feeling is that courses in such sexy and
exciting avenues as early hominids, early civilization, and pre-European
cultures of the New World should form the core of any undergraduate
major in archaeology. Junior- and senior-level work should include more
comprehensive work in preservation and archaeological ethics; these can
be courses cross-listed with introductory graduate offerings. It also would
provide the advanced undergraduate with a taste of what “real-world”
archaeology is all about.
On a broad scale, I would argue that the state of undergraduate
education in the United States is on a considerably sounder footing than
those of postgraduate education and professional development.
G raduate Education

We are on a disastrous collision course in graduate education, with
little immediate hope for relief. The discipline is short of funding, univer
sities are cutting budget lines, and programs that “demonstrably do not
lead to jobs in anthropology” are in serious danger. More disturbingly, we
are considered “irrelevant and self-indulgent.” This situation is not about
to change unless we make ourselves relevant and realign most programs
to reflect practical skills in contemporary, high-tech archaeology as well
as skills that will be required in the commercial world.
Yet our programs are structured under the assumption that realign
ment of programs does not matter. Many professors remain oblivious to
overhauls because in the short term their stakes in change are perceived
as self-defeating. Research in “glamor” areas is accomplished by senior
faculty and nothing else matters. Elsewhere I have argued that on an
intellectual plane there is a difference between constantly rethinking
archaeology and “doing it,” which is the path that must be pursued in
CRM.
The bottom line is that we need to do archaeology and do it effi
ciently. Of course, we need to think about it, but we need to do our
cognitive work as we move along in the practice of survey, testing, and
excavation. More significantly, the new engine driving archaeology is not
the research institute or funding agency but state and federal coffers
whose charge is dictated by preservation law and compliance. For the
profession generally, research agendas are no longer selected by profes
sors; they are imposed by planners.
However, the dominant academic paradigm is, as per the popular
refrain, “stuck in the ’60s.” Despite restructuring in the archaeological
workplace and priorities, major departments still dedicate their efforts to
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training students to become researchers and teachers. The continued
production of growing numbers of students to fill dwindling academic
slots is misinformed at best and deceitful at worst. Yet it goes on.
The time-worn argument that a university’s mission is to teach
archaeologists to think and not to serve as vocational training grounds
begs the issue sorely and bespeaks elitist arrogance, at a time when the
cost, effort, and duration of Ph.D. programs is greater than it ever has
been and offerings for traditional jobs have never been as meager.
Informal surveys of graduate programs show that the course types taught
at most institutions do not differ qualitatively from those taught over the
past 30 years. Introductory core courses are followed by “method and
theory” offerings reflecting the specialty and regional interests of the
professors who teach at a given institution rather than the interests of the
students.
University archaeological programs offer nothing or little in the
way of practical courses that prepare students for the job market. Rest
assured that the sophisticated CRM firms of today will not and should not
invest in training prestigious recent Ph.D.s who cannot operate a Total
Station or track a budget. Why hire a Ph.D. expert in Old World ceramics
when many master’s-level students knows how to run a shovel test crew
and have intimate knowledge of landowner concerns? This is not to say
that students do not pick up practical skills along the way; most do.
However, they do this not because of the formal requirements of a
department, but sometimes in spite of it. For survival reasons, students
must pick up “job skills” that will require them to ease into the CRM
world. Yet, they often do this at the expense of advancing in degree
programs, at the risk of incurring the wrath of advisers and violating
department protocol, and on their own time. The dilemma is especially
grievous for long-term students (i.e., those in Ph.D. programs) where
structure is eliminated after attainment of ABD status and the march to the
dissertation is a long, energy-consuming, and often obsessive ordeal that
leaves little time for the pursuit of employment-related training.
The real question before us is: where do we go from here? My
concern is that many of us know the answer, but, for a variety of reasons,
we may either be hesitant or even fearful to pose the solution. Drastic
solutions have already been proposed that get to the core of the entire
structure of graduate education (not only in anthropology but across the
board in the humanities, social sciences, and perhaps, most strikingly, the
hard sciences). Solutions have been proposed by figures no less influen
tial than university presidents and deans of divisions and have been
published in high-profile articles in the New York Times, Atlantic Monthly,
and Business Week. In most cases, these individuals are less motivated by
their own grand visions than by the rules of the market which are effec
tively saying across the board “less is more." Because of restructured job
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markets and the scaling down of the academy, proposals center on de
emphasis on the Ph.D. and refocusing on the M.A. which should become
the “driver’s license” or union card for all positions of senior responsibility
in commercial entities engaging in professional practices.
Action Items.
1) R educe the n um ber o f Ph.D.s aw arded. There are too many out
there and they are not needed.
2) Reorient the m aster’s degree. This should be a complete and
comprehensive degree and not just another whistle stop on the
glorious road to the Ph.D.
3) Revamp course requirem ents f o r archaeologists in anthropology
departm ents to include offerings in other field s in such areas as
preservation law, ethics, business, a n d proposal writing. Manda
tory revisions to archaeology curricula also would include
courses on statistics, sampling, and GIS, all skills that will be
indispensable in the next few years.
4) Initiate fo r m a l internship program s between universities a n d
CRM com pan ies an d /o r governm ental agencies. These would be
required for degree programs and officially recognized by
departments in the form of credits and satisfaction of formal
requirements.
5) Develop courses a n d program s in pu blic education that will
en able students to interact with local communities. Students
should be encouraged to pursue careers that will bring them in
touch with the public, the eventual source of most archeological
funding in the long term.
6) Replace open facu lty lines (th rough retiremen t, attrition, or
tenure elim ination) by accotnplished CRMprofessionals. The
latter would be capable of teaching CRM and more general
courses. Critically, they should be able to offer career advance
ment guidance to graduate students.
Postgraduate E d u cation /P rofession al D evelopm ent

It is folly for even the most seasoned and accomplished profes
sional to assume that he or she is beyond retooling, especially in this
technologically accelerated world, where most of us are painfully aware
that our kids will outstrip us in techno-competence by the time they are
in high school. Irrespective of our archaeological and professional situa
tions, updates in knowledge and skills is requisite for the competitive
edge. This is applicable to teaching as well as to ground- and laboratoryTeacHin<j ArcHQeoLo<jy in THe TwenTy-firsT cerrrury
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based archaeology.
Action Item. E m p h asis o n en co u rag in g d issertation and thesis
to p ics on stew ard sh ip an d p rese rv atio n issues is crit
ical if w e a re to develop tech n o lo gies an d strategies to
co p e w ith e xp an d in g databases. P reservation initia
tives will go n o w h ere unless w e le a rn to digest ou r
d ata and in te rp re t th e m asses o f in fo rm atio n th at are
en terin g o u r rep o sito ries ev ery day. It sim ply will be
e m b arrassin g to p lan p ro g ra m e xp an sio n s if w e p rove
to be incapable o f handling th e p re se n t influx o f in for
m atio n .

Action Item. We m ust develop system atic m eth od s fo r handling
co n flict resolu tion and fo r en h an cin g h u m an in terac
tio n skills. We a re n o to rio u s fo r o u r skills in handling
dead things an d trip p in g o v e r live on es. Public rela
tio n s will be an in creasin g ly critical co m p o n en t o f an
a rch eo lo g ical c a re e r; th e re is absolutely n o re a so n th at
th is elem en t o f o u r w o rk should n o t be form ally
p laced in a cu rricu lu m .

Action Item. R egulatory co u rses an d sem in ars should be con stan tly
u p grad ed b ecau se o f th e fluid reg u lato ry en viron m en t.
Fam iliarity w ith all th e kinks in th e p ro cess by p ra c
ticin g and teach in g p rofession als also is m andatory.
All p ra ctitio n ers n eed to be involved; n o n e should be
e x e m p t.

C onclusions

The horizons of archaeology are expanding. The potential tragedy
is that we will not have the supply of well-trained, contemporary practi
tioners to cope with the glut. I turn your attention especially to the
expanding arena of international CRM in which heritage conservation and
tourism will be the next major focus of attention. This is already
happening in many parts of the world; the recent World Archaeological
Congress (WAC) conference in South Africa underscored the great strides
that are being made. Pay especial attention to developments in Third
World countries where tourism and monuments will be the most imme
diate resources for financially strapped economies; classic examples are
China, Egypt, India, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, and Central and Eastern
Europe. On the positive side, the emergence of an intricate but increas
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ingly efficient preservation program in the United States can place us on
the cutting edge of international CRM development, given (ironically, in
light of my foregoing comments), our success in redirecting governmental
priorities. My own experience is that we have done very well with a
comparatively small and unglamorous archaeological resource base. Other
countries have many more and longer-standing cultural resources, but
they have less managerial, technological, and financial resources at their
disposal. The opportunity is there.
However, before we can develop grandiose plans and projects, it is
crucial that we get our own house in order. We need to streamline under
graduate education and instill the preservation ethic into courses and
programs for both majors and non-majors. Nonspecialists will only benefit
by learning exactly what it is that we do. Graduate programs remain the
major source of concern. We do our brightest students no justice by
drilling them with antiquated theories, methodologies, and information
that is of limited utility. The ultimate insult is a career path that now aver
ages 12 years (post-bachelor’s), grows longer, and provides fewer oppor
tunities at a time when the reverse is true for the profession as a whole.
Nothing short of a restructuring of programs, faculty appointments, and
long-term internship programs is viable at this time. Professional re-educa
tion is vital if the present leadership is to keep pace with the develop
ments of tomorrow.
Ultimately, the decision-making processes rest with those members
of the archaeological community that are setting the course of our profes
sion. As archaeologists, we will not be true to our calling if we do not
heed the past lessons of our own professional culture. If we really want
to “save the past for the future,” we will not repeat its mistakes. In basic
terms, this means fashioning our own future before someone else does it
for us.
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AfCHCieOLO^ISTS CIS
AIlTHropOLO^ISTS:
THe QuesTion of Training
David G. Anderson
n spite of the massive changes our profession has undergone in the
past 30 years, the way we train archaeology students has remained
essentially the same as it was 30, 40, or even 50 years ago. That is,
within anthropology departments, which continue to produce the vast
majority of the archaeologists working in this country, students are trained
first as anthropologists, and only secondarily as archaeologists.
The relevance of the traditional four-field (i.e., archaeology,
cultural anthropology, linguistics, and physical anthropology) approach to
the training of archaeologists has been questioned, particularly for archae
ologists heading for nonacademic positions. It has been noted that much
of what is taught in the four traditional subfields (including archaeology),
has little or no utility to the practice of archaeology today. The core of
this argument appears to revolve around the perception that teaching
courses in linguistics, cultural anthropology, and physical anthropology
takes up valuable time that would be better spent imparting more useful
information and skills to our students.
Subsumed within this is the fundamental question, “Should archae
ology remain within anthropology?”— that is, do archaeologists need to be
trained as anthropologists? That much of the subject matter that is taught
in many anthropology courses today is perceived as trivial, arcane, or
otherwise irrelevant to many practicing archaeologists is unquestioned.
That archaeology in this country is now increasingly practiced by people
whose primary graduate training has been a field other than anthro
pology, such as American studies, classics, geography, history, or some
other related discipline, also is undeniable, and further negates the posi
tion that training in anthropology is essential to doing archaeology.
The counter-argument, that anthropology is relevant in archaeolog
ical training, has been perhaps best expressed by Kent Flannery (1982), in
his classic “Golden Marshalltown” article. In this paper, Flannery argued
that the concept of culture (encompassing all four subfields) was an
essential unifying framework for scholars responsible for finding, docu
menting, and interpreting the remains left behind by past cultural systems,
and produced by a wide range of behaviors. Anthropology teaches a
holistic view of human behavior, and some exposure to the discipline is
probably essential to the training of an effective archaeologist. You can
indeed find employment in archaeology without any training in anthro
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pology, but you can do archaeology better if you have been educated
within an anthropological framework.
Specific T rain in g O ptions

Given this situation, and the exigencies of real-world academic
politics, it is likely that a middle-ground approach might work best,
involving the development and teaching of courses, as McGimsey (1994)
has suggested, in subjects such as “Linguistics for Archaeologists,” “Phys
ical Anthropology for Archaeologists,” “Cultural Anthropology for Archae
ologists,” and even “Anthropology for Archaeologists.” Such an approach
might help reduce the anomie felt sometimes by archaeology students
when forced to learn the nuances of generative-transformational grammar,
cognitive anthropology, or human genetics. I would suggest that archaeol
ogists are themselves not free of sin in the teaching of their own subject
matter. Many of us could benefit from a course or two on the application
of archaeological theory to real-world field, analysis, and reporting
situations.
In revamping the academic curricula for archaeologists, there are
additional areas where change might be profitably made. For example,
when scholars need to acquire a foreign language, they are likely to learn
it without being required to do so. The elimination of the language
requirement at the master’s level might free up time for more archaeology
courses. In addition, specific courses that could be offered to archaeolo
gists could include preservation law and management, GIS/computer
applications, statistical analyses/quantitative methods, business manage
ment skills, and technical writing. Likewise, archaeological ethics must
receive a high priority, with an emphasis on our obligations to the archae
ological record, to reporting our findings responsibly, and to our subjects
and audience, including the descendants of the peoples under study.
Stewardship, public education and outreach, and the widespread
dissemination of our findings are also areas that must receive greater
emphasis in a revitalized archaeological program. As McGimsey and Davis
note in this volume, “public archaeology IS archaeology,” and we might
as well start educating students in that fact. That is, what we do must be
better understood. A majority of the people employed in archaeology in
the United States today are involved in resource management/stewardship, at a great cost of public and private funds. This fact, however, is not
well reflected in the contents of our journals or even in opinion polls,
news coverage, or PBS specials about what it is that archaeologists do.
What we do is much more than a high-tech way to find neat things, yet
that is the perception of our field among much of the general public.
Accordingly, perhaps the single most important thing we must
teach, particularly in our introductory courses, is the value of archaeology
itself. At the introductory (i.e., undergraduate) level, our subject matter
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must be presented in such a way that we attract and create advocates, not
bore them into antipathy. Our subject matter is inherently interesting to a
great many people, and we should take advantage of this fact.
How do we inform the general public about what it is archaeolo
gists do and why it is important? We can make a good start by using our
introductory courses as proselytizing as well as educational forums. The
authors of good fiction about our field such as Piers Anthony, Jean M.
Auel, and Michael and Kathleen Gear have introduced more people to life
in the past than most professional archaeologists ever will. Their works
could be introduced and (critically but favorably ) discussed in our
courses. We thus need to support the accurate popularization of our
profession, as the SAA’s Public Education Committee and the various state
archaeology day/week/month coordinators are doing so well.
At the advanced undergraduate and graduate level, the education
of archaeologists needs to be made relevant to real-world concerns. We
need courses that can teach us how to excavate sites to maximize infor
mation recovery and write up the results; to develop realistic and achiev
able research designs and historic preservation plans; to deal with the
ethical dilemmas raised by life in the moneyed world of big-business
cultural resource management (CRM); and to understand why it is critical
to take and curate good notes, photographs, and analysis records along
with artifact collections.
Good CRM reports need to be held up as examples to students,
who in turn need to be taught how to produce such documents. More of
us need to know where the money that is spent on archaeology really
comes from, so we can shape what is available and how it gets spent.
More students need to be interns in CRM firms, state historic preservation
offices, or government agencies, and many educators could benefit by the
same exposure. We need people who can understand how systematic
shovel testing can yield information important to understanding past
cultural systems. We need to develop people who can quickly take threat
ened sites apart and learn important things from them, not just trowel out
the levels in 1-meter squares or neatly wash and label artifacts.
In the years ahead, we will need to deal with threatened sites on
an unprecedented scale. We need people who aren’t afraid to make hard
choices in the field— the literal triage of sites and features— to maximize
information recovery. Far too often the hand excavation of block units is
considered effective mitigation on sites of all sizes and with all kinds of
deposits. Use of heavy equipment to expose large numbers of features,
however, is more preferable than having a few scattered telephone
booths, with no real clue about the kind of site these units passed
through.
We need to develop a greater preservation ethic about where and
how we do our work. Too many field schools and research projects are
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conducted on protected sites, recovering trivial bits of data while major
sites are going under all around. More efforts should be devoted to threat
ened sites, to quickly and efficiently recover large quantities of data of
relevance to major research questions.
Besides educating and training in doing CRM itself, we need to be
producing people capable of the monitoring and peer review necessary to
ensure that high-quality work occurs. Many agency and SHPO reviewers
need training in how to review— -that is, learning how to focus on what
is important, such as do the conclusions and recommendations follow
from the data, what can we learn from these sites, and what is the best
way to collect this kind of information? Management recommendations
coming from CRM work should be directed to either preserving sites or
maximizing information recovery. It is usually far cheaper to stabilize sites
than to excavate them, but this option is rarely taught. Fieldwork must be
based on information return, not employment potential. The importance
of sound curation, specifically artifact and records management, also must
be emphasized in our courses.
Instituting C hange

To institute change will requires action on the part of a great many
individuals; collective action is, after all, the sum of individual actions. In
revitalizing the teaching of archaeology, having the SAA and other leading
bodies of our profession endorse a call for change is an essential step, but
that will not be enough. Change will have to come class by class and
department by department, and will require individuals to make stands
about what will be taught, who will be hired, and how promotion will
occur. We must all be agents for change; the situation is not one in which
we can afford to sit back and let others carry the burden.
The hiring and promotion of good people is critically important.
Departments need to hire people who will teach practical, real-world
skills in their courses, who understand what modern archaeology entails
and can impart this knowledge to their students. We need to reward with
tenure those who do this well. Likewise, we need to reward faculty
members who undertake public service and education efforts, or who
produce major contributions to knowledge rather than large numbers of
articles. A good site report is used forever, while a good theoretical article
has a half life of about five years at best. At present, however, someone
who writes the latter will get tenure, while the author of the former will
likely get the street.
The impact of hiring and promotion policies, of course, operates in
a Darwinian fashion and over a period of many years. Well-trained
students will be hired, the poorly trained ignored. As awareness of these
basic facts of life spread, enrollments in departments will rise or fall.
Change may come if we work towards it, but it will not always occur
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quickly or easily. Changing our educational system is thus in many ways
akin to the way paradigm shifts occur in science.. .through the conversion
or replacement of personnel.
Effecting change also requires political astuteness, the ability to sell
a point of view to people. In this regard, some training in politics is
essential, not only to effect change at the national level, but also within
our own professional and academic communities. If we wish to sell our
case for change to our anthropological colleagues, one way to do this is
by emphasizing what’s in it for them, namely continued enrollment and
possibly even departmental survival. Co-opting rather than confronting
our colleagues, and showing respect for and value in what they do, is
likely to be a more effective strategy than challenging their subfield’s very
relevance. That is why a middle-ground approach will work best, taking
what is relevant from our anthropological heritage, rather than divorcing
ourselves from it completely.
Making A rch aeology Relevant

Anthropology, and archaeology within it, needs to rise to the chal
lenges facing the modern world if it is to remain credible, just as earlier
generations of anthropologists like Boas, Benedict, and Kroeber pursued
the big questions, and argued passionately against racism and injustice
and for cultural relativism. Archaeology can take a leading role in such
activities. Major issues that need addressing include climate change and its
impact on human society, genocide and racism, the recognition and
protection of cultural diversity, and sound resource management (stew
ardship). We need to explore these issues wherever possible in our
research and writings, and teach them to our students.
Archaeology can contribute greatly to understanding the effects of
environmental degradation and climate change on human society. Using
dendrochronological data, for example, it is possible to compare recent
weather patterns with those for the past thousand or more years in the
southeastern and southwestern United States, and how annual rainfall
variation affected both crop production and political stability in a wide
range of local societies. Examining the impacts of the mid-Holocene
warm interval may help us better understand what we might have to look
forward to given global warming, and finer scale analyses may help
resolve the effects of El Nino and other periodic climatic fluctuations on
human societies.
As a profession we also need to confront and reject our sometimes
paternalistic/colonialistic attitudes. Archaeology is not intended to be
confrontational, the teaching of benighted or ignorant peoples a “true”
history of the past, capable of replacing (implied) illusory traditions.
People have every reason to react strongly when their core beliefs are
challenged, and archaeologists have to moderate their arguments about
i ca cH in a A rcuaeoLo^y in Tire Twen ry-firsT cerm ifY
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what it is they do. Alternative ways of perceiving time and the past are
important ways of being human that should be championed, not deni
grated. How time, space, and place are perceived, parenthetically, no
doubt also profoundly shaped the archaeological record, and offers
another way to approach an understanding of it.
We thus need to have better relations with the people whose past
we study, be they black, white, red, or yellow. We must come to respect
and educate each other about our goals and values, however, rather than
lamenting or casting recriminations back and forth. Recognizing that some
repatriation and reburial of remains is going to occur, we need to
redouble our analyses of existing collections. Many of the classic assem
blages in southeastern archeology, particularly materials gathered during
the Mound Exploration work of the Smithsonian Institution’s Bureau of
Ethnology, for example, have never been adequately described or illus
trated. Our students need to be taught that digging isn’t all that we need
do to legitimize ourselves as archaeologists; there are many honorable
specializations to choose from, including curation, records management,
and the analysis of earlier collections.
As archaeologists we study the causes of long-term change in
cultural systems, of which organizational change has been something of a
hot topic in recent years. Now is the time to apply some of the lessons
we have learned. We must continue to emphasize solutions and problem
solving wherever possible, lighting candles rather than cursing the dark
ness. The future is ours to shape.
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A CQLL TO ACTIOIl

T

he main emphasis of the SAA’s Task Force on Curriculum to this
point has been to begin to frame the important issue of educating
and training archaeologists for the challenges of the twenty-first
century. Discussions included the role of undergraduate and graduate
programs in this effort, as well as the requirement that practicing archae
ologists keep up with changing methods, theory, and technology. Work
shops have been held, sessions at professional meetings have been orga
nized, and information has been exchanged through articles in profes
sional publications and the Internet. All these efforts have been designed
to identify and articulate the issues and to frame them within the context
of a diverse archaeological community. That process continues with this
report.
This report is not intended to be the final word but rather a contin
uation and hopefully an escalation of the National Dialogue already under
way. To ensure that the diversity of opinion is brought to bear on this
issue the SAA has established a Bulletin Board on Teaching Archaeology
in the twenty-first century on its Web site. Make your concerns known.
Log onto this site and provide your comments and suggestions. You can
log on through the SAA’s Home Page or directly at http://www.saa.org/
Education/Curriculum. Comments will be used to prepare various reports,
articles, and proposals on this topic and to direct the curriculum reform
process.
The task force hopes that this report will stimulate discussions with
colleagues and students about the future direction of archaeology and that
departments will be encouraged to review programs, courses, and faculty
lines within the context of what has been discussed here. This is truly an
issue that permeates the entire profession regardless of how it is prac
ticed. Change will only be brought about by the collective efforts of the
entire archaeological community. If archaeology is to meet the challenges
of the twenty-first century, now is the time to Stop, Look, and Listen. We
need the vision and leadership of the professional community and the
dedication, wonder, and passion of those preparing for careers in archae
ology to ensure that archaeology is viable and relevant in the new millen
nium and beyond.
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